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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 

DESIGN" OF ROADBEDS | 

| _ To review the fundamental properties of the three classes or phases of 

matter and to show that a roadbed material i in particular is either strong or 
pe 

weak. according to the phase i in which it is found gabon 
ail 

offer experimental. evidence ‘showing the influence of gases, 7 

and Solids the stability of roadbeds; ay! 

and b built s so > they will remain ‘andi under g given . conditions c of tr traffic, 

as The materials of roadbeds are of infinite variety. In size, the wot 
range from boulders to finite particles of matter; in quality, from rigid | and — 

durable rocks to fluids. ‘That all these are of equal | structural 

value, no one w ould claim; but, unless the several relationships are controlled — 

adequately, the essential balance cannot be established a1 and maintained. oe 
However, before the relationships of these materials can be controlled wisely, 7 

Asi in other matter, the « constituents of roadbeds may be classified profitably 

into three distinct states | or phases—gases, liquids, and solids. This approach 2 

‘dered as being characteristic of a given at all times. 

therefore, depends upon conditions, : such as s temperature and } pressure. ¢ - Water, 

for lor example, at piensa pressure is is a solid below 0° C and a gas above 100° C. a 

Nors.- —Written comments a are invited for immediate publication: insure publication the last a 

Engr. Raleigh, N.C. = 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 

Unqualified statements, such as is a gas,” is a liquid,’ and “ quartz 

is a solid,” are inaccurate unless atmospheric conditions are specified, as each 
of these substances may occur in any one of these states. end 

7 Obviously, roadbeds should be constructed and maintained as rigid bodies 

a and, | to attain this condition, the properties of the component ; materials 1 must 

be understood. Moreover, the proper r balance of the components must be 
- maintained at all times ; otherwise, structural failure is certain. The > ability to 

i resist loads is a property ¢ of solid or tigi bodies; but, whenever fluids are present 

matter ‘and their dete on the structural properties of roadbeds have 

discussed by the writer elsewhere. 2 Although the effects of heat, pressure, and 

solvents on the structural properties of certain rigid bodies are commonly Lege 

‘reco gnized, ifications a th gnize most speci cations and professional papers indicate lack of 

appreciation of how earthy substances ; may be protected against the weakening fh 
th 

course, the temperature of roadbed materials never approaches t the point ‘Te 
of liquefaction, although under freezing temperatures the beds do become very fo 
rigid. These freezing conditions, however, do not have an adverse effect on s 

roadbeds unless they are very wet. | Theretore, , the only condition remaining 

that can lower the measure of their rigidity to that of a plastic or fluid condition of 

is the presence of of critical amounts of of fluid, such as air or w water. | The method , vi 
of approach is a rational one, the principles of which have been long under- | be 
tood, although habitually overlooked. 

Gases —A gas consists of of an aggregation of at atoms 8 or molecules i in which the ow 

po of attraction is so overbalanced by the movement of the particles that it Bis 

cannot act. In this condition there is no cohesion between the particles, there- Bp 
fore; they fly in all directions. - | the attractive force between the particles i is 4 

notmally weak, the substance etiote as a gas at ordinary temperatures; but any | ‘oo 

substance, whether normally a liquid or 8 solid, may be turned into a gas by § fo 

heating it sufficiently. Temperature i is a a relative comparison of molecular ot in 
atomic vibration ; therefore, if atoms and molecules: are made tor vibrate fast Bar 

enough, the attractive forces between them become ineffective. ‘result m 

Fe Due to the foregoing properties, “gases, unlike other forms of matter, have Bs 
no constant 1 volume but fill all parts of the container regardless of its size. | a 

oe q Therefore, gases are highly compressible and, under sufficient pressure and loss ia by 
ie +4 a of heat, may be converted into liquids and in certain cases directly into solids. Bg iu 

p \ Liquid « consists of a mass of molecules i in which motion and the 01 Liquids.— 
je distance between the molecules are considerably less than in a gas; 

hence, the attractive forces are greater. Ina liquid the molecules are free to 

move about but they cannot move very far apart. The result is that the liquid 

maintains a relatively constant volume, assumes the shape of its container, and 

unlike gases maintains a definite upper surface. = = 

- 2“*Principles Applying to Highway Road-Beds,’”’ by Ira B. Mullis, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E. vo 
4 (1939), p. 
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ers April, 1945 DESIGN OF ROADBEDS| 

rts ise liquid, the attractive forces are great enough to. hold the molecules 

ach however, the attractive forces do not have absolute control. Occa- 

“| sionally, a molecule at at the sur surface of the liquid moves fast enough to break 

tee ‘away and fly off into space. . This phenomenon is known as evaporation. — 
‘ust | Hence, liquids left in the open air long enough disappear by evaporation. AF 7 | 

: e ‘liquid may be turned into either : a gas gas or a solid un under ‘appropriate changes of i : 

ent § |‘ Substances in the liquid state have greater densities, greater internal fric- 
of tion, larger cohesive forces, and much smaller ‘compressibility than in 

een | gaseous st state. How ever, loads can be supported by liquids o only w hen confined 
or under. conditions that the utilization of buoyancy y and velocity. 

nly Solids.—In contrast to gases and liquids, the attractive forces in solids have 
- of the upper hand. The molecules are no longer free to move as they do in | 

_ fluids, each iii being tied to a definite position in the solid. These ties, 

“reason, at least, why different. ‘solids have different ‘points. If the 

- forces: holding the solid together | are weak, the solid will have a low ‘melting 

on point but, if the forces are strong, the ‘solid will have a high melting | point. 

ning § The reason for this is apparent if one remembers that t temperature i is & measure 

tion § of molecular vibration. When the attractive forces are weak, only a little 
hod : vibration is required to separate the molecules. A weak solid, such as butter, — 

der- 7 begins to melt on a warm day; but a solid, such as tungsten, one of the strongest 

oF) im etals, requires a ‘temperature of more than 3,000° C to melt it. Ina ‘similar 

om manner, one may say that, since gumbo clay is one 2 of the strongest : sediments, 

7 . much 1 water is is required to soften ‘it; but kaolin being g among the weakest, little 
water is required for softening. As solids: are only slightly compressible, , 

at it is an indication that the atoms or molecules already are iano tend high com- — 

By dissolving a foreign in a metal, the resistance to plastic 

formation 1 may be changed greatly. . Thus, the mechanical properties of steel 

in the iron-carbon system : are determined by very small amounts of carbon; : 

and minute quantities of gases such as hydrogen, nitrogen, or oxygen which 

esult may be dissolved in a steel have’an influence on the yield point and also on the 

_ ff relation between stress and plastic deformation. Thus, it will be seen that - 
have ‘substances are W eakened by excessive heat and by admixtures tending to 
size. accelerate molecular vibration. . Bodies of clay, for example, are weakened : 

lloss # by absorbed water that accelerates the molecular vibration of the mixture. | In a a 
lids. like n manner, solid bitumen is w weakened by the liquefying : action of either heat — 

iquid normal conditions of the atmosphere, the > component flui fluids and solids 
and imaroadbed may be confined to air, water, and rock matter. the > physical 

; properties of each of these substances have been established, the effect of one — 

on the other should be the better understood, through stress-strain measure- 

ments of an adequate number of combinations of these substances. = 8 =—s_—© = 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS- 

Air and Rock Matter. —tThe effect of air on the e structural properties of masses 

of rock matter, coarser than fine sand, is so insignificant as to require little 

_ attention either during or following construction ; but, » in material of a smaller 

“particle size, , the effect of air is one of major importance. ‘During construction, 

air becomes, entrapped in the pore spaces of the material, tends to hold ‘the 

_ particles apart, and thus prevents consolidation of the mass. — This condition | 

_ may be exemplified by the use of a a recently sifted Portland cement in a ‘a partly 

filled bag. vill pressure i is is applied, the m mass of air and cement ter tends to flow away 

from the area under pressure and, upon removal of the pressure, recovery is not 

noticeable. In mixtures of this sort, solid particles aided by intervening films 

of air are free to slip; therefore, the boily may be said to be a dry plastic mass. ‘ 

Even if it were possible to reduce the thickness of the air films to the ¢ minimum, 

and thereby obtain fair contact, there can | be no consolidation when films of air 

intervene. word ‘ ‘consolidate” ‘connotes more than compaction 
gi fi includes a bonding together 

of the particles. It is here 

pe used only in this sense.) 
1600 The effect of air and 

‘between. particles of 

| solid matter is exemplified in 

“Fig. 1. This figure is based 

on data obtained through 

the use of an A.S.T.M. 
(American Society for Test- 
ing Materials) standard, 

lb hammer dropped 18 

ie here referred to as the ext 

Modified Proctor method. loa 
On the side the 

° _moisture-density curve the 

slipping» begins under a Th 

‘moisture content of 14%. ha 

di cated by the break in the 
1. ob; Ware: Conrent to -moisture-resistance curve 

lues, in Pounds per 

1200 

Density, in Grams per Cubic Centimeter 

Va 

& sponding to this point, the density approximates 1.74¢ per cu cm and the mois- 

ture content 14%. Assuming an absolute density of 2.65, the voids 0 occupy 34% Ty 

P= of the v olume. Of this volume 24% is water and the remaining 10% is air. Since 

a _ Although detailed information on the dry side of the moisture-density and 

stress-strain re relations of the curve is meager, it , is apparent t that the presence , of 

a critical amount of air in the pores of a solid produces a marked effect. on the 

s, the air permitted in a roadbed should be 

to small quantities. ‘out 
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‘DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 

oe A good example « of the adverse effect of oe air in dry loessial sediments — 

is found often during droughts on Toad construction projects on the Great 
Plains of the United States. ~ Adequate compaction i is impossible a and slippage _ 

of the earthy material makes even moderate speed hazardous. Another well- 
known example i is the slip experienced i in attempting to travel po fine, dry, 7 

air-filled deposits” of sand. Both of these examples are manifestations of 
voluminous pore space filled almost entirely with air. *, 

oa Water and Rock Matter. r—The effect of water on the structural properties 
| of rock matter, coarser | than fine sand, , is of minor importance | with the excep- 

tion of the erosive action in streams during flood stages; therefore, no discus- 
sion will be given | to this phase of the subject. . Howe ever, the effect of water on 

the structural properties of sediments finer than coarse sand i is one of major 

-_ To assist in the elimination of air and to aid in the consolidation of sedi- 
ments, the presence of water is essential. WwW ithout water, even clay particles 

cannot ber made ‘to stick together ; however, when the compactive force is large, : 
less. water is necessary. This statement has been verified by J. W. Mellor? 

who found that, by i increasing t the pressure from 1 1 to 200 kg per sq cm, the e water : 

content for was teduned from 26.4% to 5 6%. "Moreover, face brick 

is quite generally formed with moisture contents of 7 % to 

As water tends to weaken all hydrous materials, its use in fine sediments __ 
‘utilised in | making roadbeds should be held to the ‘minimum, Tough clays, 

such as the gumbos, can be consolidated. ‘more adequa 

weight of the roller rather than by the ‘addition of water. hen excessive 

“quantities of ‘water are used, the body i is thereby weakened and upon drying 7 
shrinkage produces large cracks that aid in the perpetuation of cycles of 

excessive moisture change and cause much reduction in capacity to support 

a less water had been applied with a greater amount of compacting force, 
‘the density of the mass exemplified i in Fig. 1 could have been increased greatly. a - 

This would have produced a consequent decrease in pore space and also would - 

have i increased the resistance to loads and the absorption of water. If the 
water content had been rer reduced to 14%, ‘the density could have been increased 

to about 1.90; moreover, if the water content had been set at 10%, with an : = 

adequate method of compaction, the density could have been increased to an 3 

2.05. Since it is one of the pw purposes of this paper to develop a a basis for an a 7 

adequate standard of compaction for roadbeds, no specific numerical value of © 

will be proposed at al 

By y referring again’ to Fig. 1, it will be seen that slip | due to water content 

starts at or near point B, representing a value very close to that of the optimum ; 

moisture determined by the Modified Proctor method With moisture 

rounded by water and. touch other salma only at certain points. © As a result, 

of this condition, the mass partakes of the properties of both solid and liquid. ie 

= *“On the Plasticity of Clays,’’ by J. W. Mellor, Transactions ,Ceramic Soc. (England), - 21, 1 
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Int this ‘condition, solid particles under pressure slip over one another and, as 

they water itself is ‘elon pressure, the wet mass tends to flow in its 5 Uharndbetletis 

‘manner. As the thickness of the films of water between solid particles is 
increased , the mass becomes more and more like a a liquid; but, as the films are 

reduced i in thickness, the mass becomes more and more viscous until the critical 

point i is reached when the mass is a rigid body, a state essential in roadbeds at 

Although the late Mansfield Merriman, M. [. Am. Soe. E., defined a 
“material as plastic ' Ww hen it has 1 no elasticity, 80 that the smallest forces cause 

deformation, he ‘undoubtedly referring, to a perfectly plastic 

material that does not actually exist. — As in the case of viscous bodies, a certs ain 

amount. of er must = agen before a plastic clay body can be made to 

ROADBEDS 

= (Fig. 1) should be ‘required indicate much higher density « T 

: 4 SE Gomes in water ‘content. . This change would leave point B, Fig. 1, to 

on the penetration resistance curve little changed but point A would m 

_ to a higher value of resistance, provided the e water content \ was not excessive. & 

Air-Water Relationship —Obviously pore spaces will be filled with either ti 
air or water at all times. During dry Ww veather, evaporation | losses are to beex- ti 

g pected. ; As water is lost, air takes its place; and in a similar manner, the pore 

a spaces receive water and discharge air Ses. wet w eather. cal n 

ti 

by Bert Myers and the w riter,? it seem that in 

™ one should expect fr from 45% to 80% pore saturation du during wet weather. 

In ordinary roadbeds, an n average of from 70% to 80% is ; not unusual; in n poorly | 

compacted clay, 80% or more is found; and in silt, from 80% to 100%. oll 

_ Since it has been shown that excessive volumes of either air or water are 

> detrimental to roadbeds, the necessity of restricting these fluids is obvious. 

This can be e done only through the restriction of pore space. 4 If the p pore y space 

is s small, the dior of | air or water must likewise be small. _ Moreover, the 

the enormous increase in molecular attraction of water solids when the 

films are quite thin. In this condition, evaporation lo losses are indeed small and 

oo the entrance of additional w water i is made difficult by frictional resistance and 

4 of Materials,” te Mansfield Wiley & Sons, Ine. 10th Ed., 1912, p. 

“Applied Colloid Chemistry, D. Bancroft, McGraw- ‘Hill Book Co., Inc., New" York, N. 

Pts. as a Means fee Control of Eugene C. Bingham, Journal, Am. Ceramic 

ea. “Further Development of the Plastometer and Its Practical Application to Research and Routine 
Problems,” Green, Proceedings, AS." T. -M., Vol. XX, Pt. Il, 1920, p. 451. 
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1945 DESIGN OF 

Ww rriters*' 89 * have st heretofore the necessity of Te- 

struction. Asa sonsequence, numerous roadbeds fail even where the Modified 
Proctor standard of compaction has been followed. 

cae Charles H. Lee,*® M. Am. Soe. C. E., sets a tentative limiting value for air — 
5% by volume 3. 57% as waters in n terms of dry: w weight. 

_ Many substances definite malting freezing points. Furthermore, 
the strength of metals is greatly affected by heat and the presence of carbon 

and certain other elements. — _As bituminous pavements are weakened by heat, 7 

or the presence | of ‘solvents such as naptha, so are Toad surfaces es composed of 

mixtures of aggregates s and clay. or clay alone w veakened by the solvent action : 

of water. As long as these materials remain rigid, they are strong; but, when 
they are overcome by solvents, a plastic and therefore weak condition prevails. 
The knowledge of these facts led Bennett H. Levenson,” in the fall of 1926, 
to make an investigation of clays and other sediments to determine the exact 

‘manner in Ww wre they are affected by absorbed water. ‘Hew wished to determine, 

To begin, forty-two samples. of roadbed 

materials: were obtained from various parts of 

United States. These were selected so 

to. yield a ow wide range of plasticity. and 

strength and all were tested in duplicate to - 

determine their lower plastic and lower liquid | 

limits. The effect of moisture content on 
ll 

jel prepared specimens was | also de- 

termined in duplicate under various loads, all 

measured at given 
After sr preliminary tests had indicated that 4 

the curves W ould be of the general form of the 

two shown in Fig. 2, the procedure was i ” 
fied to include only two pairs of test values at Fro. 2.—Gunenatizep Curves 

wx THE ErFect oF CriTicaL MoIstuRE 
‘moisture contents above and also below what (ON LoaD AND DEFORMATION 

seemed to be the critical moisture. This pro- by ate 
cedure was ; planned to test the validity of an indication that the lower limit of 
plasticity n might be determined by the stress-strain method as truly as by the 

Moisture Content, Increasing—> 

_ 8**Fundamental Principles of Soil Compaction,”’ by R. R. Proctor, Engineering News-Record, August 31, a 
1933, p. 246; September 21, 1933, p. 350; September 28, 1933, p. 374.00 

Vol. 103 p. 57. 
*‘‘Selection of Materials for for Rolled- “Fil E Earth Dems," H. Am. Soc. Soc. Cc. 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS Papers 

ed The detailed data obtained from tests on twenty-two plastic or coherent 

: sediments are shown in Table l(a). Unconfined tests were performed on small 
-eylinders whose walls had no outside support and the bearing block covered the 

TABLE 1.—PercentacGe RELATION BETWEEN CRITICAL MOISTURE AND 

 (Awerages Are Shown in Parentheses) 

MotstuRE DETERMINED UNDER THE CONDITION 

plastic 
and 

liquid 

Not Confined 

124b load 
—| critical 

moisture 
32-lbload | | 

0.967 

Di 

mith 3 
5.6-Ib load 2-Ib | 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 

ported a tight-fitting brass cups, but to allow bulging at the upper s so et the . 

bearing did not cover the entire end of the cylinder. 

‘Thus, the unconfined cylinders under load were free to deform by 

at the 1e circumference, but in the confined cylinders deformation took the form 

“of a bulge at the top end of the cylinder in the open area around the bearing = 

block. e hat freedom to deform or to 0 bulge w was equal i in both types yes of ‘eylinder_ a 
is by the close agreement of critical m moistures under different | loads 

sas 1(a) also shows ‘that, whether the load was doubled or increased as 

much as sixfold, change in the moisture which slip occurs 

“ture at w hich ‘critical ‘slip to s low wer plastic limit nit averages: 

09 924 with a maximum deviation of 0. 266. 

| OA comparison of av erage critical moistures for the several loads as com- 

pared to to the mean low er limit is rated as shown in Table 2(a). Al- 

TABLE 2.—CoMPARISON OF CriticaL MoistuRE 

(a) w Mean Lower Wr ITH ERAGE LowER 

Plastic | 5.6-Ib | 12-Ib | 16-Ib | 32-Ib | Liquid | 5.6-4b | 124b | 16-1b | 32-Ib 
limit | load | load Toad load | limit | load load | load — 

20.6 27.1 20.2 
0.833 0. iad 1.000 | 0.746 

“er 

though the numerical differences i in the average critical moistures at the several 

loads are n not large, the. tendency « of the percentage to be decreased under in- 

crea asing load is apparent. — How ever, since clays and other earthy sediments = 

ga known to undergo certain | changes of state due to the absorption of water, ae 

the facts disclosed by Table 1(a) : are to expected. _ One important fact, however, 

must be kept i in mind: The change from the plastic 1 to the rigid state is always ; 

pret by rupture. — It matters not whether the force producing rupture is the e 

weight of the hand, as by rolling out under the Atterberg method, or the force 7 

exerted by the largest testing machine ; th the principle involved remains ‘identical. 

- However, the speed of rolling out like the ‘speed of a testing machine must 

an influence on the results obtained. J 

The second series of tests: by I {r. Levenson i is represented by twenty non- 

or -nonplastic sediments obtained and tested in a ‘similar to 

that de 

lower plastic limit. ool be determined ; ‘hence, the lower limit as 

a by the Atterberg method was substituted as the reference point. In_ 

all other respects, determinations were made in accordance with the method 

results from this group are shown in Table 1(b). The mean 

— — 

421 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 

qritical moisture or the moisture at which slip was started, under conditions 

indicated, i is expressed in in Col. ?; Table 1(b), as a ratio of the lower ‘liquid limit. 

ff Although « only one ne set of tests (Table 1(0), line 16) in both confined and 

"moistures of 20. 2% and 19. 1%, vaya, and for confined loads of 16 Ib ne” 

32 lb average ¢ critical moistures of 19. 5% and 19.1%, respectively. _ The ‘maxi- 

mum difference in critical moistures obtained in confined tests is 6% with no. 

other differences greater than 0. . The1 maximum difference obtained i in the 

el tests is 1. 0%. Col. 7 shows the ratio of mean critical moisture to the 

= liquid limit ¢ as 0.734 with a maximum deviation of 0.289. _ ie ae, 

comparison 1 of average critical moistures obtained under the several 

is shown in Table 2. Although the effect. of load on lowe ering critical 

moisture is not alws 

‘For example, the average critical moisture in the plastic sediments tested under 

“plastic sediments 0. 730 of the lowe er liquid limit. Thus it will be seen that “il 
or r plastic flow is affected by both fluids andloads) 

_ Inasmuch as Col. 7, ‘Table 1, shows variations between the critical moisture 

as ; measured by the Atterberg outlined: and that of stress s and strain, the need of 

a factor of safety is ‘apparent. Moreover, if pore space is reduced to 70% of 

that required for a critical moisture (lower plastic sediments or 7 5% of the 

lower liquid limit in -nonplastic: sediments) as recommended by ‘the writer? in 

another paper, roadbed failure is avoided 
2 -' The occurrence of slip at : a definite | water co content has been obse observed by H. 

Thiemecke, 1 and also’ by Fred Burggraf, who emphasizes the importance of 

Lower | Pore Ratio, 
ay rey 

st 

i q ility 

(%) | (%) | Cole? index | (Ib per 

1.70 | 34. 
148 | 43.6 

44. 30.4 | 24 9 

1.70 | 36. 13.0 

keeping the moisture content in coherent of roadbeds below 

rie ‘“*Plastic Flow of of a Nearly D Dry | Clay Bo Body,” _— H. . Thiemecke, Journal, Am. Ceramic Soc., va 

-18Field Tests and Their Application to the Satins of Stabilized Soil “Roads,” by Fred Burggraf, — 
Bulletin No. Am. Road Builders Assn., 1940. 
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In another paper, Mr. Burggraf! shows the adverse effect of water in excess ; 

of the lower plastic limit | on the stability of Toadbeds and corroborates his and 

| taining water equivalent t to the e lower plastic limit. The basic values obtained 

| by him have been arranged by the writer in Table 3, where, for convenience, 

the original bulk density values given in in pounds per cubic foot have been con- 

verted into grams per cubic. centimeter. 

Samples B-2 and A, Table 3, show stability stresses of 20 lb per sq in. and — 
Ib per sq in. corresponding to moisture contents of 62% and 90%, respec- 

tively, of the lower plastic limit with | pore saturations of 61% and 80%, re- 

spectively. A comparison of values in Cols. 1% and 11 , Table 3, shows that 
when the stability index is high, so is the stability stress; -and,ina similar man- 

; ner, the values in Col. 9 indicate the downward trend of stability to be expected © 

TABLE 4.—EFFECT | OF ‘Water Content on BEARING Capacity 

MorsturE RE CONTENT) A t BEARING ‘Capacrry@ 7 4 
aT Time or Test ctua CorRESPONDING TO | Bearing 

( moisture | Morstures I aNp II 

(%) 

700 
628 

642 
719° 

769° 

8 
6 
8 
5 
4 
4 
7 
2 
8 | 

ounds per square foot. 
i] 

— 

when the pore “space becomes saturated. (The ‘ ‘stability in index” lex” is the ratio 
the lower plastic limit to the moisture content. 

_ Additional data t tending to show that the bearing capacity of earthy sedi- 

om becomes critical at or near the lower p plastic limit are shown in Table 4. 

Data in this table are from the work" of K. B. Woods and R. R. Litehiser, 7 
Members, Am. Soc. C. EK. (Instead of chowing all the values given by Messrs. 

Woods and Litehiser, ‘under the heading, “Summary of Test Averages —— 

Ohio Soil Samples,” the only the moisture and bearing capacity 

Attention i is called to the i increase se of 75% 3 in bearing capacity due toa = 
d 
ecrease in moisture of sample 1, Table 4. pe Test. II shows the moisture to be 

only 0.7% less than that of the lower plastic limit and that of test I, 2.3% more ‘ 

than this limit . Insample 2, test Lis 0.4% wetter than the lower plastic limit; 5 

= II, 1. drier with a increase of 68% in bearing capacity. In 

” by Fred Buregraf, Proceedings, Highway Research Board, 
| 

“Soil Applied to Engineering in K. B. “Woods and R. 
Bulletin 99, Ohio State 1938. 
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OF ROADBEDS 

samples 3 to. 10, Table - 4, , all moistures are are less than the lower p plastic limit and 
the increase in bearing capacity | due to decrease in moisture content ranges 

from 7% to 57% - In none of the latter tests is the break near the lower. plastic 
i as sharp as is found in the Levenson tests. _ However, wh shen test values are 

- measured above and also below the low er plastic limit, the change i is marked. 

Moreover, inasmuch as. bearing capacity apparently was measured by 

_ means of the Proctor needle, an instrument which does not permit a steady 

rate of application of load, very sharp breaks or knees should not be expected. 

: This belief is  eotroborated by many needle resistance curves shown as a part 
_of the report by Messrs. Woods and I Litehiser™ and also by others, all of which 
are of the characteristic shape of the curves in Fig. 1 
_ Examination of many published data shows that the so- -called ‘optimum 

moisture (A. S.T.M. —D698-42T) is ; commonly n near that of the lower plastic 

limit and it is not unusual for the two moistures to differ as little as 1% to 5%. 
‘Furthermore, the record of density-moisture- -penetration. resistance values 

E indicates that Fig. 1 is typical of many. . Point B, Fig. a: occurs entirely too 

j close to the Maximum density obtained to provide adequate bearing capacity. 

; The plastic or near plastic « condition of the mass at the maximum density ob- 
tained (not necessarily the ultimate density obtainable) i is shown not only by 

q the change beginning in the vicinity « of point B, but this condition has been ob- 

i. served also many times on earthwork construction jobs where rolling operation J 
4 showed a plastic condition, although the moisture content of the material was 
at “the optimum” as indicated by the laboratory test mentioned. 

__ Evaluation of Roadbeds. —Table 5, based on data by Messrs. W Woods and 

‘Litehiser, i is offered to demonstrate how the structural properties of roa 

Par 

Procron Maxmum| | _Mersop oF Cuassiricarion 
in Water | Lower 

| @ | @ 
| 208 | 99 

261 

| q 

373 

438 | 294 | 248 | 263 

CoH 

may” be evaluated correctly. 7 he average of maximum. and mi minimum density 
values determined by these writers corresponding to ‘good,” “fair, poor, 

poor,’ or roads is shown n in ‘Cols. 1 and 9. i 

— 
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126.7 
4 

— 1078 
103.0 | 

Pore capacity reduced to 70% of the lower plastic limit. Unsatisfactory i 
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ESIGN OF ROADBEDS = 425 

and ~ Woods and Litehiser, with an assumed absolute density or apparent specific 

stic comparison of Cols. 7 and 9, Table 5, shows that the one. of numerical 

are fF values is in agreement with h the values assigned by Messrs. Woods and Litehiser. 

ced. Table 3 shows a similar agreement with work by Mr. Burggraf.!3 Moreover, 

by fF if pore capacity can be reduced to 70% of the lower plastic limit a as ‘shown i in a 
ady J q Col. 8, Table 5, all the materials represented « can be rendered satisfactory for 

ted. [use in roadbeds, provided they are compressed to the densities required. Pee 

art F a In further support of the writer’s claim that roadbed ed stability under given 
ich ‘moisture , conditions is pre predictable by the ratio of moisture content to the lower 

a ‘plastic: limit, reference is made to Table 3, Cols. 10 and 11; but, for the a a 
um adverse moisture conditions to be expected, Col. 9, Table 3, ‘should be used 

stic § instead of Col. 10. i Without a single exception, Cols. 9 and 10 are in acoll 

lues- Whether the reader is willing to accept the factor of s proposed is of 

too minor consequence; but, with a knowledge of the well- known properties of the a 
ity. three constituente—air, water, and ‘solids—of roadbeds, it would seem that all 

ob- must agree that the mixing of fluids with solids must be controlled  Tigidly if : 

stability i is to be developed. fluids weaken the structure of rocks and other 
ob- less consolidated masses of matter only by entering pore spaces, the se, 

tion of ‘Testricting the volume of the spaces is obvious. Although air is less detri- 
was mental to the structural properties of hydrous. materials than water, it is in- 

_— - deed ¢ essential that the air content be restricted also if adequate support is to be . 

attained. if the a air content is of it is 

that pore space be restricted so that if it does become entirely filled with moved , 

_ the roadbed will not be critically soft. Obviously the percentage of water | > 
required to produce criticalssoftening must be determined before the plans are _ 4 

€ 

on made. . Also, . suitable factor of safety must be set and maintained during _ 

construction. course, the water content of the roadbed material during. 

construction matt not be in excess of the capacity of the designed pore space; 

but for facilitating consolidation it should be 80% to 90% of the pore capacity, 7 

a value close to that proposed by Mr. Lee® as 5% by volume of the pores. ad : 

_ Much effort has been given to the determination of the measure of consolida- 
tn eepieed to produce stable roadbeds. The methods in general use ‘consist 
| of applying compactive force to laboratory samples by “means | of static or or im- : 

= 

pact loads of given magnitude and applying this’ ‘as a standard for roadbed 

compaction | or consolidation. report by James H. Stratton,!* M. Am. 

C. E. , giving the experience of the U. 8. Corps of Engineers on ‘the usefulness = —t™ 

of these standards (A.S.T.M. D698-42T) seems to indicate that they have 

it ‘Inasmuch as work cannot be measured in terms of energy applied to « differ- . 
ent materials, the findings of the Corps of Engineers are to be expected. pt For : 

example, ; a well-graded mixture of sand and clay, such as that used for | sand- 
a in 
eon _ ¢lay road surfaces, can be consolidated to a density of, say, 2.15 to 2.25 without _ a 

$**Military Airfields”: A Symposium, Proceedings, Am. Boe. Cc. E., January, 1944, pp (28-54 
: 
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DESIGN | OF -ROADBEDS 

great t effort, —_— a much greater amount of energy is required to compact — 

4 gumbo clay to a density of, say, 2. .00. Indeed, certain materials cannot be 

consolidated by ordinary mechanical processes. Of s such materials, those 

a an abundance of flake mica are an example. a ‘The elasticity of the 

ae causes th the | mass to “expand ¢ or recover upon } removal of the pressure. 

"Therefore, the mere application of a , compacting force cannot be utilized suc-_ 

—_ as an index of consolidation of roadbed materials; if this were not: 

true, tooled steel could be machined to the s same shape as soft steel in ar steel in an n equal 

Consolidated Roadbeds.—In. the case of two approach fills made of black 
gumbo: clay, the following contrast found at the time of paving between rains 

in the month of of December is Tecited: ‘The east approach, graded and water 

, jetted for ‘compaction several ye years previously, had been subjected to traffic : 

until the the time of paving. The west end was graded : and _ consolidated @ few 

4 weeks pr previous to the time of being 5 paved s so that the pore space was less than 

_ that required for water equivalent to the lower plastic limit. The’ east end 

. had to be ‘ ‘planked” throughout for the paving operations but the west end 

’ i did not rut at all. cal Although the subgrade was quite slippery on the west end, 

a few shovelfuls of sand applied to wheel tracks eliminated this slipperiness. 

Weather conditions were considered nearly identical al during the time that both 

On another black gumbo clay road, a section of brick pavement had to be 
"removed for an overhead bridge approach. The bricks were laid « on. a thin 

= of sand and the surface of the pavement was reasonably smooth. ~The 

gumbo clay under the pavement w was renin to be moist but firm. ¥ The m manner 

as those needed on truck-line in a region engaged i in the production 

i. concrete pavement. built in 1917 in California between Patterson and 

Newman by Lloyd Aldrich,” M. Am. Soe. C. E., then county engineer of 
Stanislaus County, wee: found theres years later to be i in fine e condi-- 

tion over all types of soil: (including * Yolo adobe) | except at the extreme | north | 

end through a village where the pavement had been laid on a roadbed not p pre- - 

pared by Mr. Aldrich. In contrast to other roads, no shrinkage beneath the _ 

The method followed by Mr. Aldrich in constructing the roadbed r requires 
‘light | lifts of pulverized and moistened material compacted | by means of heavy 

rollers. — - Before laying the pavement the subgrade is allowed to « dry | five yor 

more days, during which time shrinkage | cracks do not develop. The fe failure of 

a shrinkage cracks to develop i is a positive indication of the 1 use of a very limited - 

_ amount of water and of a high measure of compaction of the roadbed—two _ 

/ conditions essential to the longevity and smoothness of all types of pavement. 7 
The Pittsburg, Calif., test highway" also built under the supervision of Mr. 

ome 7**Report on California State Highways,” by J. B. am. Waller C. Howe, C. Derleth, Jr., <a 
J. Brunnier, copyrighted 1921 by Automobile Club of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif., and y 

Calif. State Automobile Assn., San Francisco, Calif.. pp.112-114. 

_18**Report of Highway Research at Pittsburg, California, 1921 and 1922, ” by Lloyd and Jc John 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 427 

New man | Toad ; and, of the seven conclusions following the tests, the first one 

is significant. reads: “The n method of constructing the on adobe 

soil, as described, so reduced the objectional features of this material that a 

reliable foundation for the pavement resulted.” eee Se 
7 Numerous other instances of the stability of naturally occurring or artifi- 
cially produced beds of consolidated clay or sand- clay could be »e recited. Frost, : 

‘action on these consolidated beds has been studied by the w writer in regions 
where’ the ground frec freezes to depths of 6 ft and not a single instance is recalled — 

where freezing appeared to be detrimental. The ‘reason for this is simple— 

and enamel air space is left to allow for the e expansion of ionion water. 

ei Unconsolidated Roadbeds.—The sight of a curb in a southern city is recalled : 

Ww here plastic movement had distorted a curve horizontally and vertically, all 
ina a length of 100 ft. The material in which the curb was placed was a silty. a 

Following the inundation of the Omaha (Nebr.) Municipal Airport by the | 

- Missouri River in April, 1942, ' W. H. Campen, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., and 

{ J. R. Smith” made a survey to determine the effect of water on the density and 
- water content of the compacted earth subbase and also the gravel-clay base of © 

the airport runways. The inundation covered the airport grounds to depths of 7 

from 3 ft to 7 ft for a period of from 10 to 7 days. The depth of water and 

the duration of the inundation created conditions for saturating the runways: 
which were re unusually favorable. - ‘The compacted earth subbase was from 6 in. 
to 12 in. th thick and the gravel-clay t base approximately 6in. thick, 

ae The survey revealed at least one fact that is almost always overlooked. It 
is the effect of pore capacity « on the maximum water content, the uniformity of 

‘saturation to be expected for given types o of materials, and their measures of 

compaction. The values given by Messrs. Campen | and Smith indicate skill 

and careful work. © In only a few cases is the computed pore capacity less than — _ 

the actual \ water content ,a condition probably due to the writer’ s use of an 

erroneous value of specific gravity of fine solid particles—hence, the confidence - 

“that i is warranted in the values given in Table 6. The table justifies the « con-— -_ 

-dusion that water content can be controlled by: the restriction of 

This evidence. and numerous other data further confirm the writer’s belief 

t the e pore spaces are rarely completely filled wit with 

- water even after long periods | of inundation. In only two eases did the tests 

t show complete saturation of the compacted earth | subbase and only one case > 

of ‘saturation a as low as 76%. In the base, 99% saturation was found at two 7 

“points and at only one point was saturation found as low as 63%. ‘ee 

__ The data on bases indicate a much lower percentage of saturation than do- 

the data on. compacted subbases. i This: tendency has been observed often by 
| the writer when comparing highly compacted bodies with less compact ones. 

A case is recalled in which a very stable federal-aid sand-clay road surface in 

| the | State of Nebraska showed an average saturation of only 31% at the time 

_ 19The Behavior of Densified Soil-Water Mixtures Under Very Adverse Water Conditions,” by W. H. 
— and J. R. Smith, Proceedings, Highway Research Board, Vol. 23, 1943, pp. 4 50-458. ma 
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of spring thaw following a winter of considerable snow 20 Such projects: 
‘demonstrate the value of density and water resistance of minute pore spaces. 

 : he writer’s tentative conclusion is 3 that, as as pore spaces a are restricted, the 

Penetration of of water and the escape of air become increasingly difficult, ‘thus. 

accounting for the greater abundance 

TABLE ‘Mean Moisture of air in the minute and sealed pore 
"PACITY OF THE FucuT STRIPSOF THE 

Omana (NesrR.) ArrportT FoLLow spaces. On the other hand, it ap- 
INUNDATION IN 1942 pears that deposits of silt nearly free 

from are more susceptible to 

Percentages) high or r complete saturation, due 

“Morrone probably t to the ease with which these 
Year fluids enter and escape from sedi- 

Capacity} Content ments low in cementing or clay-like 

‘This condition has been 

rq instances of ‘ “flow ridges” ex 

“cat-step” are! recalled th 

(94. in the “Great Plains” of the United pl 

| States and in belts along the Ohio 
River. these areas landslides are 

2 1941 iy _ these sediments are very porous and 

Patol hence become so filled with water 

—__ that they tend to slip downhill. 
_ @These item numbers correspond | with the table Often the slip is so pronounced that 

Vol. trees become bent in an effort to right yi 

many * “soft, spots” and in regions sof 

‘Characteristies of certain beds of material in their natural states, and also cl 
in compact states, were presented by the writer in 1938.20 

: __ In contrast to the statement made relative to the stability of consolidated of 
of sediment, the following statement concerning g unconsolidated sedi-. 

, - ments can be made: In an area extending from the Canadian border to the Gulf p 

7 of Mexico and from the Atlantic Ocean to the Rocky Mountains, the writer has al 
_ found roadbed failures only in unconsolidated sediments. Many failures of th 

b> “stabilized bases” and bituminous mats have been observed, laid on coniela: : 

a ‘that had not been compacted to extents that precluded the entrance of oan “ 

iM into the pore spaces in amounts equal to or in excess of that of critical moisture. se 
. : _ Numerous failures have been observed also when the roadbed foundations have a t 

compacted to. so- -called ‘ “maximum density at ‘optimum moisture con- ti 

tent. “it Frequently these “com pacted roadbeds” have become so ‘saturated it 
_ with water from wind rows of wet aggregate on the roadway that mixing and st 

laying ¢ of bituminous ‘mats or other surfacing material had to be delayed to | ¢ 

“allow ‘ ‘soft spots” to dry. Although the soft spots may have been allowed to D 

20 **Principles Applying to Highway Road-Beds,” by Ira B. Mullis, Transactions, Am. ile Cc. 2 
Vol. 104 (1939), Table 1, p. 1393. 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 

dry before stabilized dati courses or bituminous mats were laid, many ob- 

| servations of later failures on these areas furnish clues that future failures are 

to be expected. — Pore spaces for absorbing water. being present, only water and 

loads ai are needed to complete the ever-recurring cycle of wetting, instability, ; 

failing, and drying. Truly it may be said that the patterns of the soft spots 
of today a are to be those of failure tomorrow. 

Adequate ( Consolidation —What constitutes adequate | consolidations?  Ide- a 

two types of material are -essential—a hard durable aggregate, 

j graded from coarse to fine, and a glue-like material such as bitumen or a — 
_ strength clay to coat the aggregate and bind it into a dense and highly resistant 
mass. The proportion of binder to aggregate must be ‘such that the load will 

carried only the aggregate. Hence, the volume of the binder must be 

slightly less than that of the voids. iy The fluidity , of the binder at the time of 

mixing should be such that all ‘solids are eV venly though thinly coated. This i is” 

a condition to be sought when applying : any binder, whether it be bitumen or 

clay. - However, if the volume of the binder plus the volume of its solvent is in 

_ excess of the volume of voids, the solvent must be allowed to volatilize until 
the binder and solvent can be contained in the voids a as designed ; - otherwise, a 

plastic and porous mass will be obtained. Cine 10 

In ease the binder is clay, consolidation must be such that water cannot 

find room to enter in a quantity sufficient to cause critical softening of the mass. 

However, since small quantities of water are essential to toughen or temper the 

clay binder, the presence of limited amounts of both air and water is essential, 

as these work i in harmony under T properly guarded conditions to preserve the 

Since it has been proved ‘that clays and other fine-grain sediments show 

yield values ai at definite moisture contents, , it seems obvious that the moisture 

content at \ ” which slip or yield starts, even under light loads, should furnish — 

sound basis for the design o of roadbeds. 8. The points at which materials rials yield — _ 

under high loads or high temperatures and the laws that attend these se critical 

changes must not be violated. _ Engineers Tecognize with profit the action of 

solvents on paint, Ww AX, ete., , and they must also recognize the weakening s effect 

W ater does not ‘weaken any form of rock matter “until it penetrates th he 
pores, _ Moreover, rock matter is weakened in direct proportion to the water 

absorbed into the pore spaces until the critical point i is reached d. At th this point, 

= additional loss of strength far exceeds the final increase i in water. content. a 

been Atterberg g method can be used on fine-grain 

| ‘ediments, but the st stress-strain ‘method can | be applied to : all coherent bodies. 

“tural materials, the engineer must learn to follow a similar procedure in design-_ 

ing roadbeds. As with other engineering of safety is is es- 
sential. To determine such a factor, the | 

capacity of the pore space be restricted to 70% of the water content at the lower 

plastic limit. - This means that a material with a lower “plastic limit, of, ‘say, 

20 must be consolidated so that: its pore space could contain 14% of 
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DESIGN OF -ROADBEDS 

water, the equivalent to a density of 1.93. For such consolidation, 11. 5% | to 

12.5% of water and a heavy s sheepsfoot roller or some other - equally ¢ — 

_ a However, the recommendation that pore space be restricted to a oe) 

: capacity of not more than 70% of the lower plastic limit is not to be regarded 

* as all that is desired. a Whenever economically possible to do so, the reduction 

to smaller percentages will result in greater safety against water softening and > 
will increase the bearing capacity. Moreover, in incoherent materials, 

S as sand and silt, the n mixing of clay is necessary to consolidation and its 7 

1 as roadbeds are to resist, both traffic and weather, it 

aos Cementation or resistance to impact was measured by means of the well- 

_ known Page machine, once used as a standard measure of cementing value 

of rock dust used in maendam contraction. The earth s specimens to be tested 
were molded in the standard manner, dried to constant weight and cooled. | 

‘The . number of blows required for breaking : a standard briquet represents. its 

_ bond strength. _ The bond strength of individual specimens was plotted against 

‘its plasticity index. Fig. 3 shows the: relationship of the values obtained Ro” 

7 Time of slaking was determined on specimens molded in the same manner 

and at the time that briquets were molded for the cementation tests. The 
slaking value obtained for each; specimen was plotted —_ its ; plasticity index 

s The results obtained from the two series of tests ane values of the sc scatter 

chart type without relationship. From these values ‘one may ca com- 

~ 20 

; 

| 

10+ 
A 

5 
0 

pute the mean average number of occurrences for the several plasticity | indexes | 

and th thereby derive a relationship similar | to that found in in life ex: 

peetancy: tables by life insurance companies. Of course, the average 

death rate and ‘expectation of life are quite accurate for large groups but for a 
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DESIGN OF ROADBEDS 

single person | the data do not apply. For earn a large group | of persons — 

twenty-one years of age are expected to die at the rate of 7.85 per 1,000 and — 

have an expectation of life of 41.53 years, although any one of a group may not a 

live another day. Although age does have a definite effect on death rate and 

Bea of life, there are too many chance “causes , such as disease and ac 

cident, to permit tables of mortality to be of any y vale. whatsoever in n predicting 7 

the duration of life of a particular person. _ Similar ‘Telationship: is found in 

many engineering data and to be safe one should consider the probability of 

occurrence of the least favorable condition in applying such data. dit would 
seem, therefore, that the “average Plasticity index curve is not only tates 
for indiwidet applications, but that it: may be dangerous to apply. ‘ng Numerous 

‘road failures on projects constructed on the basis of plasticity indexes support — 

io Once a roadbed is is consolidated | as described herein, it must be protected — 
against w eather by a weather- resistant and traffic-resistant surface s such 

-sand-clay, bitumen, etc.; otherwise, ‘hese forces tend to destroy the stability 
of the crust thus obtained. The principles discussed in this paper are well 

known. 1own. Some 1 must have bore @ apparent to prehistoric man and others are as 
; old as the science of physics itself. — Geologists have > observed them many years 

and have recognized their effects on resistance to topographic change. — _ Applied 

to highway work, these principles are equally indicative o of roadbed stability. 

& it would seem that, since it is known that hydrous materials 1 require 

Fie. 4.—RELATION BETWEEN P.asticity INDEX AND TIME oF SLAKING 

certain proportions of water to produce critical softening, the necessity of Px 

restricting pore space to prevent it should be a self-evident conclusion. — 

. ay The writer invites a full and free discussion of this method of design maine 
‘struction i in comparison with other methods now in use for the purpose of ob- 

taining roadbeds of higher measures of ‘stability f for Post- -war roads. Entirely 

vision of those | following approved | methods; hence ‘it would seem that a- 
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At least fourteen topics are offered as a guide to discussion : 1 

ha Three essentials—air, w rater, and all Each 
- constituent has its own function but the volume of fluids must be restricted — 

_ 2. The presence of excessive volumes of fluid produces a change of state that _— 

destroys roadbed stability. This of state is a critical point. 

. The change of 8 state in roadbeds, as discussed i in this paper, is charac- 
a terized by the loss of ‘rigidity, and failure under load occurs through plastic ' 
distortion rather than through planes of rupture. 

molecular forces of magnitude. pore ‘spaces must 

i) restricted that the pr presence of either Yair or water will not be sufficient to 

‘destroy the rigidity ¢ of the roadbed. ne 
a 5. Although high-strength clays are difficult to shape -and consolidate, they 
- offer great resistance to loads and weather when consolidated at moisture con- 
tents: that preclude eracking upon loss of water. More thought and 

mentation on clays of the gumbo type are urgently needed. 
6. The use of tenacious clays is recommended for the bonding of aggregates. 

~# These clays can be best ground i in w ater and applied to aggregates in the form 

rr - ofa slurry. The elimination of air by puddling i is important but consolidation | ; 

June 

ne Clays of the kaolin type are shaped easily, require little water for com- 
tion, but are too weak to offer much resistance to traffic and weather. “pac 

~ &. Consolidation of tenacious clays. should be attempted only by means of 

_sheepsfoot rollers exerting pressures of from 300 lb per sq in. to 675 Ib per sq_ 
-_ ‘in. or more. ‘The water content should be the optimum for the force or pressure z 

mee 9. The ‘shrinkage o of clays i is not an inherent property of the solid matter but | “ 

a measure of water lost. Therefore, clays should be consolidated under high ‘fa 

pressures with water contents equaling from 80% to 90% of the designed pore = Vv 

10. The use of stabilizing materials such as gravel, slag, and stone aggregates 9, 

may be profitable, but not until local material has been utilized and compacted 

i «11. As applied energy is not equivalent to work required, standards of 
_ compaction or consolidation cannot be measured successfully i in terms of static _ 
or impact loads applied as compactive effort. 

12. The standard of consolidation proposed for roadbeds is ‘based on 
7 critical moisture with an adequate factor of safety. Obviously, the higher the — ; 

_ factor of safety, the more resistant the roadbed will be to traffic and weather. | 

: da 13. Measurement of resistance to loads and weather should be made by | 

means of stress-strain methods on laboratory ‘specimens or on roadbeds ar - 

14, For further protection against traffic and weather, fine-grain <a 

must be surfaced with protective coatings, such as sand-clay, bitumen, etc. 
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‘AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 

A small number of short-term needs: of runoff of less than 10 years’ dura- 

tion are > becoming available from the , agricultural watersheds of Soil Conserva- 
Experiment Stations, U. S. Department of Agriculture, throughout the 

various climatic regions of the United States. Data from one of these stations, 

at LaCrosse, Wis., are aincnagi utilizing 

FLOW FROM DRAINAGE BASINS DETERMINED 
on BY SHORT. -TERM RECORDS 

‘By Lioyp L. HARROLD," Assoc. M. AM. Soc. C. 

Long- term records of peak rates of runoff, and flood-crest elevations for 

~ drainage areas, have been published for years. These data frequently 

have been used as the basis of the hydraulic design of large flood-control and 7 
power projects : as well as large ¢ culvert i designs for r highways and bridges. They ~~ sq_ 

bea have also been the subject of numerous scientific p papers. t Where actual runoff 

sal -tecords were not available it has been common practice to derive peak runoff 
ut v values for various recurrence intervals by using the rational method? with rain- 4 : 

fall-intensity values published by the late David L. Yarnell} M.Am.Soc.C.E. 
More recently the design of extremely costly flood- control projects in some cases” 

has warranted the more detailed analysis as applied by W. W. Horner, M. Am. Z a 7 

C. E., to storm sewers‘ and to large agricultural watersheds.' 

Unlike the records for large drainage : areas, those for small areas nas have not. 
os a been published widely ; ; nor have they been used extensively i in designs for small” 
0 structures. difference i is due primarily to the fact that, ‘until 

 Tecently, data of this type were collected for only a few localities and for short 
periods. The need for runoff data from small urban areas has long been 

on 
| -- Norz.—Written comments are invited for immediate publication; to insure publication the last dis- - mt 

cussion should be submitted by September 1, 1945/50 

er. Project Supervisor, SCS, North Appalachian Experimental Watershed, Coshoston, Ohio. | 

_2“Runoff—Rational Formulas,” by R. L, Gregory and C. E. Arnold, Transactions, Am. Soc. 

rti- 3**Rainfall Intensity—Frequency ‘Data, David ‘Yarnell, "Miscellaneous Bulletin No. 204, 

purtace Runoff Determination Rainfall Without Using ng Coefficients,” by . Ww. . Horner and 
nts W. Jens, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 107 (1942), p.1089. 

§**Réle of the Land During Flood Periods,”’ by W. W. Horner, ibid., Vol. 109 (1944), p. 1269. 
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Papers 

runoff data from small rural areas has not been so apparent in connection with 

the design, construction, and maintenance of highways, railroads, and drainage 
systems. This latter need became more urgent when programs for soil and 

water conservation came into front-page prominence in the early 1930's, 

‘Works by C. E. Ramser,*7 M. Am. Soc. C. E., based on rainfall and runoff 
data from six watersheds ranging in size from 1.25 to 112 acres on the Lexington 

silt loam soil of the Murchison farm near Jackson, Miss., contributed much § 

need in this field of soil and water conservation. These 

Watershed Boundary Prior "Watershed Boundary Afte 
Nov. 2, 19347 ~y Nov.2,1934 

\ 

Recording Rain Gage 4 

2200 

Boundary 
5000 

ZZ 
“7eStandard Rain Gage LD 
-H 

1. —UN TERRACED PasTURE No. 

data formed the basis for the first runoff values used widely throughout the 
United States in the design of gully control structures, terrace outlet ditches, 

road culverts, and other hydraulic construction on small drainage areas. 
As it was realized that similar data should be obtained on other soil types 

_ and in other climatic and agricultural regions, ten soil and water conservation 

_ stations were established in cooperation with the various state agricultural 
experiment stations, and hydrologic observations were begun on small agri- 

cultural watersheds at each station, under the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils 
‘ and the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
In 1935 these stations were transferred to the Soil Conservation Service. 
7 Records from the LaCrosse station, one of the original ten stations, are used 

; herein to present a procedure for deriving values of peak runoff for various 

_ 6**Runoff from Small Agricultural Areas,” by C. E. Ramser, Journal of Agricultural Research, Vol. 39, 

_  1**Brief Instructions on Methods of Gully Control,” by C. E. Ramser, Bureau of Agricultural Engineer- 
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1945 SHORT-TERM RECORDS 

Watershed No. 1 (Fig. 1) was established in 1932. is 

; example are for the 10-yr period, January 1, 1933, to December 31, , 1942 . Prior 

to November 2, 1934, the area comprised 2. 713 acres, reducing to 2.412 acres ~ 

~ after that da date. It was pastured during 1933 and from 1935 to 1942. — Pastur- 

- ing was discontinued and hay was cut periodically from January 1, 1934, to 7 

July 17, 1935. | ‘Traces: of an old road across the w atershed were removed i in 

June, 1936. The ave average land; slope i is 24%. Dubuque silt loam: predominates. 
ee Watershed No. 2 was established in 1932. Records used for thisareashown 
‘in Fig. 2 are for the 10-yr_ period, 1933 to 1942. . From March 22, | 1934, to 

Priorto 
13, 

Standard Rain Gage 

Classification Boundary 

Scale i inFeet 

area, on an n average slope a 15%, Ww entirely y cultivated on 

& contour from 1933 to 1937. By the fall of 1937 the lower third of this area — =" 

had been so severely eroded that it was | seeded to meadow. _ The meadow was 

periodically for hay after 1938, ‘and the upper two ‘thirds remained 
capa cultivation with a 3-yr rotation of corn, small grain, and hay. 7 During 

the - 4-yr period, 1934 to 1937, the 7-in. - depth of topsoil on the lower third of 

k .. the area was reduced by erosion to 3.5 i in. _ This does not mean that land of 15% - 
slope or more cannot be cultivated. — Conservation measures, such as s strip- _ 

3 cropping and terracing, are proving quite effective on steep slopes in this region. _ 
el As shown i in Fig. 2, the soil of the , upper portion of the area is Ch Clinton silt loam 

and that of the lower is Dubuque silt loam. 
re _ Watershed No. 3 was established on January 1, 1937. Records used for 
&. this area 8 shown i in Fig. 3: are for: the | 6-yr period, 1937 to 1942. ‘The drainage 

_ area of 2.705 acres on an average land slope of 17% lies on Dubuque and apo 
Silt loam soils. _ The lower third of the watershed was continuously i in alfalfa 
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“April, 19 1 945 "SHORT-TERM RECORDS: 

aa: of rst 1 in. to 3 in. per pe ft of terrace, and lies on Clinton silt loam 

having a surface slope of 12%. ‘The vertical : spacing s between terraces is 7 ft. 

The drainage area is to the terrace ridge. 
‘ 

two thirds of the area was culti- 
¢ Young clover 4 in. to 8 in. 

~__N-1400, 
Clinton Silt Loam, 
Slope 0% to 3%; 

/ 10 In. of 

ing 

3 in. 

and the remain Also corn, 

barley stubble. 

, 

aly 

KAN 

3. 

low from 1938 to 1942 

% 
Dubuque Silt Loam, Slope 15% to 25%; SSDS ogee 

Bin. of Soil Remaining ‘ Barle 

was meac d clover. 

area 

4 Also seeded re 

in. Fie. 3.—CoNTROLLED No. 

ole 

le and 

Rainfall 
gages near the watersheds. 

_ trapezoidal flumes. "“Seieiaeee and summary tabulations of rainfall and = 

- runoff for v yatersheds Nos. 1, 2, and 3 for the period, 1932 to 1938, have been | 

The purpose « of this paper is to present a method for the derivation of runoff — 

cord avail 

* Also st 

1937. The lower one third of the 
«Nore 

values for v various recurrence intervals for cultivated, strip- cropped, and pas-— 

and areas of different sizes, and for cultivated terraces, using short- term 7 
records of different lengths from small watersheds. _ All of the peak runoff” 

1 Ta tes greater than 1 in. per hr in each year for each watershed and terrace were 

tabulated | in chronological order (see Table (1). These data were then ar- 
ranged in descending order of ‘magnitude (see Table 2) for either the period of 

_ Tecord or the period during which there was no material change in land use, 

if the data given in Table 2 are used for purposes other than the method pe 

i sented in this paper, careful attention should be given to the description of 
land cover. It is likely that a cultivated watershed, at times when small grain 

e 8**Hydrologic Studies: Compilation of Rainfall and Runoff from the Watersheds of the Upper Missis-— 
’ sippi Valley Conservation Experiment Station, LaCrosse, Wisc. 1932-38,” | SCS-TP-29, U.S.D.A., Novem- 

* Corn, 60 in. to 72 in. 

nches per hour. 

as cultivated from 1933 to 

+ Peak runoff rate, in i 

ot offer much protection. Entire area w 

— 
upers 7 

per two thirds was strip-cropped 
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‘SHORT-TERM RECORDS» Papers Apr 

or or hay i is on the area, _ have a better hydrologic cover than the permanent sepé 

meadow watershed. the number | of highest values corresponding to the § the 

number of years of record were used, as additional values woul would not appear a | whi 
q 

TABLE 2. —Peax Ruxorr 1 IN ORDER OF ‘MagnitupE AND | the 
PLOTTING Postti0N Ea. re 

WATERSHED No. 1 No. 2 WATERSHED No. 3 TERRACE A-5 1 

1933-1942 | 1933-1937 1938-19426 1937-1942 1933- 1942. 

Peak | Plotting} Peak Plotting Peak Plotting Peak Plotting Peak Plotting 
rate posi- Tate posi- Tate posi- rate posi- rate posi- 

(in. per| tion | (in. per| tion | (in. per| tion | (in. per tion | (in. per 1 tion 8 
hry) | (%) | br) | (%) | bry | (%) | br) | (%) | br) | (%). 3 

- 281 | 5 | 574 | 10 | 580 | 10 | 556 | 8 2.16 E 2 
228 | 15 | 5.71 | 30 | 254 | 30 | 296 | 25 3 08 15 Og 
2.24 | 25 Bic 50 «| «2.34 | 50 | 259 | 42 2.05 25 ge 
2.12 | 35 417 | 70 | 217 | 70- 2.09 | 58 1.45 35 2 
206 | 45 | 375 | 90 | 198 | 9 | 201 145 45 

r third in meadow and upper two thirds in contour cultivation. ir in meadow an upper two thirds in con our cu 4 

of tabulation the data were plotted on e the plotting. From this duration type 

logarithmic probability paper (Fig. 4), as desi ‘described by the late Allen Hazen, a 

M. Am. Soe. C. E., and as illustrated i in an army ‘manual.’ 10 - Plotting | points 

in 1 which: F = = the p plotting seats 'N = the order number of the peak (highest — 

“4 value = ‘1, next highest = 2, etc.); and ¢ = the number of years of record. 

ene formula for the plotting position of peak runoff values is based on the 

sumptions that the 10-yr record is one of ten such periods i in 100 years, that 

the highest value i in the actual 10- is the median of highest values 

actual recorded peak k value tor the 10- -yt record will be equaled or 

_ The records for cultivated watershed No o. 2 show that the entire area W as 

| , > Petre for the first 5 years, 1933 to 1937, and that only the upper two thirds 

of the area was cultivated in the last 5 years, 1938 to 1942. — — Curve A (Fig. 4) 
‘resulted from using the 10-yr (1933 to 1942) record for watershed No. 2 as one 
period and, as it represents two widely different watershed conditions, it should — 

Baw **Flood Flows; A Study of Frequencies and ‘Magnitudes,” by A ‘Allen Hazen, John ohn Wiley & | Sons, Inc., 7 1 

a 
** Engineering . Flood Control,” Publication X- 156, Engr. School, Fort Belvoir, Va., 
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SHORT-TERM RECORDS 

which was strip- -cropped for its entire period of record, and on watershed No. 2 

‘during the period when i its lowe er third \ was is placed i in } rompeanian and 

the separate Curve C represents all points based on watershed No. 3, 

similar to strip- cropping). 

~ Watershed No. 1, Pasture, . Years 1933-42 

Watershed No. 2, Cultivated, 5 Veers 1933- 

Watershed No. 2, 2 Cultivated, 5 Meadow, 5 Years 1938. 42 

Watershed No. 3, Strip Cropped, 6 Years 1937-42 | 
a 

= 

ff Rate, in Inches per Hour 

Runo 

~ 

70 60 50 40 2 
Plotting (P= x 100) 

“a 5 Minute Rainfall Rate 5 Years 1933- 

© 5 Minute Rainfall Rate 5 Years 1938-42 re 

5 Minute Rainfall Rate 6 Years 1937-42 

= 
one 

Fi. 4.—VaLvES oF Peak RUNoFF FOR Vanrous Recunmance Intervats, Eq. 1 

- Values of runoff for various recurrence intervals n may be derived directly — 

from the curves in Fig. 4. However, these values may be too high or too low 

depending on whether the period of record was normal or : of high or low rainfall 

intensity. To determine this factor, the rainfall intensity data for all the maxi-_ 

mum 5 min (approximate time of concentration) for each of the periods of > 

years used in the runoff plotting w were arranged i in descending or order of magni- _ 

tude (Table 3) and plotted on logarithmic probability paper, as shown by the | 

Rainfall Rate, in inches per Hour — 

ent 

the 

— 

Ao Watershed No 2, 10 Years 1933-42 (Do Not naive 

n T+ Terrace A-5 10 Years 1933-42 | 
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pine: near curve P, on the lower ‘part of It is that curve 
: 4 represents the rainfall potentiality of the period of record to produce high run- 

_ off rates. A comparison of curve P, with curve Py w hich represents Yarnell’s? 

5 -min rainfall values for the LaCrosse area shows whether the rainfall poten- dre 

‘TABLE 3. 3 —Maxmum RAINFALL RATES FOR Five M MINUTES, IN DESCENDING 

Bret 1938-1942, 1937-10 1942 | 

Plotting x te | Plotting | Rate | Plotting | Rate Plotting 
per | position per position Gn. per position ‘en. per 

5.52 

It should be. noted that the rainfall intensities for -eurve P, do not 

‘necessarily belong to the same storms as the peak runoff” values plotted in 
>» Fig. 4. In other words, , the highest rainfall value recorded i in the 10 years may 

- belong to a 1938 s storm, whereas the highest. peak runoff value recorded in 10 
-~years I may belong to a 1936 storm. _ Although 5-min rainfall values | recorded i in 

the various s periods r reveal the potentiality of that period (as far ai as rainfall i is 

(such as land ¢ cover, soil moisture, and degree « of and rainfall 
amount and intensities preceding the maximum 5 min) play a large part in the 

determination of the magnitude of the peak flow. Fi 
- . In Fig. 4, inasmuch as the rainfall-intensity values (curve P,) greater than 

(to the right of) a 2- -yr recurrence are higher than the Yarnell values (curve | Py), 

it was ‘assumed that the rainfall recorded in the 10-yr period wa was is abnormally 
high. It was concluded, therefore, that the runoff | curves were also ) abnor-— 

~ mally high and should be adjusted to represent a normal period. As the od 

- currence interval of rainfall-intensity values for this period of record are con 
_ siderably lower than (to the left of) the Yarnell curve (Py), the runoff curves 

were raised (moved to the right) by recurrence-interval amounts equal to the 

horizontal difference betw een the rainfall curves Py and P, at various points. 

For example (Fig. 4), the recurrence interval for a rainfall ‘tetenaity ¢ of 6.6 in. 

per hr for the period of record is 5 years, whereas the Yarnell recurrence in- 
terval for this same intensity i is about 10 years; ‘therefore, all 5-yr runoff values 

"were raised to about 10 years. Similar adjustments were derived for other 

points on the rainfall curve and applied to corresponding points on each runoff 

curve.” The and adjusted runoff curves are shown on arithmetic 
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RECORDS 

Bo ne values than to adjust the runoff values (curves in Fig. 4) by the same 

amount as the vertical differences betw een curves and Py, at corresponding 

‘recurrence intervals. The latter method appears ; illogical as it assumes that, 

if the rainfall experience (for example) was 1 Lin. per hr greater tl than normal, the 

‘normal runoff value should be 1 in. hr Jess that on the observed curve. 

‘Watershed (Average 
Land Slope 17%) 

an 

Unterraced Cultivated 

Peak Runoff Rate,ininchesperHour = | 

— Curves o of recorded peak flows and maximum 5-min rainfall for various 
j derived from plotting values in the equation— 

along with the ‘Yarnell 5-min curve are shown in Fig. 6. Altnenife' the Yarnell 

rainfall curve in this figure is the same as that in Fig. 4, the rainfall curve P, 
and the runoff curves differ from the corresponding curves in Fig.4. The data 

plotted in Fig. 6 are based on the assumption that the highest value in a 10-yr — 
-Tecord has a a recurrence interval of 10 years (will be equaled o or exceeded once é 

every 10 years on the average) and that in 100 years this runoff value will - 

“ite Asin Fig. 4, , the runoff values in Fig. 6 for various recurrence intervals must 

be adjusted | for normaley. _ Inasmuch as the rainfall rates recorded in the 

period of record were abnormally high when compared with the Yarnell curve 

(Py), it was concluded that the runoff values were also higher than those to be 

expected on the average. — Rather than to adjust the runoff value, the values" 7 

of the recurrence interval for the various runoff rates were adjusted as ex- 

plained for Figs. 4 and a and adjusted runoff curves are shown 
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SHORT- SHORT-TERM RECORDS 

‘The procedure discussed hereinbefore e has shown | how peak runoff t values for for 

various recurrence intervals | may be derived for drainage a areas of nearly the 

same size size as those on which the basic data were collected ; namely, about 2 or 

4 acres. | Further ‘ ‘stretching”’ of the original data ma may we required to furnish : 

peak runoff values for drainage areas of different sizes. _ Some data have been 

as on watersheds from 2 acres to 300 acres in size, but the periods of — 

(Ba ‘Watershed No. 2, Cultivated, Years 1933- 37 

Ls. 

Runoff Rate, in Inches per Hour > 

ssture, 10 Years 1933- 42 4 wn 

80 70 60 50 40 30 

nes pep Hour 

in Inch 
e, 

7 
3 Rainfall Rat 

Fig. 6.—PrEax RuNoFrF Vauues 1 FOR Various RECURRENCE INTERVALS, Ea. 

record are too short to provide a reliable method of extending the results on 

anal areas to larger ones. It is expected that a few more years of record on 

these watersheds will provide sufficient data to establish such a method. 7 

is recognized that Mr. -Yarnell’s values for rainfall intensity and recur- 
renee interval may not serve as a a satisfactory basis for the determination of 

normaley of the period of observation. However, it is used herein and prob-_ 

ably will continue to be used until a more reliable basis i is ‘established. Where 

_a long record of rainfall intensity data i is available at near-by weather : * stations, 

it ‘should probably be be used in the ‘Yarnell 1 
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plot of the recorded values to Eq. thess to Eq. 2, 

| reveals the fact that the method of adjustment ¢ eliminates the differences due 

to plotting methods. The final results are essentially the same regardless of 

the plotting method, and whenever small differences occur they are caused 
by the fact the do not ome the of 

Unterraced Cultivated Watershed 
(Lower One-Third in Meadow, 
Upper Two-Third 7 

malcy 
Shed 
— 

asture Water. 

ced P 

nterrac 
U 

7 

Runoff Rate, in 

‘This procedure is presented in the expectation that « constructive criticism 
and discussion will follow which will provide an adequate procedure or metho 

for the treatment of similar data. 

Concuuston 

fields) to apply a selected coefficient to a Yarnell rainfall value for the time of 7 
concentration of the area and a given recurrence interval. ‘Usually the se- 

lected coefficient has been rather high, as it was assumed that the occurrence 

of that ec condition ‘soil and cover which would yield most runoff w ‘ould be 

coincident wi with that of ‘maximum rainfall intensity | for the given recurrence 

interval. Actually this does not alwa ays happen, and the runoff. values thus 

i common practice in ny past (and still is in some hydrologic and hydraulic =] 

for this type of “runoff- frequency ane. Additional years of record on the 

tions, drainage areas used herein will either verify or revise the results shown i in 
Figs. 4 and 5 or 6 r 6 and In such such 5-yr or or 10-yr r as those used in 
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paper, a a 25-yr rain ‘may 1y fall on the area when its soil and co cover : are 

ducive to runoff, and the resulting peak may have a recurrence interval of 50, 

100, or even a greater number of years. Such may be the case of the storm 

of July 21, 1938, | on watersheds Nos. 2 and 3, the points for which (5.8 and 5.6 

* per hr) lie , considerably higher than t. their Tespective curves (Fig. 4). About 

6.5 in. of rain fell on the area during the 30 days preceding this storm. — Pasture 

_ watershed No. 1 1 recorded a peak of of 1.87 in. per hr hr which i is more consistent 
ow with the other values f for this area. 
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PAPERS 

_ SEDIMENTATION AND THE DESIGN 

SETTLING TANKS | 

Tuomas R. CAMP, M. AM. Soc.C.E, 

_ Sedimentation has been used for r generations to clarify liquors and ined con- 

centrate solids ‘in many widely diversified fields. It is the most commonly 

used process 1 in ‘the field of water and sewage treatment. - ‘The investments for 

settling tanks i in this field are ‘probably about « one , third of the total paneer 

investment for _ Despite > the importance of the ‘Process, current 

of standard detention periods state he; health 

This practice prevails i in disregard of the fact that evidenes was presented as - 

early as 1904? Po" removal of suspended r matter depends upon surface area and 

not upon tank vo i. settling characteristics of the suspensions to be 

darified are considered in the design of settling tanks. 

.s The purpose of ‘his s paper is to collect in one compendium the esti: se 

mactice. p paper is divided into. ten interrelated topics. of the 

‘subject ms matter | is the work of others, , and due credit i is given by mea means of refer- 

aces, The | use of the theory i is illustrated by a a number of practical examples. 

It has been necessary to omit a discussion of the design of inlets and outlets 

Notation — In 80 far as they apply, the letter symbols used in in this paper 

conform: essentially ‘to American Standard Letter ‘Symbols for Hydraulics 

(ASA—Z10. 2—1942) prepared by 2 a Committee of the American Standards 

_ Nors.—Written comments are invited for immediate publication ; to insure publication the last dis- 
cussion should be submitted by September 1,1945, at 

Sedimentation,” by Allen Hazen, Am. Soc. E. (December, 1904), 
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Association, with Society sepreeeatution, and approved by | the Association i in 

: ‘gravity if its density differs from that of the fluid. 7 The particle v will accelerate 

When a particle 1 is released in a still fluid it will move vertically due to ; 

at rest will be substantially constant. The terminal velocity is known as the 

whieh the vertical velocity of the with respect t to ‘the fluid 

velocity” of the particle and iti is 8 of ia in sedimentation. 

the velocity. s law is s now usually v written: 

hich: Fp = the drag force ; Co =a dimensionless called ‘the “drag, 

the area area of the body in the direction of motion 

‘that the drag 3 is due to inertia only and hence i is proportional to the he square o of 

or sph v = the relative velocity between the body « and the fluid; D* for spheres »=t 

 F -= = the. - dynamic pressure ; and p is the mass density of of | the fluid. Instead 

r of being constant, as as Newton a: assumed, the drag coefficient Cp has been found 

by experiment to vary widely. Experiments demonstrate, ever, that when 

+ geometric similarity ¢ exists, as in t the case of objects of similar shape, ‘similarly rc 

4 oriented, the drag coefficient is a function of the Reynolds number, : as shown — > : 

The general equation for the settling velocity of spheres of diameter D : 
er of the drag coefficient may be obtained by equating the impelling force 

to the drag, from which the settling is 

in which g is the gravity constant and p; is the mass density of the sphere. The 

=! solution of settling velocity problems by 1 means of Eq. 2 and experimental 
4 

values of Co from Fig. 1 requires trial. computations involving the Reynolds ~ 

number R in which is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. avoid: 

— - trial calculations, the curve of Fig. 1 has been replotted in Fig. 2 in terms of 

4**Hrydro- und Aero-Dynamik,”’ by Ludwig Schiller, Handbuch der Experimental Physik, Bd. 4, Teil 

___ 8*Nomograph for the Settling Velocity of Spheres,” by Hunter Rouse, Report of the Committee o 7 
1936-1937, National Research ‘Counc, Div. of f Geology and Geography, 

3‘*Mathematical Prineiples of Natural "by Sir Tsaac Newton, Vol. 2. 1910, Sections ia 
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SETTLING TANKS 

a3 

and Cp R? as ordinates as 6] It will noted from 

in which is the salt viscosity of the fuid. the diameter i in 

terms of a measured settling velocity, y be computed from Eq. 3a and = 

can be obtained from the curve; : Dis then ‘computed from the value of R taken 

@ Allen, Paraffin Spheres in Aniline 

4 Allen, Air Bubbles in Water 
x Allen, Amber and Steel Spheres in Water 

Amold, | Rose Metal Spheres in Oil 

r] e Wieselsberger, Spheres in Wind Tunnel 

Wieselsberger, Discs in Wind Tunnel 
of C 

il 

= ry 

from Fig. 2. Similarly, for settling of 

size D, Cp R? is calculated from Eq. 3b and the corresponding v value of R is 

taken from Fig. 2; v is then computed from R. aa eu renee 
Wt The drag for a small sphere in an incompressible viscous fluid of infinit e 
extent was fi first developed by Sir G. G. Stokes,’ completely neglecting the 

“. oe Principles of Chemical Engineering,” by W. . H. Walker, W. K. Lewis, W. H. McAdams, and E. R. 
land, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1937, p.299. Tee: 

> ™ On the Theories of the Internal Friction of Fluids in Motion, and of the Equilibrium and Motion 
i < Elastic Solids,” by Sir G. G. Stokes, Transactions, Cambridge Philosophical Soc., Vol. VIII, 1845, p. 
: ; also in ‘‘Mathematical and Physical P Papers,” bys ‘Sir George Gabriel Stokes, Univ. Press, Ca _ 
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Comparison of Eq -4y with | Eq. 1 reveals that, in the region ¢ of viscous setting, — irres 

the drag coefficient is — The corresponding “settling velocity * given by 

which has been verified experimentally by numerous investigators for fluids 

tes 
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0 
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vel 
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001 
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spheres of various types. The data (see Fig. 1) are in good agreement w with ae Vii 
: Stokes’ law for values of R from 10— to about 0.5. Although Stokes’ expres- 

sion for the drag force, Eq. 4, was developed for incompressible fluids, the effects: 
of compressibility are so small that the relation may be used safely with gases. Jf 

, In fact, the coefficient of drag throughout the entire range of Fig. 1 is not ap- 
preciably influenced by the compressibility of of the fluid. 

ae Particles to be removed from water and s sewage by idililiilita are e seldom 

truly spherical and are. irregular in The influence of 
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SETTLING TANKS 

as may be ‘noted from Fig. Lr w here § size is ; taken i: in ‘terms of the equivalent. 

diameter of a sphere of equal volume. sald 
__ A single particle settling in a container is subject to the influence of the 

walls at which the velocity of the fluid is zero. _ Empirical correction factors 

have been developed by A. W. Francis* for viscous settling and by H. S. 
Munroe? for turbulent settling. ‘Computed values of the Francis and Munroe 

correction factors indicate that the influence of the wall is genet if the diam- 
eter of the eu is less than. 1% of the cylinder diameter. =. 

10 

Kermack, Mc Kendrick and Ponder 

\ "(Red Blood Cells) 
| @ Monroe Correction Factor 

Camp (Lucite D= 0.0181 cm, Ni 
Camp (Round Sand D= C 

py =2.66,R=66) | 

» _ When a number of particles are settling i in a fluid i in close proximity, their 

‘ticle settling in a cylinder of limited "cross section, ‘there is an 
upward displacement ¢ of the fluid; ; and : a correction factor analogous to the x wall 

correction factor may be e applied to estimate the “hindered” settling velocity. 

A theoretical analysis of the he proton is lacking, however, and experimental data 

experiments of W. O. Kermack, A.G. and E. Ponder’, on 
the hindered ‘settling of red blood corpyscles are shown as curve A in Fig. >_ 

in which ¢ is the concentration by weight. The writer’s experiments on the 

viscous settling of | lucite water B, ‘Fig. 3) that 

the correction factor —, in which 1 »’ is the “ hindered settling velocity,” ‘increases 

$**Wall Effect in in ‘Falling B Ball Method for Viscosity,” by Alfre Alfred W. Physics, Vol. 4, pp. 

9 The English Versus the Continental System of Close Sizing by H. 8. 

, “The Stability of Suspensions. III. The Velocities of Sedimentation and Cataphoresis of Suepensions 
‘in a Viscous Fluid,” by William Ogilvy Kermack, Anderson Gray McKendrick, and Eric Ponder, Proceed- - 
ings of the of Vol. XLIX, 1928-1929, pp. 170-177. 
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_as the Reynolds number increases. “ieee date are available for hindered settling 
in a still fluid in the transition region between viscous and turbulent settling, 

but A. M. Gaudin" has applied the Munroe correction factor as a rough ap 

‘proximation as shown in “Fig. 3. The writer’ experiments round sand | 

‘grains (curve | C, Fig. 3) suspended i ina tube of rising water may also be ac- 

hie 

The particles to be removed i in water and sew rage treatment plants consist P 

‘mineral and organic solids and grease with varying quantities of entrained water 
and occasionally gas. The velocity of a particle is controlled by its 

mr suspended matter. in turbid river water consists primarily of finely 

_ divided silica, clay, and silt. © a The density of the particles will range from about 

2. 6 for fine sand grains down to about 1.03 for flocculated mud particles c con- 

taining 95% water. Water from— wooded regions may contain suspended 

vegetable matter with particle densities ranging from about 1.5 down to about 

1 0 depending upon the the quantity of entrained a and adsorbed water. 

- In water treated by coagulants i in rapid filter plants, the suspended particles 

precipitated Al:Os or floc with its adsorbed water and the 

‘aan solids of the raw water. Alum or iron floc may contain as much 

sponding densities being 1. 18 tor Al:O3- 20 and 1.; 34, for Fe.0;-20 H:0. 
floc particles may also contain entrained water: to about 99% of the 

volume, with a corresponding reduction in density to about 1. 002. The density 

of the floc particles i is further modified by the amount and character of solids 
entrapped from the raw water. Clay and ‘silt should increase the age 

whereas entrapped organic coloring matter might reduce the density. The 

‘size of floc particles ranges from. submicroscopic to 1 mm or more. a Va 

, 7 In softening plants where the the water is treated with lime and soda Lash, the 

suspended particles are composed principally o of precipitated CaCO; crystals. 

Peter Homack,” Jun . Am. Soc. C. E., has shown that the pure precipitate is 
calcite having a density of 2.7 and a maximum crystal size of 15 to 20 microns. 

_ The curve of correction factors for hindered ‘settling of these particles should 

he be slightly above curve A, , Fig 2. * A study of Lieutenant. Homack’s experi- 
ments on hindered setéling of calcite indicates that the crystals settle in small 

 ; clusters, about 0.1 mm in size, which contain about 757% w ater and have a net 

density of about 1.2. _ The indicated “free settling” velocity of these aggregates 

is about 0.06 cm per sec. Magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH):, forms a flocculent 

precipitate e and adsorbs. water like alum floc. © Hence, when the excess-lime 

_ process is used the density « of the floc particles will be less as the relative amount 

of magnesium precipitate - is increased. Calcium carbonate, CaCOs, flocs are 

__ “Principles of Mineral Dressing,” by A. M. Gaudin, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York and 

adsorbed water as 20 mols per mol of oxide when freshly precipitated, the corre- | 
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SETTLING TANKS 

- w Settling i is less rapid w bien Me(OH). is 

only CaCO; is present . Alum is sometimes used in lime softening plants 

treating turbid waters to speed flocculation and clarification. Alum floc 
ALLO 3 is not formed in this case due to the high pH- -value. Lieutenant Ho- 

- mack’s experiments | indicate that the effect produced is probably due to the 

flocculation of the negativ charged colloidal calcite erystals by the 

ee American ty pe grit chambers for sew age treatment it is desired to remove 

off heavy granular material such as sand in order to protect pumps, inverted 
_ siphons, or ti treatment units from undue abrasion and heavy deposits. . Sewage | ; 

grit may properly include coal dust, _ coffee. grounds, fruit seeds, egg shells, and 

—_ other substances which are not not subject to anaerobic decomposition. - 

= density of these materials will vary from about 1.2 to 2.7. ‘a Practice indi- 

_eates that chambers effectively 1 removing sand 0.2 mm i in size and larger (ma- 

7 terial retained on  65- mesh sieves) w ill usually perform the protective function 

- satisfactorily. _ ‘The settling velocity of 0.2 mm sand grains is from 2 to 2.4 

_ Some large sewage solids will also settle in a grit chamber, but because of 

icles F their putrescibility they are not proper constituents of grit and should pass on 

| the te to be disposed of with the other organic so solids. Grit with no more than 3.5%. 

- washable organic m matter as measured by the ‘‘Dazey Churn” test can usually — 

ob be ‘disposed of as ‘fill without nuisance, but washed ‘grit with less than 1% 

} washable o organic ‘matter can be obtained with careful design and operation. : 

_ Washable putrescible solids may be separated from grit by “bed- load” move- 

; “ment i in the grit chamber, , by means of a mechanical ‘ ‘classifier” wh hich Ww ashes 7 
the org organics out as the grit is removed, or by grit washers. 

Sewage organic ‘suspended solids to be settled in primary “tanks consist 

som, proteins an and fats with some cellulose and varying amounts of en- 
water and some gas. Thus, the net densi ity of these particles will va: vary 

from less than 1.0 to perhaps | 2. _De- emulsified soaps, oils, grease, and some 

- fatty particles tend to rise and form scum, carrying ‘with them some proteins. 

and cellulose. In chemical precipitation plants these sewage solids are com- 

bined in flocs with the chemicals used for coagulation. Suspended sewage 

- particles range i in size from colloidal to several centimeters. _ tle 

In final settling tanks for trickling filters or activated sludge, the re 7 

particles consist of gelatinous flocs composed | of a zoogleal matrix, numerous 

living bacteria and microorganisms, , and some undecomposed organic matter. 

particles settle rapidly despite their low density. 
the aforementioned suspended particles except grit flocculate ‘during 

"settling. Two particles that coalesce during settling lose their original settling 

velocities and thenceforth settle at another er velocity characteristic of the com- 

bined particle which is usually | faster than the original velocities. In a sus- 

_ 1**Theoretical Limits of the Lime-Soda Method of Water Softening,” by T. E. Larson and A. M. 
 Buswell, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 32, 1940, p. 132. wan 

____'4“Grit Removal from Sewage,” at WwW. * Kivell and N. B. Lund, Water Works & Sewerage, Vol. 87, 

upers April, 1 945 451 
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and characteristic settling velocity sedimentation ; an analysis 

of the suspension in in terms of settling velocities n may be used to predict removal 

and design basins. — . This is not the case in in a suspension of flocculating particles, 

however, since settling velocities are changing 

_ “at From Fig. 3 it appears that the volumetric concentration of suspended solids. 

must exceed about 0.5% before. there is an in appreciable reduction in settling 

velocity due to hindered settling. _ This is is ‘comparable to from 1,000 to 5,000 
ppm of silt i in a turbid river water, about 2,000 ppm of CaCO; ina lime-soften- 

ing plant, and about 1,000 ppm n of solids. Hence, sedimenta- 

iy tion in all these processes may be considered ‘ “free artnet tiie without appreciable ut 

In the final tank k of the activated sludge process, however, the suspended 

= content | will Tange from less than 800 to about. 5,000 ppm, and the volum- 

- particles i is so great that the ini- 
ts tial subsidence is process of - 

og or Less = cles are so close together and 

settle as a blanket , all going 

60 down at about the same velocity 
3 the s the start and leaving a clear 
3s supernatant. above the top of the 

4 sludge blanket. There is dot 
j less some free settling above the 

of the sludge blanket of 
é ¥ small floc particles which 

caped entrapment in the blan- 

_ ket; but in tanks that are func- 
well the concentration 

Ge x 

of the 

ny place at the li uid 
PENDED Soups os OF ABOUT 2, 000 Pps PPM a any P 

7m he nature of the settling of activated sludge is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
The initial : subsidence of the activated sludge blanket i isa process poraret 

Ave 

_ to upward filtration through the sludge such as occurs in the Spaulding ‘Pre- 
cipitator’ ’ and other similar units in which the sludge i is virtually at rest with 

. respect to the tank, being held i in position by the drag of the water which flows 
between the particles. In n the settling of activated sludge, however, 

_ the liquid i is virtually at rest with respect to the test container as regards ver- 

tical motion and the sludge blanket moves downward. As the particles in the 
Tower part of the blanket reach the bottom, others above settle upon these ee 

. thes, and so on progressively until all floc particles i in the sludge are supported — 

upon the particles bel below. particles do not come to Test when 
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5 make the particles ‘The weight of 

sludge accumulating above distorts and compresses the supporting particles, — 

- slowly squeezing the liquid out of the sludge in an upward direction. The 

_ process is one of ‘ “sludge compacting” in which each particle above the bottom — 

- subsides at a decreasing velocity. _ In most existing final settling tanks the i in- 

fluent mixed liquor flows as a | “density current’?!® along the bottom of the 

tank, and the described takes within this 

well with ¢ curve B of Fig. The volumetric. concentration of good 

activated sludge in a mixed liquor containing 2,000 ppm | of suspended solids 4 

| e appears to be about 10%, indicating 98% water in the floc particles and a net — 

r density of about 1.005. _ The experiments of Messrs. -Rudolfs and Lacy indi- 

cate that the hindered settling velocity, at room temperature, of a 20,000 ppm — 

- sludge i is from 0.08 to 0.15 em pe per sec. Fig. 3 indicates a free settling velocity 
of from 0.14 to 0.27 cm per sec for these particles. os The equivalent diameter of 

the floc particles is about 1 mm. an 

_ A settling analysis o of a suspension is a laboratory-scale test of its settling 

qualities made for the purpose of predicting re removals or subsidence rates ina 

plant-scale settling tank. The rate of subsidence in a settling tank is a fune- 
tion of both the settling quality of the suspension and the hydraulic charac- 
teristics of the tank. - Settling tests made for design pt purposes or for checking» : 

settling tank performance should yield analy ses which are characteristic ofthe | 
when it is subjected during to ‘such tank influences 

| 

Flocculation due to velocity the liquid ; nak 

Geometric m models of | plant-scale ta tanks cannot b be adapted to reproduce 

“effects, but are quite useful in the measurement of hydraulic short-circuiting. 
" Settling analyses may be corrected for short-circuiting to ‘predict performance — 

A quiescent analysis of a suspension of discrete particles will yield 

: that | are characteristic of the suspension only. 4 A quiescent settling analysis" 

of a suspension of flocculent particles will yield results ' which include the 
eet of flocculation due to differences in particle settling velocity. ‘Stirring | 

is required to reproduce tank characteristics (2), (3), and pi 
a To obtain reliable quiescent settling analyses, the follo ving precautions 

should be taken: ty pared ploy 

r- __ 18**Stratified Flow in Reservoirs and Its Use in Prevention of Silting,” by Hugh 8. Bell, Miscellaneous ; 

Sewage Works 
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SETTLING 

ail 1. ‘The sample should be representative of the s suspension to be settled and 2) 

‘should be collected in the test container in a manner least likely to change its’ 

character. Bince settling flocculation are continuous processes, the time 

or _ interval between the collection of the sample and the start of the s settling test 

‘must be small enough to be a negligible factor i in the result. — With flocculent 

eee, the collection 1 process must not subject the e floc particles to | greater 

velocity gradients than prevail i in the mother ‘Suspension lest they be broken up. ’ 

- Settling analyses of delicate floc are best made in the container in which the 

Se is formed. Settling analyses made on sewage samples collected from a 

_- gewer are of little value for predicting removal in primary 1 tanks if the sewage 
— 

8.1 practicable, the settling an analysis should be made in a sample whose 

“depth is equal to or greater than the depth of the tank. If the process is 

7 - largely sludge « concentration, a depth equal to the depth of the settling tank 
preferable. Settling analyses made shallow containers are ‘useful 

_ predicting performance i in deep tanks, but the predictions are based on _ 

haa _ For convenience, a hypothetical settling tank in which settling takes plac ' 

in exactly the same manner as in a quiescent settling container ¢ of the > same — 

4 depth will be referred to as an “ideal basin. ” In an actual tank settling w ill 
differ from the quiescent analysis. because of short-circuiting, eddies due to 

“turbulence, bed- load movement or scour, , faster flocculation, convection cur- 
ents, and other causes. Most of these factors retard settling but faster 

7 flocculation will promote faster settling. - Hence the performance of an actual 7 

‘settling basin will differ from that of the ideal basin, a and the removal may be 

> greater or less depending upon the relative magnitude of the disturbing factors. 7 

_ Quiescent ‘settling tests of the type here advocated have not been used 

; = first pass . through ¢ comminutors or meters or be pumped to the tanks. 7 

The settling sample should be kept at a constant temperature ‘through- 

out the e depth | of the « sample by means of : a water bath in order to minimize bas 

operation, but it is for design. Another test now 

used for the control of the activated sludge process is the quiescent wetting 
of the “mixed liquor’ in liter graduates. A liter of mixed liquor is permitted — 

to settle and the position of the top of the sludge blanket is noted at intervals — 

during a period of 30 min or more. The results of such a test are shown in ~ 

Teadings are made at more frequent intervals at the start of settling, 

this test may be used to make | approximate predictions of settling « of sativaiel 

sludge in deep tanks, although a deep container is preferred in order to avoid 
4 

a 
extrapolations. — In the example given in Fig. 4, the slope of the line at the 

start of settling is a measure of the velocity of hindered settling of the particles 
in the top of the sludge blanket. . Hindered settling is complete at point A, 
a ‘Fig. 4. The rate of compacting thereafter, in terms of the ratio of the volume 7 

~ occupied by the sludge blanket, seems to be little influenced by the depth of 
the sludge or the temperature, according to the experiments by Messrs. _— 
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TANKS 

and Lacy.'® Experiments indicate that sludge compacting ats a concen- 

“tration 0 of from 4,000 to 7,000 ppm for good | activated | sludge. The for — 7 

principles can be illustrated by two examples, as follows: 

2 __ Example 1 —For the mixed liquor of Fig. 4 how long w ill it take for 

hindered settling | to be ‘complete i in an ideal toad 10 ft deep, and what will 

‘ be the depth of th the sludge blanket and the solids concentration at the end 

iat a Since the height of the liter graduate in w hich the test is made is about 
40 em, the velocity i indicated i is about 0.11 cm per sec. . Ina 10-ft tank, the 

settling period corresponding to point A, = 27. 

Example 2.—For the same the same tank as in Ex 

- ample 1, what settling period is 8 required to produce a sludge with a sus- 
pended solids content of 12 ,500 ppm? 

‘The corresponding volume is ——— 12, 500 ° or 16% of the itial volume, , and 

the time pey-oageat to reach this volume in the Apa (Fig. 4) was 25 1 min. 

23.9 min the of settling. Hence a settling peri 

25 + 23.9 = 48.9 is required. 

Quiescent settling analyses of sus-. 

pensions of either discrete or flocculent 

particles may be made in a container — 
of the ty pe illustrated i in Fig. 5. _ The vet 

_ temperature of the water bath should be a 

the same as that of the sample; and at 
the start of the the Suspension 

Portion for 
Concentration 

tant Temperature 
“Water Bath 

1 

residual ‘disturbance as uniformly as 

possible throughout. the depth of the 

container, interpretation of the = 
and its. application to ‘settling 

tank studies are much simplified if the 
initial concentration is constant through- 

out the depth. he analysis consistsof 

determining the initial concentration of 
suspended matter and the concentration 

« at on d th t 1 ti ‘Mie. 5.—APPARATUS FOR QUIESCENT 
e or more depths at measured time  Serruina ANALYSES 

in excess of that required in the settling tank. 

‘ie The concentration of suspended matter may be measured in terms of sus- 
pended solids, turbidity, iron, alumina, calcium, hardness, color, biochemical — 
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‘SETTLING TANKS: 

ouygen demand (B.O. D. ), or any ny other index that is reduced by settling. - *Fig. 5 
indicates means for removal of portions for concentration tests. Portions may 

- be withdrawn | quite safely for tests for i iron, alumina, calcium, hardness, sus 

7 - pended solids, total solids, and B. 0. D.: ; but this method cannot be used. when 

7 a the turbidity test is used and the results 1 are doubtful with color determinations, , 

‘iT urbidity and color may be measured directly in the settling container by photo- 

adic or comparator methods. When Portions are to withdrawn for 
analysis the size of the portion required depends upon the test used and ac- 

curacy desired. _ The cross- -section area of the e settling container should be large 

enough to permit withdrawal necessary portions without the | 

_ The method to be used for coleting samples i in the settling essen: must 

‘obtain n satisfactory results. some cases, ‘the ‘mother suspension may be 

as the water bath. the mother suspension or a representative sample 

_ of it can be directed through the water bath so that the concentration is sub- 4 

~ stantially uniform with depth, the test sample 1 may be collected by og a a 

‘ABLE 1 —Qurescenr SETrLine or SUSPENSIONS 

| 421065] 40 | 023] 38 | 0.10] 36 | 005] 34 ]0.03] 32 | 001] 30. | 
~~ | 122 | 0.96 | 120 | 0.81 | 118 0.62 116 | 0.46 | 114 | 0.23 | 112 | 0.06 | 110° a 
8 | 202 | 0.98 | 200 | 0.94 | 198 | 0.85 | 196 | 0.73 | 194 | 0.52 | 192 | 0.16 | 190 } 
4 ~—- | 282 | 0.99 | 280 | 0.97 | 278 | 0.93 | 276 | 0.86 | 274 | 0.70 | 272 | 0.32 | 270 : J 
5 | 862 | 1.0 | 360 | 0.98 | 358 | 0.96 | 356 | 0.92 | 354 | 0.83 | 352 | 0.46 | 350 : cE 

1 42 | 065] 40 |023] 38 | 0.10] 36 341/003] 32 |001| 30 
2 | 122 | 0.77 | 120 | 0.50 | 118 | 0.28 116 | 0.17 | 114 | 0.09 | 112 | 0.02 110 
3 | 202 | 0.81 | 200 | 0.54 | 198 | 0.33 | 196 | 0.21 | 194 | 0.11 | 192 | 0.03 | 190 
4 | 282 | 0.85 | 280 | 0.57 | 278 | 0.38 | 276 | 0.25 | 274 | 0.13 | 272 | 0 270 

“é& 0.60 | 358 0.40 356 | 0.27 | 354 | 0.14 ES 0 
.04 
04 | 

points i in The depth balow the surface i in centimeters, as shown in Fig. 5, is repre- 
sented by h; and cr is the ratio of measured concentration to initial concentration. At 0 minutes cr um 

Table 1(a) shows a » hypothetical settling analysis of a suspension ion of discrete 

onthe such as would result with unhindered settling and ideal test conditions. ; 
_ ‘The concentration has been recorded for each sampling point and each settling 
period as the ratio c, of the measured to the initial concentration. _ The depth © 

ch recorded for each portion is the depth below the ‘surface ce just before the first 
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portion of the set is withdrawn. . To minimize error, portions should be with- 

é draw n in sequence from top to bottom and as rapidly as possible at the er end of | 

the measured time interval. Each portion withdrawn | comes from a bulb- 

shaped region as shown at point 5, Fig. 5. The suspension above, except in 
the immediate \ vicinity | of the sampling point, is drawn down vertically a dis- 

tance corresponding to ) the volume r removed, with practically no change i in the 

relative position of the suspended particles. - Hence the values of A for any 
period are less than the previous values by an amount corresponding to the 
volume of all portions withdrawn at the end of the previous period. Dai nyt ae 

a Each portion contains no particles whose settling velocities are high enough — 

to carry them n from the surface past the sampling point during the settling 

period. Hence the maximum settling velocity for each portion is approxi- 

ms ately .? in which ¢ is the settling period. | ‘The values of v thus computed for — 

the top samples are correct, but values for the other portions are slightly in _ 

error because the values of h do not represent the actual distance settled by the - 

gest particles. The error is greatest for the last sample taken at the lowest 

sampling point. In the example, the actual distance settled for the la last portion : 

taken (point 5 at 180 min, Table 1(a)) is 352. 4 cm instead of 350 as recorded. oe 

_ Since the initial concentration was uniform from top to bottom, the concen- a 

tration c, of all particles in a sample whose settling velocities are less than v° 
is the same as the initial concentration. - Therefore a “settling velocity curve” 
may be plotted as a characteristic of the suspension. _ Fig. 6 represents the data a 
in T able 1(a), the points marked with crosses ; and circles corresponding to 

& samples f from a points : 2 and 4, er - Itv will ben noted that the curve may 

“abe particles that coalesce will thenceforth settle at other velocities, usually 

faster. _ This: results in more rapid clearing near the bottom than with discrete _ 
particles. hypothetical settling analysis of a flocculent st suspension n is shown 

in Table 1(b). A settling velocity curve cannot be drawn for flocculent sus- 
pensions because the particles do not retain constant settling velocities. Ifan 
Z attempt i is made to draw a settling velocity curve, a separate curve will result 

7 for each. sampling point. An examination of the tabulated data from a settling 

to determine if values of are about the same all 

FOR AN IpEAL BasIN 

‘Sat an “ideal basin” has been defined as a a hypothetical s¢ settling tank in 

4 Ww which ‘settling takes : place a gpg the same manner as in @ quiescent settling 

container of the same depth, a “deal rectangular continuous flow basin” 
unhindered settlin has the f Ne wing ch 

' 1. The direction of flow i is horizontal and the velocity is the same in all 
_ of the settling zone (hence, each particle of water i is assumed to remain in 
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of the ‘settling ; zone divided by the discharge rate) ; 
2. The concentration of suspended particles of each size is the same at all — 

‘pointa in the vertical cross section: at the inlet end of the ‘settling zone; and 
A particle i is red from su suspension when it Teaches the e bottom of the 

Any continuous flow basin may be considered as being comprised of four 

_ zones (see Fig. 7) according to function as follows: (1) An inlet zone in which 

-s ny suspension is dispersed uniformly over the ¢ cross section 1 of ‘the basin; (2) 

_ the settling zone in which all settling takes place; (3) an outlet zone antic 

the clarified liquid is collected uniformly over the cr cross section of the basin 
and directed to an outlet ‘conduit; and | (4) a sludge e zone at the bottom. The 

resent discussion i is confined to the settling zone. 

ng at Velocity, v,orless 

ON 

© Outlet Zone 

v 
| ~ Settling 

4 

a 

2 

= 
Inlet Zone 

oncen' 

4 initial C 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION © 

oF DISCRETE PARTICLES 

__ The concentration of ‘suspended matter in any vertical column in an ideal 4 

basin will be distributed in precisely the same manner asin the q quiescent settling 

analysis after an equal period of | settling. - Hence the settling analysis may be | 

used to predict the concentration at any point in the settling | zone, in _— 

Exam ple 3. —What w vill be the concentration of suspended matter at — 
‘* depth of 194 cm in an ideal basin after 60 min of settling of the suspension 

Ba represented by Table 1(a); also of the suspension represented by Table 1(b)? 
tly ati Referring to Table 1, the concentrations are € 73% and 21%, respectively, 

wt of the original concentration. deat , rid 
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‘SETTLING TANKS 

In the vertical cross section through any point in an ideal basin | the con- 

centration of suspended matter will be distributed vertically as indicated by 

the v alues o! of c, in) the analy sis after an equal settling period ; an and the av erage: 

concentration is approximately equal to the arithmetical av erage . of the values. 

of ¢, throughout the the depth . H. _ Therefore, the residual concentration and the 

removal for any period of be estimated | from the analysis, 

basin after 60 min of settling of the epee of Table 1(a) if the depth is 

390 cm; also if the depth is only 150em? 

ea For a a depth ‘of 390 cm, the av verage concentration from Table 1(a) is’ 

about 0.60; and the removal is therefore 40% %. ‘For a depth of 150 cm, 

av erage concentration is about 0.26 and removal is 74% wre 

It is evident therefore that a depth and settling period may be selected to : 

secure any removal within the limits of the settling analy sis of the suspension. | 

In | design | the length L and depth H of the settling zone are determined from 

removal ‘required. distribution of solids along th the b bottom may be 
estimated by the removal i in partiallengths). 

<3 

“Initial Concentration, ey, of Particle 
Settling at Velocity, v, or Less 

Fie. 9.—Typicat Serruine VELocitry 

“tai we ‘particle ‘settling i in a moving ig liquid w will move in a direction and at a 
- velocity, with reference to the basin, which is the vector sum of its own settling | a 

‘aiid and the velocity of the surrounding liquid. In an ideal basin, the 

settling paths | of discrete particles may be used to dev elop a clarification theory 

that i is helpful i in grit-chamber design and i in understanding settling phenomena. 

In an ideal rectangular basin the paths o of all discrete particles will be straight 
- lines, and all particles with the same ‘settling velocity will move in parallel 

paths as illustrated by lines parallel to ae in Fig. 8(a). Moreover er, , the settling 

_ Pattern Ww ill be the same in in all | longitudinal sections of the settling ; zone and 
ay longitudinal section, as shown in Fig. 8(a), may be considered in a study, 
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Ww which i is tide than v, will be equal to the ratio 22 =. this 

tf = 

in which bL = the surface of the zone of Ww idth b b and length L; 

-Q = the rate c of discharge; and vy, = pA = the “overflow rate” or the — 

- unit of surface area of the settling zone. 
Eq. 6 appears to have been discovered by the late alate Milles Hazen,? ro is Soc. 
(on E. The area b L is the surface area only for basins with vertical side-walls. 

For basins with | sloping walls, , OL is the average area of horizontal sections _ 
throughout the depth of 

= If the settling velocity analysis of the original suspension is represented by 

a . curve such as Fig. 9, the value of c, (here designated as Cr om corresponding to 

the overflow rate Yo of the basin may be read from the curve. — Since all ‘par- 
ticles: which ‘settle faster than », will be 100% removed, the removal of such 

— Cro The removal of | 

‘The total il removal of all particles is, therefore, 

™ Iti is not necessary to as assign an ilies to the ve velocity analysis curve curve in n order P] 

tos solve for the removal. The last term of Eq. 7b is the average vertical dis- 
tance from the curve (Fig. 9) to the horizontal line for c, = Cr, o It is the 

shaded area in Fig. 9 divided by 
: . The concentration of suspended matter at any point in the settling zone, 

eg ‘such as point e, Fig. 8(b), i is the initial concentration of all sizes whose settling 

paths are such as to permit them to reach the point . The only particles that 

can I Teach point e are those whose settling velocities are between zero and 

== which ois the e overflow rate for the length l. ‘Therefore, the concen- 

tration at point e is c’,, the of corresponding to the velocity a” which 

< may be read directly from the settling velocity analysis curve. = 
OOOO 

: or aa ---17*A Study of the Rational Design of Settling Tanks,” by Thomas R. Camp, Sewage Works Journal, 

18 Discussion by Thomas R. Camp of ‘‘Sedimentation in Quiescent and Turbulent Basins,” hy J. J. 

— 

g settling velocities equal to or greater 
17.18 All particles having settling 
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The foregoing theory also applies to ) the settling of discrete particles in 

ideal radial flow basins, in which case the basin velocity V varies inversely as 
the radial distance, and consequently the paths of the particles are curved. — 

The The application of Eq. 7b is demonstrated by Example 5, as follows: a a 

rae aes 5.—By means of Eq. 7b, estimate the removal in the settling ; 
of an ideal basin after 60 min of settling of the Table 

Fig. 6 if the depth i is 390 cr 

The overflow rate, v, of the basin is = 0.108 cm per 

the corresponding value Of Cro from Fig. 6 is 0.94. . the value of the 
— last term of Eq. 76, from Fig. 6, is about 0.34, the removal is 1 — 0.94 

34 = 0.40, or 40% asin Example 
Asa consequence | of the foregoing theory (Eqs. 6 and 7), the following con- 

_ clusions may be drawn with respect to aw of discrete —_ in an ideal 

‘is Perec of of the depth ‘a the basin; or, the removal is a function of the 

7 —aa rate and, for a a given discharge, is independent of the detention period ; a 

2. The concentration of suspended matter at any cross section in the settling | 
‘zone increases with the depth below the surface, and decreases with the prox- _ 
-imity of the cross section to the outlét end of the basin. The settling path of a — 

particle of settling velocity v from the surface at the inlet end of the settling : 
ame is a line of equal concentration, the concentration being the 

= of equal concentration intersect at the surface at the inlet end, are e straight 
lines for rectangular basins, and are curved lines for radial flow basins. fash 

- In an actual settling basin th the ‘velocity i is ; not uniform over & cross section 

as assumed for an ideal basin. . In a , rectangular tank with the best of condi-. 

| Velocity 

on the distribution will approximate that shown in | Fig. 10. The value _. 

Reynolds ‘number , in which R is the hydraulic r will i in ‘most 
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SETTLING TANKS 

- greatly ¢ exceed ed 500. Hence, in n most ; settling tanks the flow will be turbulent. 

If the walls are smooth, it may ay be assumed that the flow ina thin “laminar 
“film” of thickness 6, adjacent to the walls and floor, will be streamlined. 

the bottom is covered with a leveled sand bed, A. Shields®.2° that 

the turbulent flow theory as developed by J. Nikuradse, kL Prandtl, and 

Theodor 1 yon Kérmén, M. Am. Soc. C. E., should be applicable to the iisienine 
bed-load movement. t. Accordingly, developed the following relation : 

in which ‘iT. is the critical tractive force ‘required to produce motion along the 

= bottom of particles of diameter D and specific weight Ys is the specific — 

- of ani liquid, and o is some function of = which may be assumed 

a The results of experiments by ‘Mr. Shields and others o on the critical tractiv e 

fe force of f unigranular materials of varying ‘specific gravity ar are plotted in Fig. 11 

{ — ae 

Granite 2 70} ‘2 

Sand (USWES) 

(Gilbert) 

at 

mot “Values of 2 

‘ne. 11.— BEGINNING or Bzp- -LOAD AS A Fumorton OF Gray 

ak 

‘ 

rh. in with Eq. 8. the of bed- movement, ‘the. 

ony = B Ys (9) 

19 **Anwendung der Aehnlichkeitsmechanik und der Turbulenz forschung auf die Geschiebebewegung,” 
- A. Shields, Mitteilungen der Preussischen Versuchsanstalt fiir Wasserbau und Schiffbau, Heft 26, 1936, 

es “An J Analysis of Sediment Transportation in the Light of Fluid Turbulence,” by H Rouse, Sedi- ; 
mentation Div., U. 8. D. ‘Washington, , D. July, 1939. Li 
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‘April, SETTLING 1 TANKS 

Or , is about 0. 04. For or nonuniform or 

for sticky and matadal, the value of B may be larger. Fine non- 
uniform san sands tend to exhibit two “values for the ¢ critical tractive force, a 

lower value (8 equal to about 0. 04) for impending motion from smooth beds ~ 

and a higher value (@ equaling fr from 0.10 to 0.25) for impending motion | from _ : 
sand ripples formed from the smooth bed; the values of 8, in both cases, corre- | 

es ‘It ise evident that the av erage value of the tractive f force T i ina unit length — é 

. lige channel i is y R hy, i in which R is the hydraulic e radius and and hy the sal 

. Since, from the Weisbach-Darcy 

in which fi is the well-known friction factor and V is the mean ier in the . 

a 

rt on of particles 

12) 

in which s = = the specific gravity of the particles. 

Eq. 12 indicates that the velocity required to to : start + scour is ; independent ¢ of 

the size and depth of tank; and that it depends c only. on the friction factor and — 
the mean particle size and specific gravity. _ Actually, the value of the trac- | 

“je force T in Eq }. 11 is the mean value around the wetted perimeter. It a 
only” for circular pipes full. In open the tractive 

Eq. 12 is of in the of sewage grit | 

and some organic matter will reach the bottom, but since organic ‘solids are 

. _ lighter than grit the chamber acts as a ‘ “classifier” to separate the organics by 

be load movement. greater the difference in specific gravity the better 

is the separation. An application of Eq. 12isasfollows: 

= if the e velocity i is ‘1. 0 ft per sec? What i is the ale size of cand 
and organic matter (assume s = 1.2) ‘that will be scoured? gure laxsincde 

If B is taken at 0. 06 and f is assumed to be 0. 03, the value of V. fo _ 

o. sand (s = 2.65) 0.2 mm in size, from Ben 3 12, is 0.75 ft per sec a’ V. is 
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‘SETTLING TANKS Papers 

16 Sg 1. 1.0 ft per § r sec, the sand size eD = ; 3 . The critical 

size of organic matter is i221 ‘eight: times as large as the san 

Eqs. 8 and 12 yield no clu 1e as to the quantity of sediment moved by trac- 
tion, nor upon the vertical distribution of material picked d up from the bottom. 

zz the tractive force is increased more material is thrown into ) suspension, as 

shown by Fig. 11; and if the tractive force is great enough all the material 
* 

appears to be in suspension, as in the case of a clean s sewer. - Transportation i in 

suspension is not of itself an equilibrium condition. — For the concentration in 
suspension to remain constant at’ any depth, the rate of pickup from the bottom 

must equal the rate of settling on to the bottom. aa Tf all particles are fixed in 

position « or removed when they ‘reach the bottom, the stream will eventually 

ui The effect of turbulence o on ‘settling of material already in suspension i is 

meant of scour and may or may not be — by bed-load move- 

7 6. _Errects oF TURBULENCE ON 

wl ' The turbulent mixing process works i in a manner similar to diffusion. — The 

rate _ of transport of any substance or fluid property is proportional to the s space 

rate of f change i in concentration ¢ or magnitude of the ‘substance o1 or r fluid property, — 

the flow being i in the direction of decreasing - concentration or magnitude. In 

transfer of matter due to the rate of of upward 

at: a point y above: the bottom ig. 10(6)) i is — ein which — “is : the con- 

_ centration gradient i in the direction of y and ¢ is the mixing coefficient. ae 
ae _ The intensity of shear is zero at the water surface and is distributed verti- 
eally in two-dimensional open channel flow according t to the expression, 

- 

- Therefore, ‘the assumptions made by Prandtl* i in ‘deriving the theory of turbu- 
lent mixing will yield the following relation: 

which V’ is the: velocity. at height y. This expression | was s not by 
Po ge Prandtl to hold at the boundaries or at the center of a full pipe where it yields a 
_ value of zero fore. Mixing is known to take place across the axis of a full pipe | 

and a finite value for at the bed seems necessary -to start ‘scour. 

2*Bericht tiber Untersuchungen zur ausgebildeten by L. Prandt., Zeitschrift fiir Ange- 
wandte Mathematik und Vol. 5, 1925, 925, p. | 136.0 
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om The value of ¢ for any depth y in the intermediate zone between bottom and 

water surface may be estimated by means of Eq. 14 from the slopes of measured 

-yelocity distribution curves. The trend of from Nikuradse’s measurements 

of velocity d distribution i in both smooth and rough. pipes is shown” by curve AD 

of Fig. 12. ifa a logarithmic velocity distributio # assumed, the resulting 

of 

> 

Fie. 12 

trend of | cis sl shown by curve B. A more complex expression as developed by 
Professor von K4rmén is shown by curve C,?° Fig. 12. A ga velocity " 

distribution results in a constant value of througho' 

as shown by curve D, Fig. 12. ‘The constant 0.075 results in a a parabola which 
approximates Nikuradse’ measured velocity d distribution from the pipe axis’ 

to within 0.9 of the radial distance to the wall. assumption of a parabolic 

_ velocity distribution simplifies computations ; b but this approximation cannot be _— 

used for studying turbulence near the wall since it implies s a finite wall velocity. : 
a If the rate of scour from the bed is at equilibrium with the rate of § settling _ 

7 in steady uniform flow, the e suspended load transport a at any height y above the 
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SETTLING TANKS 

The validity of Eq. 17 has been verified experimentally by Rouse M. 

Am. Soe. E., and by Ww. E. Dobbins,** Jun. Am. ‘Soc. C. E., for constant 

_ > values of € by means of vertical cylindrical tanks | equipped with ‘mechanical 

ie 7 agitators designed to produce a constant intensity of m mixing throughout the 

depth. It has also been verified by Vito A. Vanoni,”® Assoc. M. Am. Soe. C. E., | 
for open channel flow with a value for € as shown by « curve B, Fig. 12. 2 Ifat 

- parabolic velocity distribution i is assumed as an approximation of the logarith- 

mic distribution in which € -may be determined by Eq. 15, and if ais assumed 

very small compared with H, computed values of — are substantially correct at 

0.4H. They reach a maximum deviation at 0. 1 H and 0.7 H, ame) too large | 
at 0.1 H and too small at 0.7 

oO co co 4 oe =] cot = =, . = Sle Q. fe] = 

Eqs. 16 and 17 provide the n means, therefore, of estimating the vertical dette 

tion of discrete particles thrown into suspension by bed-load | transportation. 

The equations permit computations of only relative concentrations. 

Most, of the particles ‘Settling: ina tank are undisturbed after they reach 
the bottom, a and the effect of 
turbulence on the settling of 
these particles is limited to 

delaying : action. This effect: 
| 

m m/ particles wih two- dimensional 
is Sludge Zone val 

studying ‘the concentration 

changes at in the tank 

i=] — 5 i=] > 

‘Fro. 1300 

Beet the steady state in which the concentration at a fixed pref in the teak 

has been obtained i in its general form. he Before * solution can be found, V’, ¢, 
and must be expressed as as functions of The equation can be 

in in which’¢ €z is then mixing coefficient i in the of x. Re No solution of Eq. 

_%3**Experiments on the Mechanics of Sediment Suspension,” by H. Rouse, Proceedings, Fifth Inter- 
ional Cong. for Applied Mechanics, Cambridge, Mass.,1938. 

Effect of Turbulence on Sedimentation,” by William E. Dobbins, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. 
: Vol. 109 (1944), p. 629 (condensed from ‘‘A Study of the Effect of Turbulence on Sedimentation,” presented ‘ 
_ to Mass. Inst. Tech., Cambridge, Mass., in partial fulfilment of the requirements. for the degree of Doctor 
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SETTLING TANKS 
— 

simplified by making certain approximations. If the assumptions are made 

= is zero and that both V’ and €, : are constant 

_ Now ow, if the point m is assumed to move in the direction of x at velocity V | 

wf 

ct at Eq. 20 also. expresses the rate of change in on at any point m 

a settling container in which turbulence of uniform intensity is imposed 

A solution for Eq. 20 has been obtained by Ensign Dobbins* and has been 

verified experimentally. _ Since r no solution has been found for ‘the form 

Tence i in This integration is a Eq. 19 and 

(- corresponds with the assumption of uniform | concentration at the inlet end and 

~ constant. values | for € and tank velocity throughout the e tank. For the case of 

no scour, the | writer*®.2” has transformed Ensign Dobbins’ ‘solution so that the 

results are given in terms of the removal as follows: : 

€ 

in which As, are successive real positive roots of the trans- 

cendental equation 

when aisinthe 

third and fourth Uo iS the overflow rate; to simplify ty pography 

and ore 

 -8"The Effect of Turbulence in Retarding Settling,”” by T. R. Camp, ‘Bulletin 27, Proceedings, 2d a 
Conference, Iowa Inst. of Hydr. Research, Univ. of Iowa, City, 1942, p. 307.0 4: 

27 Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 109 (1944), p.660. 
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is as function of only en 

— —, all of ‘ldan are dimensionless. Fig. 14i isa dimensionless plot 

“for the graphical solution of Kq. 21. The successive ‘ie: of a required for 
- each computed point on this graph were determined tos ‘six decimal places by 

\ 
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22. Converge of the series is rapid for low 

for "Qe 30, and no no be = 100. 

In order to use e Fig. 14 to estimate the removal i in an actual settling t tank — 
with a a free liquid surface, it is convenient to use values of € arising from the 

ah assumption of parabolic velocity distribution as given by Eq. - 15. With this 
value for the friction factor taken at 0.024 
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For: values of i+ ranging from. m about to as they do in in practice, and for 

_ - values of — from 0.1 to 2.0; Eq. 24 indicates a range { from 0. 06 to 81 for values 

‘The direct iit of Fig. 14 in practice is limited to the determination _ 

of the length of f grit: chambers or ¢ other tanks settling discrete particles. The a: 

a method of designing grit chambers on the basis of the simple theory o of sedi- 

_ mentation for ideal basins (Eqs. 6 and 7b) has been described elsewhere.” An 

hanes of the application of Fig. 14 is as follows: 

Example the length of the settling zone of a grit chamber 

24, we 122 = 129- 

= and = 0. 05 ft per sec. 

- Flocculation in a settling tank is due to two causes: an ais 

: - * Differences in the settling v velocities of the particles whereby faster 

ies particles overtake those which settle more slowly and coalesce with 

zt ms * ‘Velocity gradients in the liquid which cause particles in a ‘Tegion of = 

‘higher velocity to overt overtake those in ‘adjacent stream paths moving g at slower - 

cae In the ideal basin and in quiescent settling tests only 1 the first cause iS 
"present. — The degree of flocculation is difficult to measure except in 1 terms of the ; 

effect on . settling; but this effect may be measured by concentration tests at 

intervals: of depth and time. § Some experimental data,17.18.29 mostly qualita- 

‘a Where flocculation occurs, settling velocities are usually increased. It is - 
difficult: to obtain a correlation between the rate of change of settling velocities 

: and the rate of flocculation, because, when particles coalesce, size, density, and 

shape a are all changed. The rate of flocculation i is a function of the number of 7 

contacts between particles in unit time. Hence the number of of contacts per unit 
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in unit 2 may as a measure of the rate o 
_ _ where the rate | is highest: it may be assumed that the effect on settling i is greatest. 

= In quiescent settling, a particle of diameter D, and settling velocity v1 \ will 

id a ontact in unit time all particles of diameter tal and —— velocity » ve in 

a cylinder whose volume is (Di +D — vs) is ‘the number of 

iin of diameter D, per unit volume, the number of contacts per unit of 

per unit of volume with each 1- -particle i is + D2)? 02). ce 

= is the number of particles of diameter D, per came e volume, the total number 
> 

f es per unit of time per unit of volume due to settling velocity® is 

in all ‘particles have the same density. 

2 It will be noted that there v will be no union of particles having the same 

near the bottom of ane tanks after period of Also it will 

be noted that since the rate of flocculation i is proportional to the relative number | 

of contacts, — Gin which n is the total number of particles per unit = 

and both and Me are the of is directly 

time pert unit of volume due to a 1 velocity gradient i in 1 the fluid is is 

which G represents the mean temporal velocity in the fuid. 

_ the rate of flocculation due to velocity gradient i is directly proportional a 

a _ The velocity gradients ina ‘settling tank are due both to the residual 

jm at the it inlet and to the drag on the walls and floor. ‘ ‘This discussion 

will be limited to > velocity gradients caused by drag, the mean value > of w hich 

can be evaluated as a function of tank shape and velocity as follows, - 
— shearing force on the opposite faces of an elementary cube of fluid in 

dx dy, and the work done | per unit 

ay dz. _ Henee, the work done by shear per unit of volume 

$0 ‘*Velocity Gradients and Internal Work in Fluid Motion,” by pe Camp and P. C. Stein, pe 
Boston Soe. Civ. Engs., October, 1943, p. 219. 
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unit oft time” 

oo which | is the | root-mean-square velocity gradient throughout the he fluid. 

‘The we work done i in a tank of length L in unit time, by agit sagt = ey oe” 

from which ‘the w vork per unit of tines per unit of is 

Equating the values of W from Eqs. 27 and 29, the mean velocity gradient in 

tank due to drag on the walls and to 

at It this value of Gi is nen in Eq. 26, the total number of contacts ll 

_ mine 

"From Eq. 31, ‘it may be. seen that of to velocity gra- 

 dients is proportional to and inversely ‘proportional to VR. Hence this 

type of coagulation i is greatest for shallow tanks with | Telatively high velocities. 

_ Computations by means of Eqs. 25b and 31 of the relative rates of floccula- a 

te due to settling and velocity gradients i in water and sewage tanks indicate ~ 

y (1) Flocculation i in deep tanks at low velocity (R = 20 ft: and V : 

i is due almost entirely to differential settling velocities; and 

(2) The rates of flocculation by the two nse are shout the same in a ; 

tank 2 ft deep with a velocity of 10 ft per min. 

he particles of ‘flocculent suspensions are fragile and subject to rupture 
* shear, the shearing strength being less as the particle ; size increases. AL ; 

“though v velocity gradients in tl the fluid bring small particles together to form 

larger on ones, it is evident that there is a limiting s size of particle which is de- 

termined by the mean shearing force and the strength of the floc: Since the 

_ mean shearing force is proportional to the mean velocity gradient, , there is ‘7 

limiting size corresponding to each value of the mean velocity gradient G; and 

the size is greater the smaller the velocity gradient. it. If the particles of a 

~ flocculent , suspension e1 entering the e settling tank have not reached this limiting 

size, they will continue t to coalesce until they have either reached this size = . 
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tanks. The additional flocculation caused ee in the tanks may 

pone up the settling to a greater extent than turbulent mixing retards i it. 

There i is s much qualitative experimental | evidence that most of the suspensions 

mm In a number of cases in the writer’s studies i in which two similar istins of 

a iron floc were permitted to settle in liter gradu: ates after a 30-min mixing period, 

one settling undisturbed and the other gently stirred, the stirred sample in- 

_variably clarified much more rapidly. in studying the flocculation and settling 

of iron floc in battery jars, Darrell . A. Root* found that, with a total time of 

mixing and quiescent settling i in excess of 75 n min, any increase in mixing time 

improve settling, | 

In laboratory experiments on nine raw sewages from widely separated 

plants, A J. Fischer, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., and A. Hillman have shown* 

that 20 min of self-flocculation prior to ‘o settling increases the removal of sus- 

pended solids after 60 min of settling by 4% to 367% over results obtained with- 

out flocculation, : an. average improvement of 20%. -Plant-seale tests at Cedar 

; Rapids, Towa, and Sioux Falls, Ss. ‘Dak., have demonstrated th that the i e improve- 

‘ment expected from p preflocculation can be obtained. — Many primary sewage 

tanks have been built with provisions for preflocculation, and it is wente 

_ It is evident from the foregoing discussion that increased removal should be 
expected from tanks with higher velocities than are commonly used. 

order to determine the optimum velocity and depth for a particular suspension, 

settling tests with turbulence superimposed are desirable. Already mechanical 

mixing grids have been ‘used successfully to reproduce particular values of the J 

mixing coefficient «. It is quite likely that the dimensions, amplitudes, and 
mixing speeds of these devices can be adjusted so as to produce, at the same 

time, the desired values of € and the mean velocity gradient G. The magni- 

tude of G can be computed from the measured work input by Eq. 27b. Thus 
_ the effects of both turbulent retardation and coagulation can be — nes 

8. OVERFLOW ‘Ratz, on Penton, Veuocrry, 4 AND TANK 

_ In the simple theory of sedimentation of discrete particles i in an ideal basin 

‘it was demonstrated that the removal is a function of the overflow rate and is 

independent of the tank depth and the detention period. It follows from the” 

imple theory that the most economical tank will have the least possible depth | 81 

__ &**The Effect of Temperature Upon the Rate of Floc Formation,” by Darrell A. Root, thesis submitted 
to Mass. Inst. Tech., Cambridge, Mass., in 1939, in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of 

#2‘*Improved Sewage Clarification by Preflocculation Without by A. ‘Fischer and A. 
Sewage Works Journal, Vol. 12, No. 2, P.  . 
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— 7 The flocculation of suspe 
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_ For a given paw ven rate and fixed horizontal dimensions, the tank: velocity — 
varies inversely as the depth. — Hence, the least possible depth j is fixed by the a 
maximum velocity that can be used without excessive scour. The magnitude ~ 

of this velocity. can be determined experimentally or estimated by Eq. 12, a 

Telation which hi holds for either discrete or flocculent particles with wae proper 

tly The effect of turbulent ising conclusions may be e studied by 

| means of Kgs. 21 and 24 and d Fig. 14 Iti is s evident | from Eq. 24 that 2 78 di- 

rectly proportional, to the depth, and since removal is a function of it 

‘not independent of the depth as indicated i in the simple theory. The effect of 

‘depth, however, is small. Fig. 14 indicates that a 50% decrease in depth will 

decrease the removal of f discrete particles by not m more than about 5% on = 

average ; ‘that is, a decrease in volume of 50% through a a decrease in depth may 

be compensated for by a 5% increase in volume through increased surface area. 
For economy, therefore, the conclusion still holds that the depth should be 
made as small as is consistent with no scour. _ a pit 

Since flocculation in a _ settling tank produces a smaller concentration 

pang the ‘retardation of settling due to turbulence will be even less than ; 

for. discrete particles. Hence, , from the standpoint of turbulent retardation of 7 

settling, shallow high- velocity tanks are are more economical than deep tanks for 

both discrete and flocculent suspensions. Flocculation, however, also changes 
the settling velocity of the particles. ‘With the data available, it is not possible 

to draw conclusions ‘regarding the effect of flocculation up upon removal, except | 

that. removal i is generally | increased. — It is possible, however, to draw conclu-_ 

sions relating to the effect of depth u upon flocculation and indirectly upon 

removal. _ Two limiting cases may be considered for argument—(1) deep tanks 

with low velocities i in which coagulation i is due ¢ entirely to differences in settling 7 

velocities; an and (2) shallow tanks with high velocities in which the rates of — 

coagulation by settling and velocity gradient are about ut equal. ae 
«Eq. 250 indicates that the rate of flocculation in deep tanks with low veloci- 

ties i is independent of the velocity o: or depth. If it is assumed that flocculation 

continues throughout the settling period (in other words, that the limiting size 

of particle is not. reached), the amount of flocculation will be directly propor- 

tional to the detention period. Hence, an increase in depth for the same over- 

flow rate e will produce a proportional: increase in the amount of flocculation. 
An i increase in a will thus increase - removal ; but it is not possible to state, 

night m not be 

ease in overflow rate. 

= Eq. 31 indicates that the rate of flocculation due to velocity gradients is 

proportional to Fi in tanks whose depth is small compared to width. For 

e same horizontal dimensions V varies inversely with H. Henee, the rate of 

flocculation i is proportional ; and, assuming continuous flocculation, the 
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eenetnt of flocculation i is inversely. proportional to the depth. If the rates of 

-£ flocculation by settling and velocity gradients « are about t equal, an increase in | 

the: amount of flocculation by. velocity gradients | due to a decrease in | depth 

should be compensated for by a decreased flocculation due to > settling. There- 

fore, for this case, the amount of flocculation should be independent of the 

depth for the same overflow rate. In shallow tanks with high velocities, re- 

moval of flocculent suspensions should be relatively independent of tank k depth 

= the same horizontal dimensions and overflow rate, provided there is no 
scour, and provided the particles do not reach the limiting size. Hence, for 

economy, the same conclusion may be drawn, with discrete s suspensions, 

that the depth should be made as small as is consiatent with no scour, 

wa id - The minimum | depth will result from the least practical value of the hy- 

-draulic radius. This economic value of R may be computed from Kq. 30 by 

using ng the « optimum n mean velocity gradient, G., w hich will yield the ‘desired 

‘removal with the greatest overflow rate and the maximum velocity, V., which | 

oh a a tank v with a uebadaiaaegs cross section, the hydraulic radius i is, for a 

i} 

will be noted that. Eqs. 34 yield ‘unreal results i 

This the existence 0 of a or limiting dis 

: and, if the actual v alue of Q is less than the limiting value, Eqs. 34 

‘ 
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are not applicable. The limiting discharge is, for a free water surface, — 

| and, fora submerged cover, Ratan at 

water 

If the actual discharge i is woe for best economy the width must 
ity 

be twice the depth for a free water surface and equal to the depth for a sub- 

merged cover. For this case, therefore, free water surface, 

and, a submerged cover, 

in which V must be ines than V -, R must be less than Re, or both Vv and R must. 
be reduced. _ If V. is maintained and R reduced, the optimum velocity gradient: 

will be exceeded and the overflow : rate must be decreased to obtain the > 
‘quired removal is reduced and R, maintained, the velocity gradient 
will be less than the optimum, and a decrease in overflow rate will be required. 

No decrease in overflow rate will be required if the optimum velocity gradient 

‘is maintained, but both V and R must be reduced. If the values of R from 
Eqs. 36 are introduced into Eq. 30, the value of V required to maintain the 

‘nspeutions is to make settling of the suapensions i in containers 

equipped with stirring devices « designed to produce any desired values of € a 

¢ and to control the rate of scour from the bottom. If it is anticipated that a 
shallow high velocity tank can be used, the depth of container i is not important. a 

The method of "designing stirring devices for this purpose has not yet been 

developed, , but studies™ this have been made i in Weed ‘Sanitary 

In the first series _ tests, peer should b be no scour 

"magnitude of G should be increased progressively u until a enheorns is found that: 
will produce the desired removal with the greatest overflow rate. - The over- 

**Measurement of Work Input in Liquids by Reciprocating part Devices,” by K. A. Ignacio, 
thesis submitted to Mass. Inst. Tech., Cambridge, Mass. a in 1943, in — fulfilment of the Per an 

the degree of Master of Science. 
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«i flow rate i is th s the depth of container divided by the time of settling. ii ‘The? values 

of € to be used in this series may be computed by means « of Eq. 15, and hence 

“iti is necessary to anticipate the. approximate values of V and H. The stirring | 

- device may be calibrated for ¢ with a suspension yn of discrete pa particles s of known | 

settling velocity by means of Eq. 17. 
The next series of tests should be made at the optimum gradient, 

G., previously found; or, if this: value is too high, at the maximum practical 

value of G. In this series, scour from the bottom should be inereased progres- 

sively until it just begins to reduce the removal. _ ‘The: amount of scour may be 

controlled by regulating the mean position of the stirring device relative to the 

bottom a of the container. — 7 The device 1 may be calibrated to determine the rela- | 

tion between incipient scour and tank velocity V by means of of Eq. 12 and a bed 

of granular n ‘material of know! n size and density. ap hal 

settling tests should yield the best values of G and af the 

illustrated by a number of examples, as follows: 
—- Example 8.—Assume that settling analyses of a a flocculent susp suspension at 

10°C have resulted i in the following test data for the required removal: 

9.0... 1 

The problem is is to the economic of zone in 
rectangular tanks for (a) Q = 30 cu ft per sec = 19.4 med: and (6) Q =0. ‘i 

s ft per sec = 64,600 gal per day... The test data indicate that G, is 12 sec id 

and that is 5.08 em per sec or é ft ‘per sec. Assuming that = 0.082, the 

= x on - 0. 366 em 

= oa 144 sin, T This gies corresponds with tank depths of 0. 14 in. and 0. 8 in. 

_ for open and covered tanks, respectively, and it is obviously impracticable to 

construct such | tanks. A tank of the tray clarifier type is indicated, however. 

Let it be assumed that the minimum » depth of pass practical for construction : and 

- sludge removal is 6 in. (15. 2 em). Then & is about 7.6 cm and, from 7 *| 

‘indieate that, with this velocity gradient, ie overflow rate 

7 must be reduced to about 1,000 gal per day ‘per si sq ft or 1.547 X 10° ft per sec 

Apri 
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ng} (@) = 90 per tee, = 360 ft; and 

X 6. 5 = = 54 ft. width of pass for this discharge i is 

nt, F obviously too great, ont it is necessary to divide t the discharge through a 
cal f number of passes whose width is satisfactory for construction and sludge re- 
‘es: F moval purposes. Let it be assumed that a width of 18 ft is satisfactory. 

be # There will ¢ then be twenty parallel passes, each 18 ft wide by 6 in. deep by ; 

the 54 ft long ‘and p passing 1.5 cu ft per sec. = - For co convenience, they ma may be stacked 

vertically in two” tanks, each with ten trays. each from n Eq. (330: 7 

oes t hs sfficiently ol the | 
er (7.6 cm = 0.25 ft) so that will be no appreciable in the com- 
ons puted value of the velocity gradient, 2.64 sec. The detention period, 

T=—= 1.547 x 103 323 sec : = 5. 4 min. uf 

ath (6) ‘For Q= 0. 1 cu ft per sec, the e width of the tank ¢ will be much less than ; 

- for Q = 30 cu ft per sec and will have an appreciable effect on R. If itis again —_ 

| assumed that 6 in. is the minimum practical depth, b = = = - 

From Eo. 38), R= 12X05 9177 ft = 5.4 om, and from Eq. 30, 

G= 5X0.01 X54 x 5. 03° = 128 sec” From the test data, the 

quired removal can be obtained — - overflow rate of about 1,100 gal per day 

per sq ft =17xX 107 f ft per sec). Therefore, Le 103 X 0.5 = 49 

0.1 and detention period T = 294sec=4.9 min. | 

“a This t tank may | be made shorter by dividing the total length into a number j 

f passes in series, stacked vertically or side by side. 
is not practical to use an open surface tank for this case to ob- 

em tain the same velocity gradient, the depth would be only3in, \ 

Example 9. —Assume that settling analyses of a suspension at 

10° C have resulted i ‘in the test data for the 1e required removal : 

and FE 1) 4 per day per sq ft) wan (em per 

A 

to obtain removal. 

:(a) Q = = 30¢ cu ft per se sec = 4 mgd; and (6)Q = 0.1 cat ft per 

ers April, 1945 SETTLING TANKS 
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t test. indicate that | = 1. 0 Ve = 3. 81 em | per sec, or } ft | 

pers sec, and the overflow rate required i is 600 gal per r day per per s sq ft or 0.928 x 10-* ff 

‘ft per sec. Assuming that 0.032, the economic radius from Eq. 

(a) For Q = 30 cu ft per sec, - 

H, is about 0.73 ft for an open tank sn 1.46 ft for a submerged cover. The 

corresponding widths are 328 ‘ft and 164 ft. ‘The tank with the 

_ free w w ater surface i is the cheaper | because ‘its length will be half that of the tank 

the | submerged cover. x = Xx 0.7 3 

= 98.3 ft ft the detention period is = ~ 0928 10% 

‘2 if it is penned to divide the width into parallel pa passes eee 18 ft wide for 

sludge removal mechanism, there will be — passes each with a sees 
of 1 1.67 4 or sec. F 

| cu sec. or 0. 728) 

1 

= 108 08 ft; ; and the detention period is is T = 14.4 min 

Iti is évitlent that | Qi is sless than Therefore, for economy, the velocity 

by Eq. 37a is = 30.487 0* = 3.0 cm 

ec = 0. 0983 ft per sec; R= 

- 0.357 ft. Finally: = 2X 0.857 = 0.715 ft; b = 2X 0.715 = 1.43 ft; 
ft; and T = 772 sec 

7 Example 10.—Assume that ‘settling analyses. of a flocculent ‘suspension at 
4 10° C have e resulted in the following test data for the required removal: -_ 

‘Velocity, gradient Ovetow tate: _Non-ecouring velocity 

(em per sec) 

J Leu ft per sec, 
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ft _ Determine the economic ‘ic dimensions of the settling zone in rectangular tanks 7 
3 for: (a) Q = 30cu ft per sec = 19.4 mgd; and (b) = 0.1 cuft per sec = 64, 600 

“gal per ‘day. The test data indicate that G, is 0.3 sec and V, is 3.81 cm per ? 
sec, or § ft per sec, and that the ‘required \ overflow rate is 400 gal per « day per 

sq ft or 0.618 X 10- ft per sec. Assuming that f = @ 032, the economic hy- 

"0.082 
draulic radius, from Eq. 32, is Re = 

. (a) For Q = 30 cu ft per sec, _ It is evident t that A 

is less than Therefore, fore economy, the must be reduced as 

by Ra. 37a toV = «4/8 X 30 X 30. x 0. 3. 41 em 
of 

per = 112 ‘per sec and, from 36a, a, R= 

rge xX x Ti: 6 : = 2,100 ft; and T = = 18 ,800 sec = 5.22 

om hr. The 2, 100- ft Jength may b be divided into a number of | in series, 

placed side by side, 
—s For this case it may be more economical to divide the 30 cu 1 ft per sec be- 

tween a of parallel passes and thus reduce the depth and detention 

per sec, dimensions of each will be: H = 36 ft; 10. 72 ft; sand L = 754 

ft. detention period will be reduced to 2. 42 hr. ~The most 

number of passes can be determined only by considering: the construction costs. 

{ me (b) For Q = = 0.1 cu ft per sec, | the discharge is is agen less than Qhim, and, from 

Eq. V= wal 8 x 01 30. 48° X x 03 = = 1.51 cm per sec 

= = 0. 0.0495 ft per sec sec. ° 

From Eq. 36a, R oe! 0.5 502 tte it Finall H=2 

0.502 = 1.004 ft; b = 2 Xx = x10 103 Veo 

x 1.0 004 = = 80.5 ft; and ~g cies = 1, 625 sec = 27.1 min. | ‘The: tank may 

be shortened by dividing the total length, , 80. 5 ft, into a number of ‘passes in 

Comment —A ‘study of Examples 8, 9, and 10 reveals: that the magnitude 

of the optimum velocity gradient G, is of great influence on the type of tank 

-Tequired for economy. possible range in values of G, may be into 
wee 

; three regions, each with a different method of tank design as follows: ae 

me a. values « of G, Ww vhich result i in values of R, that are too small to be 

conomi may be used, but is te to 
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ret petlies the or optimum um velocity grac gradient, and lower values must sina in n design. 

Tanks of the tray clarifier type are indicated, and the depth H for each pass is" 

7 by construction and sludge removal requirements. 

oi Intermediate values of G, which can be realized in tank design with 

‘reasonable values of ‘R, and Hie. tanks with free water surfaces are 

indicated) 
oie 3) Low values of G, which are ieiiueates by values of Q less than Qiim. 

(The « optimum velocity gradient can be realised in tank de design, but o1 only by 

using values of V and R less than V, and R.. ‘Tanks with a free water surface 

are indicated, with the width always twice the depth.) 

: ‘There is a dearth of experimental data concerning the optimum values of 

_ G for the suspensions encountered in practice. A study of tank velocities used 

; - | practice will reveal the magnitudes of Gin use. It has been common prac- 

- tice to limit the design velocity i in ‘settling tanks to about 3 ft per: per min. ; ‘There 

is increasing evidence that higher velocities are accompanied by better removal, 

but iti is 3 doubtful whether ¢ any t tanks have been built to operate at velocities and 

stated that had unusually effective in removing 

bidity and color from an alum- -coagulated water. For this suspension it is 

evident that V. was greater than 12 ft per min. © ‘Since a velocity of about 18 
ft] per min (0.3 ft per sec) is considered a minimum 1 for baffled mixing chambers 

; to avoid too much settling of floc in the chamber, it appears that 18 ft per min 

is greater than V, for alum and iron floc. > 7 
_ The value of G for Langelier’s tunnel computed by Eq. 30° is 0.96 sec". 
Similar computations for baffled mixing chambers reveal that good floc is pro- 

duced at values of G as 3 high ¢ as 25 sect, Hence, the value of G, for alum and 

_ iron oxide floc is probably much higher | than 1 sec, _ The estimated value of 

“Gi in the } pore ‘constrictions of a rapid sand filter during 1 normal operating condi- 

tions is from 200 sec“ to 400 sec. This is too high to promote further coagu- 

" _ lation of of the fine floc particles within the bed, according to an unpublished paper 

on microscopic studies by P. C. Stein, Assoc. M. An. Soe. C. E., but it is sail 

ins. 
‘The estimated value. of G in the | pore constrictions of slow sand filters i is from 

i ‘The primary tanks at the Detroit (Mich.) sewage treatment works®® are 

‘designed for higher velocities than are in general use, the velocity at peak flow 

— 7.2 ft per min. © The corresponding value of Gis about 0.3 see" * In view 

of the fact that, preflocculation 0 of sewage at velocity gradients of the same order 

of Magnitude as those used for coagulation of water has shown marked i improve- 

ment in settling, it seems likely that the values of G, for sewage suspensions 

much greater than the value of 0.3 1 used at Detroit. 

%“Shallow Sedimentation Basins,” by Wilfred F. Journal, A.W.W.A., Vol. 22, No. 11, 

35 “Report on Hydraulic Model Inlet Tests—Primary Sedimentation Tanks,” by George E. Hubbell, 
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SETTLING TANKS 

the methods: of design of stirring devices to 

“any desired ed values of € € and Gi in settling | test containers, the: parameters Ves Voy 

‘and the maximum practical value of G may be measured i in a small continuous 

| 
‘between rt runs. s. This: method of attack r requires the construction and operation 
of a pilot treatment plant and, therefore, it is more costly than the afore- a 

mentioned laboratory method. The pilot plant. method, however, has the 
{ advantage that the pilot settling tank i is an actual*demonstration of the shape 
of tank tank required economy. 

AND ‘STABILITY 

Some of the fluid passes Grenade the settling zone of a tank in less time than 

the detention period 7. _ This “short-circuiting” is exhibited by all tanks and is" 

due to differences in the velocities and lengths of stream paths. Short-circuit-_ 

ing is accentuated by mixing of the tank contents, by high inlet velocities, and — 

“density current”!5 j is a flow of a fluid into a Telatively fluid having 

a different density. density 
current that is heavier ‘than the 56 

main body of fluid will sink 
flow along the bottom n of the 

tank at a relatively high veloc- scott 48 
ity. If the density current is ove aa 7 

lighter it will flow alongthetop. 

Differences in density may iin 
caused by differences in tem- 
perature, “salt content, OF sus- 6 
pended “matter content. If ‘the 32 

tank velocity is sufficiently great, cies 
28 

density currents will mix with the 
tank contents with only sli ght 

‘effect on the flow pattern through 

the tank. Such a tank has a 
stable flow pattern. If density 
currents maintain their identity 

‘through a tank, the flow pattern ane 1 

Short- -circuiting studies are 

“usually made on model tanks 
“operating in accordance with = 
Froude’s law. A dose of dye or ih 10 12 

Values o 
“alt solution is injected into the 
influent and the concentration of ‘Fig. 15. —TrricaL ‘DisPersion Curves RVES FOR 

a 

por ane daraee from the tank. _ From the data thus obtained a curve of « con-_ 
_ The shape of the dispersion curve is a 

mn. 
3 — 
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A "measure e of the flow pattern through a tank; ar and if these curves are | steteed i in 

dimensionless terms, as in Fig. 15, they area means for comparing the hydraulic 

raladtilie of different _— of tanks or of the same fank at different rates 

> wae the flow pattern is sini unstable, the density of the dye or salt 
solution must be ‘sufficiently close to that of the water in the model to avoid | 

: —— abscissa for for a point on the dimensionless curve is the relative time — 

t hat is, the vented time t divided by the detention period an 4 The ordinate is | 

- & the re relative concentration — computed by dividing the actual concentration c 

of salt or dont in the effluent by the concentration c, which would be obtained if 

the dose wi ere dispersed instantaneously throughout » the tank volume. This: 

type of plot is independent of the amount of dye or salt, ‘used and is inde- 

pendent of the detention period. If all the charge is accounted for in the 

effluent the : area under the curve will be unity. If the flow pattern is stable 

a? there : are no dead spaces ‘the: value of =; to the center of gravity will also” 

. which vary in 1 shape, the flow pattern : in 2 the tank j is unstable. A stable flow 

pattern i is indicated when the same curve can be reproduced w with fair precision. 

= a tank i is not stable, short- -circuiting be tank will yield results hype are not 

mt If there ina tank the or no 

in the e displacement through the tank, the effective tank volume is less than the 

true volume. Be The effective detention period will be less than. the true deten- 

= = to — and th the relative time to the center of gravity « of the dispersion curve. 

will be less than unity. there is any interchange the dead spaces 

2 ea and the main body of the. liquid there will be flow through the dead s spaces, , but 

Biba resulting “‘tail” of the dispersion curve may be so long and the ordinates 

may be so small that the end of the tail will be lost. and an apparent value of 

ess than unity will result. If there are dead 5; spaces, the tecorded 1 values 

> i = will be gre greater than the dutine values and all ordinates to the dispersion 

curve will be increased in proportion to icine decrease in = - such that the area will 

7 ec. Since the relative time to the center of gravity i is unity except for tanks w ith 

dead spaces, £2 T is an ‘indicator of the eanriall of the dead : space ; but. it is not 

a suitable index to short- -circuiting | in tanks with no ) dead: spaces. The relative 
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time to the center of area -4 is is usually less than unity and is is ensline the w worse 

‘the through time” of the The apr the fluid j is 

; measured approximately by the time of initial appearance ¢t; of the charge in the 

effluent. The smaller the relative time =! the more rapid the dispersion. - Small a 

ta 
values of and indicate serious s 

~The shapes of dispersion curves found in practice for tanks without dead 

spaces will be intermediate to those characteristic of two o limiting types of tanks: : 

(1) The ideal dispersion tank, in which the influent is dispersed instantaneously 

and uniformly throughout | the tank v volume, characterized by curve A of Fig. 15; 

and (2) the ideal basin in which the velocity i is the » same throughout, character- 

ized by a vertical line at 7p equal | to unity. _ The dispersion tank is the least: 

efficient and the ideal basin the most efficient for settling. The dispersion 

curve for a cubical n mixing chamber approximates | curve A of Fig. ~~ . 

_ Curves B, C, D, and E, Fig. 15, are characteristic of progressively better 

types of settling tanks. bs. These ¢ curves are the results of measuréments with 

models under stable Sow conditions. _ Curve B is the dispersion curve for a 

radial-flow primary tank 200 ft | ft in diameter proposed for the Detroit Sewage 
Treatment Works. This curve represents the flow’ pattern. with the conven- 

tional type of inlet and at the d design 1 detention period 1 of 90 min. _ Curve C is 

the dispersion cu ‘curve for the wide rectangular sedimentation basins at the 7 

Springwells Filtration Plant at Detroit. Curve D is the dispersion 

for the narrow - rectangular primary tanks constructed for the Detroit Sasene 

| Treatment Works in preference to the circular tanks characterized by curve B. 

Curve E is the Pmien curve for a model of a round-the-end ty pe ell 

‘Type oftank ft) (ft) (ft). per | F 
gis 

Ideal dispersion tank... 
Radial-flow circular. ... 
Wide rectangular 
Narrow rectangular. ... 
Baffled mixing chamber. 
Ideal basin 

‘mixing chamber with fifteen passes.*” The velocity is too high in this chamber = 

for ordinary ‘settling, b but the curve was i inserted to indicate what might be 

of well- designed clarifiers. data for the ‘tanks 

%*‘‘Sedimentation Basin Research ond Design,” by Aster B. Morrill, A.W.W.A., Vol. 24, 

__ 37‘Comparative Studies of Shortcircuiting in Mixing Chambers by Means of Mode Is,” by Jorge © 
harte, thesis submitted to Mass. Inst. Tech., a Mass. bs in 1940, in partial fulfilment of the re- 

the degree of Bachelor of S Science. — 
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“= of tanks are superior to those of wide low Velocity tanks. 
— _ This i is indicated clearly by Fig. 15 ae Table 2 ys The flow pattern is better J 

f 

tell 

— — 

and probable ‘flowing- through times” ‘increase with higher of 

Froude’s number. it has also been shown by the writer!” that tanks with high § 
values of Froude’ number are more stable. George . E. Hubbell Assoc. M. 

Am. ‘Soc .C. E., has shown that radial flow basins are characteristically une 
stable i in their dike patterns. In the Detroit studies, stability was improved i in 

the: circular tank by directing the influent by inlet vanes to flow spirally a around 
the tank for tw o or three circuits before the fluid reached the outlet weir. hs 

Since the velocity was thus increased the value of F for the circular tank was: tl 

also raised. The value, of was increased to 0.24 by th this device and nd by other 

iti is assumed that the suspension is to varying settling: times, dis- 

_ tributed ai as indicated by the dispersion curve. This method has been described — 

aa Fig. 17 illustrates the details for a waiadine design ofa primary settling tank 
based upon the principles developed in this paper. Each unit of this design 

is is for a maximum discharge of 10 mgd, , and provides a flocculation period of 60 

min. The velocity of flow i in the tray settling tank i is 9.3 ft per min, the de- 

- tention period is 10.8 min, the overflow rate is 667 gal } per day per sq ft, and the 

88 Discussion by Thomas R. Camp of ‘‘Grit Chamber Model Tests for Detroit, Michigan, Sewage 
a "Treatment Project,” by George E. Hubbell, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., ‘Vol. 104 (1939), p. 232. : 
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mean velocity gradient i is s about 2 sec“, - Sludge and scum are scraped laterally 

from the trays. — Gates must be provided at the sides of each tray which will 

prevent short-circuiting through the sludge compartments, and will open to 7 be 

permit the ejection of sludge and scum. In current practice, return bends i in 

the flow path of primary settling tanks are generally frowned upon | because of 

the turbulence set up by the bends. This objection i is of minor importance if 

the length occupied by is as with the length the 

-Outlet Orifices 

PY 

‘Sludge LONGITUDINAL SECTION. 
Hopper 

‘Fie. 17. —Deraus or ProposEp Tree or Tray Serruinc TANK 

hy Fig. 18 illustrates current trends in the design of final settling tanks** 40 for 

the activated sludge process. In many final settling tanks, the depth is so 7. 

great and the mean velocity is so low that the mixed liquor falls at the inlet end 
as a density current and flows at high velocity toward the outlet end where it 

_ impinges « on the end wall and rises as shown in Fig. 18(a). % The flow is so rapid 

that. hindered settling in the density current 1 may not be complete until i it 

reaches the end wall of the tank. — _ The usual practice of withdrawing sludge 

from the bottom at at the inlet « end results in a mixture of fresh sludge short- 

‘circuited from the density current and stale sludge scraped from the effluent 

end. Short-circuiting of the sludge may be avoided if it is withdrawn from 

the outlet end as shown i in | Fig. 18. If the tank i is 1 made shallow and designed © 
fora high velocity, the density current may be ‘avoided and the sludge | will 7 

“settle as illustrated in Fig. 18(c). _ The hindered settling process will be com- 

q pleted at some point A which corresponds * with point A of | Fig. 4, and the re- 

F . 439"*Operating Experiences in New York —_— by Richard H. Gould, Sewage Works Journal, Vol. 14, 

40 ** Developments and Trends in Practices of 1941,’ * by Samuel A. Greeley and Paul Hansen, 
Sewerage, Vol. 89, No. : 2, 1942, p. 53. 
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In Fig. 18, the final settling tank is is 3 sh wn adjoining the aeration tank with- 

F. out connecting ‘conduits. mii This is contrary to current practice, but is desirable 

in order to avoid high inlet velocities and the destruction of floc by excessive 

ve elocity The currents that usually | prevail i in final tiling: 

> 

the | sludge blanket. Multiple V- ‘notches are usually provided in weirs 

to increase the head anda assure uniform collection o of the discharge, 

The writer is particularly indelvted: to his associate, Ensign 

Dobbins, for the studies on the effect of turbulence, and to his associate, Mr. 

Stein, for the fundamental theory of flocculation, the concept of mean velocity 
the studies | on short- and for many on 
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ICA AN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 

AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
OF SUSPENSION | 

= gt D. B. Srernman,”? M. Am. Soc. C. E.7*—To those engineers who have con- 
- tributed discussions, challenging, confirming, or supplementing the material | 

7 % presented in this paper, the profession is indebted. A careful study of the 

data in the discussions reveals nothing that contradicts the writer’s s predictions 

and much that confirms his recorded conclusions. vy writer w eleomes: the 

"opportunity y afforded by this closing discussion to answer the questions that. a 

a ave been raised, so that this study of a critical problem, enriched by the dis- 

cussions, may be brought closer to complete solution and practical application. 

‘ "* Definitions. —For those who have been puzzled by the seemingly paradoxical — 

conclusions of this paper, , certain clarifying definitions may be helpful. Mis- 

conception has been caused by failure to perceive the distinction drawn 

writer between basic aerodynamic stability of the section and aerodynamic 

stable section” is one a positive 

A half. round Ww ith flat face tow ard the 

pom: a T-section with head toward the wind, ay vertical flat plate, , and an H-sec- - 

tion with d/b 0.24.) The defining condition is (or <0. 

An “aerodynamically | stable structure” is one in which no a reervell 

of oscillations can occur. he defining condition is 
= 
4 Nore. —This paper by D. B. Steinman was published in November, 1943, Proceedings. Discussion 
on this paper has aqpegsed in Proceedings, as follows: February, 1944, by Edward Adams Richardson; 
_ March, 1944, by R. K. Bernhard; May, 1944, by J. M. Robertson, and C. H. Gronquist; June, 1944, by 

F. B. Farquharson; * Pa ny 1944, by H. Reissner, Blair Birdsall, Hardy Cross, and Frederick C. Smith, 
Hermann Friedlaender, and George S. Vincent; and December, 1944, by Louis Balog. is " 
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STEINMAN ON AERODYNAMIC STABILITY | 

= ‘An “aerodynamically unstable structure’’ is one in which am- 

Discussions 

-plification of oscillations can occur. The defining condition i is 6, (There 
are at least eight such bridges. 5 

_ On account of the phase-difference effect across the width of a section, 

‘aerodynamic instability of a structure m may be produced with either stable o or fab 

unstable s sections Thel basic aerodynamic stability instability of the section 

- influences the degree and the range of potential instability of the “structure, of 

If the section is aerodynamically stable, any instability of the structure i is more — ae 

; limited i in _wind-velocity range and in amplitudes, and is more easily prevented th 

casatestof validity, 
The practical problem of the bridge engineer must be kept in mind. The | q 

“application. reference to or present structures is merely th 

bridge” engineer cannot, as a rule, afford ‘elaborate wind-tunnel tests, scale 

- models, and tests on oscillating section models | for every bridge he one to an- 

or financial limitations permit extensive Pr 

character. governing relations must be reduced to scientific, mathe-— 
‘matical form and then to ) guiding specifications to permit direct application in i 

For these reasons, the v Ww iter has s endeavored to reduce the problem oe four 

The determination of the rigidity char of the str ‘ucture, b 

by the coefficient of rigidity enabling the frequency N 

computed : accurately for any mode of oscillation; | B 

‘ekatiie The determination of the aerodynamic amplification characteristics of § le 
gl 

= the structure, ‘represented by the logarithmic increment 5, as a function of the p 

_ -3.- The determination of the potential instability, or amplification charac- 
ee. at different wind velocities, represented by the variation of 5 with | a 

V/(N b) (supplied by the writer in the form of the B- function, which hasa § a 

quantitative rational basis in the concept of the phase-difference effect) ; 

- ed The evaluation of the positive damping characteristics of the structure, ‘ 

represented by the logarithmic decrement 5, (tentatively covered by the writer’s — t! 

semi-empirical formulas for 6,, in the form indicated by: rational considerations b 

and with coefficients and exponents | written to fit available data and known be- 

havior of actual structures). 

‘These f four r steps, when | combined, offer complete solut solution for any 4 
“ture. ‘Their separation, for research and analysis, permits a logical and scien-. 

“tifie attack. ‘Without such. clarification, much experimentation may ‘become 

Rigidity of Suspension Bridges.—Table 2 was not presented : as a proposed 

grading of thi the relative e aerodynamic amic susceptibility of different was 
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merely an by the method to find the line below 
which aerodynamic instability may be ‘anticipated unless prevented. ade 

The coefficient of rigidity K, or its s quotient 2K /b, constitutes : a simple and 

measure of rigidity. It epitomizes all that needs to be known 
about the structure from the viewpoint of elastic resistance to oscillations ; 7 4 

it represents the combination of the theory of suspension bridges with the theory z 

of ‘mechanical vibrations—the remainder of the problem is concerned with — 

aerodynamics: ‘and structural or mechanical damping. K ean be ‘computed, 

there is 1 little or no need for building costly scale models of the structure. 
‘All the aerodynamic « questions can be answered better by small section models. 

In emphasizing the ‘significance of the quotient 2 K/b, the writer was en-— 

- deavoring to correct the insistence by others that K , the rigidity per cable, is 

_ the sole criterion. Both 2 K/b and K need to be considered, in conjunction 

ith other factors. — That K alone does not tell the entire story is indicated © 
|i the fact that the George Washington Bridge, with K = = 244, despite itslow 

= of d/b, is admitted to be subject to aerodynamic oscillations, whereas the _ 

: Ambassador Bridge (between Detroit, Mich., ., and Windsor, Canada), the Grand 7 

-Mére Bridge Quebec Province, Canada), the Mount Hope Bridge (in 

~ Rhode Inland), and the Waldo-Hancock Bridge (in Maine), : all with lower 

values" of K, been immune. The ‘Canadian ‘span of the 

; values of i 141; ; yet the yates with a few light cable stays added, has had 
no reported oscillations, Ww hereas t the latter has had quite a different history. 
The Lions’ Gate Bridge, with K = = = 112and2 K/b = = 5.62, has not had the large 

oscillations that have been observed on the Golden Gate Bridge, with K = 116 
but with 2 K/b = 2.56. The ‘Tacoma | Bridge, with K = 62, was ‘destroyed 

within four months by the first 42-mile wind, whereas the narrower Deer Isle — 

Bridge, with K = 63, plus a few light stays added, in a more exposed ‘coastal 

- location, has for five years repeatedly withstood storms of from 70 to 80 miles 

perhr. In these comparisons, if 2 K/b i is used instead of K and if the girder 

- truss bridges are segregated, the differences in behavior are understandable. 

Besides the rigidity coefficients K and 2 K/b, other factors affecting the 
stability are truss or girder construction, the camber, the location 

and exposure, the cross section of the bridge, side-span and tower rigidity (in - 
“some modes), torsional | bracing, the ratio d/b determining the aerodynamic 

ones 

Bo. - Some of these governing numerical ratios, directly or indirectly, are 

represented as a composite function in the slenderness Tatio, d/l. Practically 

all known suspension bridges with d/l less than 1/100 have shown aerodynamic od 

instability _ An exception is the Ronosfoss Bridge in Norway; its reported ae 

S immunity (with K = 62.5 and 2 K /b = 6.36) is explained by an extremely low 
vy value of a/b, almost a flat plate, yielding very low aerodynamic lift and only 

- positive (stabilizing) torque. The George Washington Bridge would have A 
similar immunity, except for a low value of 2 K/b (= 4,60) and the floor open- : 

ing in the wrong place. a opening passive ‘atmospheric 
although it affects little r 

the ratio R helping to o determine he structural damping, a and the width = . 

ms April, 1945 ‘STEINMAN ON AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 489 
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STEINMAN ON AERODYNAMIC STABILIT Discussions 

The Geni. Mere | Bridge, with K only 188, is aerodynamically stable because 

the high value of 2 ‘K/b for a truss bridge represents high rigidity and the ex- 

ceptionally high value. of R= - 0. 66 creates 1 very ns agegesi damping. 

The Bronx-Whitestone Bridge, because of its width, has an abnormally high 

: value of b?/w (in fact, twice the normal value), ihiole practically doubles oles the 

instability by doubling the value of 6 to which the bridge is ssubjected. 

Generalized K- -Formula for Any Harmonic . Modes.—The simple K- formulas 

0 originally p presented ‘ue 2 to 15) suffice to cover all modes of span ‘oscillation 

..(125a) 

in which a is the vertical amplitude of any component 1 mode in any span, og 

is the amplitude of longitudinal oscillation of any span, and L, is a cable 

L,=E Ae? ~ Ee Ac + 87 ) sec? y.-(12 5b) 

In Eqs. 125 and those that follow, = 2 denotes s summations covering all enter 

"expressions i in all spans, and = a summation covering only the 

if In Eq. 125a and the: following equations, and in all similar formulas involving 

‘etntions of functions of the amplitudes, it is not necessary to know the 
absolute magnitudes of the several concurrent amplitudes (a and e) but merely 7 

= 
Kg. 1252 is completely general for any number of spans of ai any ay respective 

lengths, ‘simple or continuous, with any respective ‘cable sags, including straight 

or | unloaded backstays, for any combinations of values of n and a in simple or 

superimposed harmonic oscillations i in the different s spans, with any concomi-— 

tant longitudinal oscillations in any spans, with different values of w, H, EI, : 

and E, A; in different spans, and with any value of AH producing cable stretch. , 

ae The general formula for K, Eq. 125a, may be rewritten in a single compact 

in which K for. each span or for each component mode has been computed 

separately by any of the pertinent formulas in this paper, including Eq. eal 9 

Generalized Deflection Theory for Suspension Bric Bridges,”’ by Steinman, Transactions, Am 

80°*A Practical Treatise on Suspension Bridges, Their Design, Construction and Erection, by D. 
_ Steinman, 2d Revised Ed., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1929, p. 37 and pp. 250-251. > = 

**On the Deflection Theory of Suspension Bridges,” 8. O. Upsala (Stockholm), Sweden, 
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ON AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 4 

‘me w equal i in all spans, a and with ¢ e=0, ‘Eq. 126a takes the e simpler form 

K = 

Ww may also be w directly from. the energy relation of Eq. 28b 

Da The last term in the numerator of Eq. 125a represents the effect of AH. 

It is “ordinarily either zero (in antisymmetric modes) or of relatively minor 

magnitude. — There will be no — stretch between anchorages (AH = 6) if 

in each span—also, of course, for the cable ‘is 

anchored at ideen, « as by center stays, and longitudinal oscillation of the 

span is prevented, Eq. 127ai is applied over the half f span and side span, or from — 

the ‘point of fixation to either anchorage, using g the obviously modified values 

A simple short cut for e: estimating the value of K i is to assume that AH = 0. 

Consistent relative amplitudes ; are then given by Eq. 127a, and their st substitu- 

| tion in ion in Eq. 125a or 126b seal K with sufficient ny" for all practical, 

7 _ Determination of K K and Relative Amplitudes ‘for ‘Composite Modes.— -A 

_ simple or primary ‘mode is one represented by a single sinusoidal curve—hence, — 

- single values of n and of a, as in Eq. 5. The term “composite mode” is used — 

herein to denote oscillations comprising a plurality or — 

or of simple modes, as in Eqs. 9 to 12. 

512 f E. Ac 

applying the condition for a minimum a maximum) to 

third | term 1 represents the correction for. AH. enaiile the first ewe terms by 

K,, (defined by Eq. 6), and the constant dimensional factor in the third term | 

C, Eq. 128 128 may b be w ritten in convenient, compact form: 

Thisisa basic in the theory that follows. For antisymmetric modes, 

For symmetric modes (necessarily composite), Eq. 129 is valid for each 
component ‘mode; and, with the consistent (normal) relative | amplitudes sub- 
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AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 

each component To satisfy this 129 yields two simple 

- governing relations between K and the , respective values of n, a, and K, of the 

n2 K K =1... ae 

Eq. 130 yields the desired value of K for the normal (balanced) composite | 

mode, and Eq. 131 gives the relative amplitudes of | the » component modes. 4 

In practical application, the largest. number of | ‘component modes necessary 

to be considered and substituted in Eq. 130 is three, and that i is the case of the 

lowest mode = 3, and 1) In the > higher symmetric 

dam need to be substituted, one for oun n= = 3 and 
= = 1). Accordingly, Eq. 130 is in reality a quadratic, or ‘cubic, equation | for 

Each real root of this equation will represent ¢ a normal composite 

a mathematically and physically consistent set of relative amplitudes. 

practical application, Kq. 130 lends itself to a simplified numerical solu- 

oe shies: by : an 1 expedited method of trial substitution. ST is the sum of two or 

3 three fractions equated | to unity, with the sole unknown, K, in each denomina- : 

ning trial value of K in the other term or terms, and the frst 

fraction for K. ‘The first or second trial will generally suffice. Similarly, the 

one or two other roots are obtained by. treating the other fraction or fractions, 2 

Example Computation 0 of ymmetric Composite Modes for aq Three-Span 

—For the dimensions of the Tacoma Bridge, Ky = 15, Ki= 100, and 

+140 (see Table. 1); and C = = 1,420. Substituting in Eqs. 130 and 131, 

KA 15 

The three solutions o of this e equation (for n = 1, n = 8, and n, = 1, - on 

dominant modes, respectively) are K = 53, K = 135, and. K = 290 = 75 5, 

11.8, and 17.3 per min), each corresponding to a normal ‘mode repeatedly 

observed in n the actual structure. W ith each value of K, the ‘corresponding 

For ‘the modes 1 n = 5and1 m = 1, ‘Eq. 130 yields K = 415 for ds dominant, 

or N = 20. N= = 20.8 observed in. 
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| symmetric modes n = 1 and n = 8, the respective values: of K » (see Table le 1) oe 

‘STEINMAN ON "AERODYNAMIC STABILITY | 

Example 8: Calculation of Modes with Straight Backstays.—For the lowest 

er 

are 15. and 140. With C f/l = 118, the composite v value of K is given very f 

133 yields K = and K ‘K- = = 184; hence N= 10.2 ‘and 1: 13. per min 

“(versus 10.5 and 13.8 observed; see Table 11). ‘The amplitude relation is 

76 and +1. 28. sede points are defined by 

‘yielding = 0.22 and 0.42 (versus 0.22 and 0.41 observed). the 

the end ‘segments a are shortened; in the se second case they are le lengthened. In 

the s same mode type, the two cases represent, , respectively, a minimum and a 

maximum: value for K; yet both are normal (balanced) modes. Because two 

nodes appeared in the model tests, this mode type was wrongly classified as a 

higher mode with two variations, and the investigators vainly 

sought the missing lower mode (see Table 11). 
Instead of designating mode types by the number of nodes, it is more in- 

‘formative and scientifically more consistent to. designate them by the number — 
of segments—that is, by the n-value or values. 
= _ The fact, rev ealed by the w Titer’ 8 s analysis, that a normal 1 mode i is produced 1 
by: a maximum value of K (or N), 2 as well as by a minimum value, 2 appears to 

be a new discovery, previously unnoted in vibration analysis. TR eke it dell 

| A pplication to U nloaded Backstays with Cable Sag Considered. —In Egs. 128 

to 131, the usual relation of equal ‘unit dead loads in main and side spans 
(w: = w) was assumed. If w, is not equal t to w, the sole change is is to replace 

for side- by in Eqs. . 129, 130, and nd 131. 
1 

4 

Example 9: Calculation of Modes with Unloaded (Sagging) Backstays.— 
Modifying Example 8 considering sag in the unloaded backstays, with 

for low yest composite m mode (n = 1, =3, and = are 

three solutions of Eq. 135c¢ (with a, a3, and a; dominant, respectively) are 

K = 99, K = 1%, and K = 427. W ith the maximum ‘value of K, all ampli- 

tudes ai are in the same direction, producing mi maximum cusps at the towers. 
‘This checks and explains Fig. 
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Deer Isle Bridge. For the initial stays placed on 1 the structure i in 1939, the 

- calculated increase in rigidity by Eq. 65 is AK = 98. N The actual increase, 
Poa, from the ol observed values of N, is tian K 63 to K = 165, or 
AK = 102, which is almost. ‘identical with the value given. by the formula, 

With the concomitant increase in the value of R, yielding a fourfold i aged in 

damping, the critical velocity was thereby n materially ‘Taised, 

me Effect of Center of Suspension. —The effective center of suspension of a 

‘eupatiden bridge cross section in torsional oscillation is the midpoint of the 
ad " line joining the two points of connection of the suspenders to the outside girders, oe 

‘The torsional stability of the section is increased by raising this c« center of sus- 

pension relative to the | center. of gravity of the suspended section. his is 

confirmed by ‘simple model tests. 7 The ) spring constant K; i is augmented by a 

torque of. gravity restitution; a quevey pendulum effect is added to the tor- 

monic 

three 

“a 

the suspended section, the value of proms Eq. is 

in which w, is cable load. totale energy | W required for ai any angu- 

~ lar amplitude is increased in the same proportion, and consequently the aero- ‘| = 

Instead of increasing h by raising the points of suspender connection, as by 
‘a deeper girders ¢ or by brackets, the same improvement may be accomplished by 

lowering the center of gravity of the e suspended section. | - Accordingly, t torsional : 

‘Tigidity a and stability may be improved by changing from deck or half- ae 

“construction to through construction. The writer has confirmed this conclu- 

sion n by model tests. A deck truss section mentioned by Professor Farquharson 

as unstable becomes aerody namically stable when simply inverted. 
er Calculation of R and Energy Distribution i in ‘in Composite Modes- —Any formula 

~ 

_ wi hich i is the sum of three terms representing, respectively, the contributions of of 
- cable e displacement, girder bending, and wide stretch. . Thes same three terms 

also represent the respective relative distribution of the total oscillation energy 

stored i in n the structure at any time (see Eq. 280). Since the Ku- H- portion repre- 

sents s merely gravitational potential energy (a raising g of the center of gravity 

of the total suspended dead load), it does not contribute directly to hysteresis — 

damping. cred The remaining fraction of the total energy is elastic energy, subject — 

to hy ‘steresis: damping, and is represented by 
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In antisymmetric modes, and in most other cases, AH i is zero or yr negligible, — for 
on that R is sad dees (see Table 2). This may be written (for each span), 
the 

TS. In any composite mode (including coupled modes and superimposed har- 
us- monies), the basic relation of the general Eq for. K also — to the the 

of Eq. 140 gives R for the composite mode as a weighted mean of the individual 

values of R, defined by Eq. 138, for each component mode. 

the rates of hysteresis loss i in cable and girder care different. 

6) Rr may be separated into Ry; and Rau, defined by and Kay/K , Tespec-_ 
7 tiv ely. One may also wr rite, for the nonelastic contribution, Ra = Ku /K. 

The fundamental relation of Eq. 140; may then be applied 

os | separately, to obtain. their values for the composite mode. 

By Eq. the total energy stored in cable girder bending, 

- ‘Tf the logarithmic decrements AW/(2 W), corresponding to hysteresis (and. 
¢ friction) loss i in girder bending. and « cable stretch, are denoted by 67 and | oan, 

ae 
respectivel the combined logarithmic representing these two ¢ con- 

tributions w will be Voit 

= = Rr 6 + Ran .(142a) | 

or, in general, for all conditions, ~ iy 

WF in which R viii the fraction of the total energy for each element i a the 

structure. if all elements are included, 2R = 1. 

Logarithmic -Increment.—In Eqs. 29a and 30, ‘the Ww writer bas the 

‘Tate of amplification per cycle. Normally 5 may be taken as equal to 

8 ‘*A Practical Treatise on Suspension Bridges, Their Design, Construction and Erection,’’ by wd B. 
"Steinman, 2d Revised Ed., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1929, p. 277. 
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_ the sna increment. if 6 (or 6 5.) i is defined as the logarithmic increment 

aw 

arithmic 

T5045 AW/W ~ T4045 
y ge. 148 will be found more convenient to apply t than Eq. 76 given by "Professor ; 

Robertson Eqs. 143 indicate | plainly that for small values of 6 the amplifica- plura 

Use of K for Estimating Deflections. —Eqs. 16 and 2 22 for estimating live- z instal 

Se load deflections directly from K and K; were not a part of the - aerodynamic: 

= but were > introduced « as items of interest merely to emphasize the pic- 

ture of the physical meaning of K as s the “ ‘coefficient of ' Tigidity.’ an By using 

the e words “estimating” and ‘ “approximate,” ‘and the sign for ‘ ‘approximately 

equal,” ‘the writer r endeavored t to make it clear that those two short- cut formulas — 
presented as approximate. Nevertheless, he believes that, as a rule, 

those formulas will yield better | estimates of the indicated live- load deflections 
than any other formulas of comparable simplicity. 

i 
Mr. Balog’ criticism o of Eqs. 16 and 22 is therefore. inappropriate. Tt It i is 

- easy to show that any approximate formula is only approximate, especially if 

_ the: numerical values used as ‘standards of comparison ar are themselves | erratic. 

The formulas that Mr. Balog offers for calculating quarter-point deflections 

are derived from inconsistent and inadmissible assumptions and would yield 
discrepancies. For the ‘Tacoma Bridge the calculated deflections by 

his formula would be 38% too low; for the Maumee River Bridge (in Toledo, 

Ohio) the calculated deflections by his formula would be 48% too high; and the 
error ould be still higher for more highly stiffened bridges. 
a In supplying and.then criticizing a definition which he improperly ascribes 

to the writer, Mr. Balog has misinterpreted the physical m meaning of 2 K/b. 

Actually, 2 ‘K/b i is the loading increment Aw, in pounds per square foot, 

quired to produce a 1-ft deflection, in which Aw is not a uniform load limited t to 
’ _ the half span but is a sine-curve loading proportional to the displacements 1 1 
aa changing sign at midspan or at any node point. The basic elation (see 

of K and Eq. K =, Aw/n. is virtue of the convenient: 

In criteria for aerodynamic stability, the use of ealculated quarter- 

deflections under ‘uniform half-span load i is a crude substitute; it cannot be as. 
ia scientifically accurate and consistent as the use of K,¢ given pees and directly 

by Eq. 6. In aerodynamic oscillations, the loading is not a uniform half-span 

load; the patna loading i is represented by K; the correct frequencies are given 

Short-Cuts for Engineers,” by D. B. n, Engineering iN ews-Record, May 20, 
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STEINM AN ON AERODYNAMIC STA 

by K; and ; all. relations involve K. _ The evasive - replacement of K c by an ar- 

and sometimes erratic, serves ‘no useful. purpose cand | is 
ge 

The Vo Vortex Theory —A number of considerations prompted. the writer’ ’s de- 

cision to omit the s on the vortex theory. predicated on 

ing resonant with the frequency of structure, a appears to be 

inconsistent with many known facts, such as (1) instability over wide ranges of 7 

vr wind velocities (ext tending in some cases to infinity) ; (2) instability « over a ‘ 

a plurality of ranges that are not related as simple harmonics; (3) ranges of 

7 vertical instability alternating, instead of coinciding, with ranges of torsional — 
| instability ; and (4) a contrary or reversed relationship in some bridges. — The 

¢ burden of explaining these inconsistencies rests with the ncares of the 

The most pressing reason for the omission was the fact that the vortex 

y theory is far from being in a form to yield the quantitative constants and rela~ a 

tions necessary to compute the excitation and amplification of vertical 

| torsional oscillations, aerodynamic forces and moments, lift and torque response 
graphs for the oscillating section, energy relations, positive and negative damp- 

ing effects, critical wind velocities, critical angles of atti attack, rates of amplifica-— an - 

tion, limiting amplitudes, effect of change of section, and 1 criteria for r predicting — a 

stability and instability. If the vortex theory is not. directly aaa to 

these problems, it is not helpful to the bridge « engineer. 

Theory of Self-Excited Oscillations ——The writer employed and de- 

veloped the theory of self-excited oscillations because this theory offered the — 

most useful ‘quantitative : results. 4 The theory utilizes the familiar static me 

and torque graphs to furnish the basic quantitative. ye magnitudes of L and * 

The fundamental concept, as applied to vertical oscillations of ice-coated trans- 

mission lines, was originated by J. P. Den Hartog. ‘The writer developed the = 
| Den Hartog concept as & a working theory for bridge spa spans and extended it to! 

torsional oscillations. Furthermore, by introducing the B-concept, the writer 

_ § show ed how instability may be identified with, and calculated from, lift a and 

The theory of self-excited oscillations i is valid for either positive or negative — 
slopes of the stationary lift or torque graph. — It i is. not dependent upon any 

reversal of slope i in the lift or torque graph. | The writer’s calculation of the — 

_ limiting amplitudes of vertical oscillations on the Tacoma span (with results _ 

r identical with the recorded values of the limiting amplitudes) was based on the 

actual lift graph of positive slope. The limitation of amplitudes i is ; produced by 

the structural damping increasing with amplitude in accordance with Eq. 35. 

- This maximum limiting amplitude, occurring at a maximum | ordinate 6 in a 
critical range ¢ of V/(N b), i is not increased by an increase in 1 the wind velocity Vv. 

A substantial increase in wind velocity V takes V/(N ate out of the critical 

Tange for the existing mode and ends the oscillation. 

ma In the case of torsional oscillations in bridges | of the Tacoma type, with the | 

Upper critical range (N extending to infinity, there is no maximum — 
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Eq. 51. the value of 6 may be several higher the value 
of 6 for vertical oscillations. Tf 6, is small as compared with 6, the effective 

-— Timit for es is s that provided by the reversal in the slope of the me 

2 Ibis is important to note that a a ‘lift graph Ww ith negative slope may produce the 

same intensified amplification | characteristics for vertical oscillations as de- 

herein for torsional oscillations. Some lif lift graphs (those for sections. 

d with d/b greater than 0.24) have a negative « slope. This v would tend to make 
. a oscillations catastrophic. | The Deer Isle section belongs to this cate- 

gory; and id the writer is is convinced that t the few light cable stays installed for — 

restraint , should be credited with saving the bridge from catastrophe i in the 

_ severe storms and hurricanes to which it has been subjected s since its completion 

: The theory of self-excited oscillations, as extended and developed, appears 
adequate to explain the known behavior of actual structures and all experi- 

_ mental 1 results known to the v writer. Moreover , it provides a , complete and 

consistent. analysis yielding a quantitative solution and a prediction of all the 7 

data a bridge engin 1eer needs, including aerodynamic forces” and moments, 

critical wind velocities, critical angles of attack, rates of amplification, limiting 7 

amplitudes, criteria for stability, evaluation of methods of prevention, specifica _ 

tions for design limitations, and guides for design to assure stability. oF ae | 

as all: as the 

‘The > governing velocity ratio ») is nondimensional. is known in 
The writer prefers to call 

- the ‘ ‘velocity ratio.’ iglns Iti is the ratio of die wind velocity V to the related con- 

; = stants N b of the e oscillating section. It is the e ratio of the sy spacing or “w ave 

length” (V/N) of the aerodynamic disturbance to the corresponding 
sion (6) of the ‘section. — Thus, V/(N b) = 3 is the velocity ratio of « _ wind 

traveling three v Ww idths p per cycle, or traversing the section in one third of a 

pear ia The reciprocal of V/(N b) is, accordingly, the total phase difference 

(in fractions of a cycle) encountered across the width of the oscillating section. 

The elementary - expression for energy input by the aerodynamic action in 

an element of time on an element of surface requires three-way integration: (1) _ 

_ Over the cycle, (2) over the: width of the section, and (3) over the length of the 

span. The integration over the width of the section, taking into account the 

"varying phase differences encountered in the traverse of the section, yields the 

modifying factor B as function of V/(N 6). Because changes 

as ‘well as magnitude with variation in V/(N 5), potential stability and 

instability undergo reversal as well as variation in intensity with variation in 
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> 
For of aerodynamic response, the total range of wind velociy 

from 2 zero to infinity is divided into a low-velocity | range and a high-velocity 

range. uF The division point is Vp, the critical velocity due to phase’ difference. - 

“This critical velocity V>is nota constant; but, for a given section and a given 

typ pe of oscillation (vertical or torsional), the critical velocity ratio Vp/(N b) 

e § isa constant for all modes and all rigidities. Hence, higher modes are repre- _ 

‘sented by higher | critical velocities a (Compare this statement with Pro- | 

fj fessor Farquharson’s discussion, based on his misinterpretation of this point.) : 
e a. Sections with negative slope of lift or torque graphs, herein termed = “un- 

- stable sections,” are potentially ‘unstable (against the respective type 

S oscillations) i in the high-velocity range. Instability of a structure in the high- 

e ve elocity range is dangerous and may prove catastrophic. — Such instability is. 

- ‘not limited, for any mode, to a narrow range of wind velocity but i increases ~ ; 

r indefinitely with V. - The Tacoma Bridge, with a negative torque graph, was _ 
e destroyed by torsional oscillations i in the high- ‘velocity range. ~ ‘The Deer Isle : 

n ‘Bridge, with a negative lift graph, has inherent vertical instability i in the high- i: - 

7 velocity” range. This bridge was critically tested _ by vertical oscillations i in a 

wind of 72 miles per hr. on the n night ¢ of December 2, 1942. mode w as 
a a= 1, and the ‘observed vertical “amplitude was 12. 5 ft, , compared | with a 

1 _-vertical amplitude of 12.4 ft calculated for this wind velocity by the writer’s 
formulas. The light cable initially installed prevented the development: 

; of the more natural mode, n 2.0 The additional stays subsequently installed ; - 

5 have apparently proved effective i in making the structure safe against all modes . 

’ of oscillation, despite the severe ‘storms in the exposed coastal location.) Oo 

7 ne ‘Conversely, sections with positive re slope of lift or torque graphs are stable 

: fat the high- velocity range. Their potential instability is limited to the low- _ ~ 

oscillations (in all modes) limited to the low -velocity range—that i is, below the 

tespective values of V >. 
i “Unstable” sections | (negative slope) also have potential instability in the 

—low-v elocity range. The high- velocity range is a single critical range extending 

from to infinity. The low-velocity range is composed of a series of alter-_ 

“nating critical ranges, represented by an oscillating graph converging f from Vp 

down to a zero value of V. if this instability. response graph is plotted on 

V/(N ’b) instead of on V, ‘the same graph will be valid for all modes. i. Bog 7 

velocity range. 1 ~The Tacoma Bridge, with a positive li lift graph, had its s vertical 

alternate critical ranges belong to ‘ ‘stable” and “unstable” sections, respec- 

tively. These relations apply to torsional oscillations, as w ell vertical 
] — — in the low -velocity range is limited, and is more easily 

may be subject to minor 

hey have received multiple 

both e experiment o on n models experience on actual structures. 

Tap) Stable Sections. —That aerodynamic stability or instability of a section is . 
= function of the form and proportions o of the @ section and.may be controlled byt the 

Provision: of suitably: located proportioned openings in the horizontal, 

width of the section | is a demonstrable fact. Bridge | cross sections can be 

devised or modified to produce assured aerodynamic stability. Tests made by 
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section consisting of two H-sections with the > roadway between them removed, positiv 

‘With this ga ‘gap P closed, the se section was violently unstable, se self-starting w under § range. 

‘Fig. 24. _—AERODYNAMIC Srapmirr oF A Section Sussect TO ToRsION Fig. 2 

wind, and attained angular amplitudes of more than 90° in a few ‘seconds. In 80: 

With the gap open, no applied wind could make the se section oscillate, and any | prove 

applied amplitude was: almost instantaneously damped by the wind At the chang 

highest wind velocities, an applied amplitude of 70° was brought to rest in two  ¢ 

seconds. — _ These results have been confirmed independently i in similar model — Wet 
- tests by the writer. The aerodynamic stability of this section is easily ex- 9 theor 

lained by the writer’s theory (see Fig. 24). 

B) 

(Curve 
t 

fs 

Values o 
Values of 

(015 0.20 

DirFerENT SECTION d/b 

Slopes of Static Lift and Torque Graphs.—By plotting the ‘coefficient « ofa 
~ q from Eq. 47, curve A in Fig. 25 is obtained, giving the governing slopes (s’) of . } po 
static lift graphs f for different section ratios. __Identified points correspond to bg 

specific known suspension bridges, using d/2 instead of d in the case of truss 
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al bridges. _ Nearly all the bridges marked on the —_ fallin the range of posi- > 

a tive Fepresenting vertically “stable sections.” Those having the e highest 

. positive s’ will have the highest potential vertical instability i in the low-velocity _ 

ry range. - The Deer Isle section is identified in the range of negative slope, repre- 

senting vertical ir instability in the | high-velocity range. At a/b 0. 24, the 

ae graph crosses the axis, representing zero s’ and therefore minimum vertical 

7 instability. At d/ b = = = 0, the graph comes down to the value fora a flat plate. 

a | - Curve B in Fig. 25 is the corresponding graph for the governing slopes St of 

the effective d/b. The consequent shift of the ordinate toward the left in 

nk static ‘torque graphs. fs W ith more direct experimental determination, these 
curves can be confirmed or perfected. 

Modification of the section in the direetion of reducing drag, by providing 

. : or enlarging o openings in the vertical projection or by : streamlining, will reduce 

uj Fig - 25 may or may not improve aerodynamic stability, depending upon the 

. ‘resulting augmentation or reduction of the ordinate and a any - change in sign. _ 
' 7 In some cases, as indicated by the graphs, aerodynamic stability may be i im- 

7 a 

proved. by limited increases in the vertical ‘projection of the section 80 as to 

; change the effective d/b to a more stable ratio. ae 
j ae, Confirmation by Model Tests. —The model tests s (1942- -1944) at Seattle, 

-Wash., and at tl the California Institute « of ‘Technology offer confirmation of the 

‘theory an and analysis developed and ] presented by the “writer. In particular, 

4 the experiments confirm the validity and usefulness of the following conclu i 
sions which had previously been missed or unsuspected : 

1. For vertical aerodynamic oscillations of. bridges of the Tacoma type 
(positive lift graph), the critical wind velocity V, for any ‘mode is an upper limit, 

and no material vertical instability in that mode can occur at any higher wind ~ 

velocity ratio. (This is exactly reverse of f the r relation that had 

Data on vertical aerodynamic oscillations of different modes at different 

wW ind velocities will fall into a consistent and orderly arrangement if reduced | to 

a ~The possible vertical aerodynamic oscillations of bridges | of the Tacoma 7 

for all modes, fall into” a mathematically related series of Tanges: of 

6), all below V,/(N b). The maximum potential amplitudes occur 

a 

"approximately at the middle of each range. _ The second critical range occurs - 

sepnimately at 0.45 of the mean value of V/(N b) for the highest ite 
‘Tange. ~ For all values of V/(N 6) in the intervals between the critical ranges, 
sections of the Tacoma type are aerodynamically stable. iy 

pCCOA, Only the crests of those critical ranges aliases a horizontal secant 

“representing 6, will be effective in producing aerodynamic instability. 

is reduced, the effective critical ranges are widened and lower critical ranges 

+e: 5. In bridges of the Tacoma type (with negative torque graph), hn 

bs critical ranges in torsion below vy V, as well as in the known catastrophic 

tange above Vp. (This fact, missed in n the tests for the official report on all 7 
Tacoma failure, is predicted by 
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¢ 

bu 6. The aerodynamic behavior of a section in vertical and torsional oscilla 

tions can be predicted from the characteristics of the ‘static lift and t torque 

Open Sidewalks the efficacy of the writer’s proposal of open 

sidew valks, , Professor Farquharson | gives some fragmentary information on un- 

reported model tests he made on such construction as applied to the Tacoma 

section. ~ Correspondence h has elicited the information that the tests were made 

hurriedly and under difficult conditions, and the further significant fact that, 

— for the sole observed vertical mode (n = 4), the > critical velocity (prototype 

-seale) v was increased from 17 miles p per hr for the closed deck and 13 miles per 

hr for the section with open roadw: vay to 38 miles per hr for the section with open 

sidew alks. — ‘It Ww ould have required a large amount “of additional stiffening by 

“stays or trusses to produce this 120% augmentation of critical velocity. - For 

the sole observed torsional mode (n = 2), the critical velocity (prototype scale) 

Ww as. , increased from 15 miles per hr for the closed deck and 10 miles per hr for 

the section w with open roadw: ay 7 to 18 miles } per hr for the section with open side- 

walks. . The results: indicate that the aerody namic instability | of the section, 

_ measured by the the net, aer srodynamic amplification | (6 — 6), w as reduced at least 
32% in torsion and more than (84% i in vertical instability by the mere opening» 

of the narrow sidew alk areas. _ In th the section with | open roadway but with 

closed sider valks, the reduction in -atmospherie damping ba outw eighed the 

reduction in negative damping 68; ; but, in the reverse condition (sidewalks 

open), the reduction in 6 was so great that it far outw eighed the reduction in 

attainable are are ‘not a measure of the instability, 

same but the rate of will be er, of 

tained wind velocity (repeeeentes by minutes in the model) may be required to 

a reach the ¢ given amplitudes - Obviously, such low er instability can be cured 

moreeasily, 
4 Unfortunately, Professor Farquharson o omitted any measurements of the 

7 rate of amplification, and no static lift or torque graphs of the section with | open 

were secured. The opening of the sidewalks increased the critical 

velocity ratio V f (NV b) for vertical oscillations from 2.30 to the abnormally 

high value of 6.60. aes the lift graph was is thereby reversed in | slope (bringing 
the critical V/(N b)- ratio into the high- velocity range), some intermediate. 

degree of opening in the sidew. alks might give a lift graph of zero slope (s’), 
‘yielding gero. (or negligible) amplification. As an alternative, : a "somewhat 

"greater: width of “sidew alk”’ opening might yield zero amplification in lift or in 

torsion, or both. All 1 these points need further 
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for vertical oscillations in the model, as compared with at least five critical 

ranges re recorded in the actual structure. J Obviously, tl the inability of the model 

to show the lowe er critical ra ranges does not disprove the recorded fact of the = 

occurrence and observation of lower critical ranges in the original bridge. - The © x 

lowest velocity at Ww hich vertical oscillations could be produced i in the model was — 

(translated to the scale of the prototype) 6.7 miles per hr. In the actual bridge, ; 

vertical oscillations were measured and recorded at 1 mile per hr or, adding the 7 

507% calibration corr ection, at 1.5 miles per | hr. _ By the w writer’ 8 formulas , the 
minimum critical velocity (see Example 5) w was 1.3 miles pe per hr. These com-— 

parisons answer Professor Farquharson’s criticism. The model is in error— 

stability is the trigonometzic formulas for the function in torsion. Le 

By Eq. 60b, the critical 1 ranges of V/(N b) : are: Fre om © to 3. 13; from 1.35 to 

0.80; from 0.57 to 0.44; and from 0.36 to 0.31; ete. The graph of 8 | . /(N b), 

plotted from Kq. showing th these critical ranges, is s recorded i in. Fi Mig. 26. The 

Fig. 26.—GRaPH OF RANGES FOR TorstoNaL (ay Ea. 60b) 

results thus predicted by the writer’ s analysis have been confirmed by experi- 

ment (see Professor Farquharson’s discussion) The writer’ r’s assumption— 

that a persistent . correlation exists between | the stationary lift and torque 

graphs and the aerodynamic behavior of the oscillating se section—thus derives ; 

Structural” Damping —In writing his tentative “formula structural 

‘damping, Kq. 35, based on limited data, the w riter assumed that the logarithmic — 

decrement bs 1 increases Ww rith: amplitude and that it is ry function of a a fractional 

‘power er of the: amplitude. His assumptions have been confirmed by additional 
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data. The of O. Féppl, 31,84,85 ‘Schmidt, AL . Appenrodt,® 87 

Sonnemann,** M. Hempel,®* B. J. Lazan,* and A. J. Yorgiadis and A. “yield 
confirm the “inerease | of hysteresis damping (expressed as a will 

on logarithmic decrement) with stress, strain, or amplitude. _ From the data Bobs 

obtained by various procedures and presented in different forms, the writer woul 
has calculated the corresponding values of 6, and the law of the variation of §, - 

ae. with strain. — Professor Féppl’s data on mild d steel i in n torsional s shear yield values bie 
of b= increasing from 0.02 to 0.10 with increase in amplitude ¢ or r strain; and the pac 

of variation is found to be represented by an exponent having a mean value 

1.5. For duralumin i in torsion, Mr. Lazan’s data yield values ¢ of 6, increasing 
: from 0.02 to 0.08, with the exponent of the amplitude : averaging 1.5 for higher § = 

stresses. The two metals, mild steel and duralumin, show parallel hysteresis a 
characteristics (in the range of 6, and the exponential r relation of 6.) when both § | 

atm 
are tested in torsion. For. duralumin in repeated reversals of longitudinal 

stress, Mr. Lazan’s test results yield values of 5, increasing with amplitude or - 

strain, with 0. 55 as a mean vi value of exponent. _ From the foregoing com- re 

parallel Hence, the writer’s assumption that 5, is a function of Is 

given increased validity. . The experimental results also co confirm the w rriter’s equ 

‘conclusion that the function e expressing 6, is not zero at zero ) amplitude. - > dar 

__ Professor Sonnemann’s tests on solid and riveted flat bars in bending, using | am 

steel with | a tensile strength | of 50,000 Ib per sq in., seem to show that riveted § dec 

joints increase 5, by a constant amount of 0.015. 
In the welcome discussion by Professor Robertson, ‘convincing and 

data are ‘presented (Fig. 14) confirming ‘the inerease of hysteresis 
7 damping with strain and yielding a uniform “exponent of unity for the law of 9 4, 

variation. — _ Of particular interest is the fact that tests on steel in direct stress. 4 to 

: ; (as distinguished from shear or torsion) are included. % Messrs. Robertson : mand a 
‘Yorgiadis have verified » this conclusion by tests o on two steels, in addition to § we 

on a variety of other materials, 
For r application to actual structures, the aggregate of. positive damping | re 

includes not only hysteresis loss in the solid metal but also energy absorption | a 

in pin connections and Tiveted joints, bearings, foundations, etc., in addition sic 

mping. to atmospheric damping. — The elements of friction damping yield a logarithmic Naf 

decrement varying inversely with amplitude. Atmospheric damping 

theoretically yields an an exponent of unity, but experiments: show | a 1 fractional 

exponent. . All these additional elements tend to reduce the. exponent of unity 

2 

a “The Practical Importance of the Damping Capacity of Metals, Especially Steels,’ by O. Foppl, 
Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Vol. CXXXIV, No. II, 1936, pp. 393-455. 

Schwingungen,” by oO. Foppl, Vol. 2, Springer, Berlin, 1936, 

Daimpfungsfahigkeit ven Eisen- u. J. Schmidt, ‘Mitteilungen des 
Wohler-Instituts Braunschwev, No. 9, 1931. 

und Dampfungsfahigkeit von handelstiblichen Stihlen u. nu. Kupfer und 
Beeinflussung durch Kaltnietung,”’ by H. Sonnemann, ibid, No. 28,1936. | ke 

9 The Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Vol. 134, No. II, 1936, pp. 427-487. tt” 
%"*Some Mechanical Properties of Plastics Metals’ Under Vibrations,” by B. J. Lazan, 

Ibid, PP. 100-101. 
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vil be represented by a exponent of the amplitude. 

Robertson states (in correspondence) | that he believes the fractional exponent 

would be nearer zero than unity, y, and that such fractional exponents ¥ were ob- . 

tained when extraneous losses at the supports were not eliminated from wa i 
experiments (and 1 from prior experiments by others). Ant 

The w writer’ prior ‘conclusion that structural damping i increases the 

thus appears | sto be justified. Moreover, Eq. 35 for ‘structural 

ing of riveted girder sus suspension bridges « checks the known behavior of sified 

uk Atmospheric Damping. —Contrary to opinions expressed i in the discussions, — 

atmospheric damping a as a factor in the aerodynamic problem i is real and may y be + 

significant. — _ As an illustration of the range of information obtainable by ‘simple 

means, the following conclusions from some tests using a small-scale model of - 
the Tacoma section and taking but a few hours of office time are recorded: © 

(1) With the model replaced by a steel 

the same ing so as to 0% decay of 

subtracting | the constant n mean = 03) was reduced hom 0. 

3) V With the. roadway removed and the sidewalks in place, the mean 6. 
was reduced from 0.042 to 0.020, a reduction of 52%. 

4) With the sidewalks open and the roadway closed, the mean 6, was 

reduced from 0.042 to 0.040, a reduction of only 5 
6) Per square foot, the roadway area was five times as effective as ‘the he - 

sidew alk area in contributing atmospheric damping in vertical oscillations. 

“0 (6) In all cases, the positive damping (6, , OF " ba) clearly increased witl ith the 

amplitude. indicated formulas are: For case 0 — 

‘ton case 1 (mode, floor fully closed)— 

for case 2 (sidewalk 
4 

r case 3  (roadw ay open)— 

= 
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Discussions 

in which b! is the net solid width of the se section, after deducting the Ww idth of 

floor openings. 2 (sidewalk open)» gave the highest atmospheric 
damping per square foot of net horizontal area. (In all tests , the total sus- 7 

pended weight was kept constant by adding dead load to « compensate for the 

ty In Eqs. 144, the ¢ augmenting exponents of the amplitude as the floor 

area is "progressively removed indicate that the c component of 6. due to. air 
. friction and disturbance along the vertical faces of the girders i increases with a - 

exponent of unity or higher power of the > amplitude, * w hereas t the component 

of 6, due to reaction of the horizontal area of the sein ith _ 

one- -half power or low er of the amplitude. 7 

as from 0. 022 to 0.027. “This i increase be atributed to 

_ the increased air friction on the i inner vertical faces of the girders. cos . 

— (9) Adopting an exponent of 0. 50 for the power of the amplitude, the fore- 

going tests yielded, for the normal « er oss section 1 with the floor elosed, 

or, with an 1 exponent of 

~The m mean of the results for all the sections, open and closed, 

the formula for 

“7 

The correction — acceleration appears to be an increase in 1 the coefficient or a 

reduction i in the exponent, or both, rs 

es _ (10) Using the indicated differentiation between the contributions of girder 
friction and normal floor meannel foregoing tests would yield for an 

q H-section with closed flo 

= 0752 0.030 — a. 

and, for an H- section with open sidew aiean areas: 
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With weight and springs constant, the of in- 

creas 
in the e open models, and to 83 Ww when the streamlined plummet was ‘substituted, 

apparently, the mass of air to be moved by the oscillating model was 

(12) Under transverse wale at a ve elocity contributing aerodynamic stabil- 
ity, an active aerodynamic dunging (6) was consistently added to the passive 

atmospheric damping i in all cases and at all amplitudes. ee die bs 
- (13) Under transverse wind, opening the sidewalks (21% of the total area) 

reduced imposed 6 by 81%; the roadway (45% 
Hence, the sidew alk 

area, was more ern twice as effective y per square foot in n producing > eavedyanenia 5. 

“aA 14) Under transverse wind, the aerodynamic 6 consistently diminished when 

the amplitude w was increased, as a from the curvature of the lif lift graph. — 

n 

model i in angular ‘oscillations, a continuation of he foregoing office he ame 

In torsional oscillations, the values for atmospheric damping averaged 

69% of the corresponding values in vertical oscillations. Parr. 

né 2. The mean values of the atmospheric damping in in torsion were as follows: 5 

Full section, Oa = 0. 0288 ; roadway removed, 5. = 0.0185; sidewalk removed, 

s, = 0. 0158; -and both roadws ay and sidewalk removed, 5. = 0. 0158. 
 * In conden al oscillations, in all cases, 5. increased with i increasing ampli- 

tude. The mean rate of variation for the complete s ‘section corresponded to” 

aes 4 it was somewhat lower (a-78) 1 when the roadw ay was removed and higher 

(a 05) when the roadway was restored and the sidewalk removed, indicating | 

(as i in the case of vertical oscillations) that air friction on the vertical faces of 

the girders contributed the higher exponent. — Removal of the sidewalks con- 

centrated a relative vertical air flow against the inner faces of the girders. __ 
ae 4. With an exponent | of unity, the formula yielded by the test results for the 

normal section (with floor fully closed) was 

or two thirds of the corresponding velen in ver tical iii: as given by 

Eq. 145d. © The mean of the results for all the sections, open and closed, yielded _ 

the indicated differentiation between the contributions of girder 

‘friction and normal floor resistance, the foregoing tests in torsional oscillations 

vielded, for om Ww ith closed floor: 
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for an H-section with open sidewalk areas: 

(Compare Kgs. 148 with ‘Egg. 14 146. 

6. With a ‘light transverse wind blowing across the oscillating section, 

- positive aerodynamic damping was added at small amplitudes (below 1 in. in : 
the model) which changed to negative aerodynamic damping at higher ampli- 

tudes. By a opening the sidewalks, the ‘positive ‘aerodynamic. damping was 

- increased | (from 0.0024 to 0. ).0060), : and the negative aerodynamic damping (at ia 

the > higher amplitudes) was reduced ‘(from 0. 0. 0077 to 0. 0028). With the road 

negative to produce instability) even at zero amplitude. most 

stable combination (against: torsional oscillations) was the section Ww vith th the 

results with transverse wind on the torsionally oscillating 

oo er were consistent w ith ex} experimental findings by others that in some cases 

a certain minimum amplitude must be reached before aerodynamic damping 

becomes negative (6 becomes positive). This critical al amplitude it in the model 

was 0. 87 in. for | the. solid section and 1. 19 in. for the section with o open 

sidewalks: (3.2 ft and 4.4 ft in the prototy) pe), or 87% higher for the section 

with open sidewalks . Instability was not produced, because the atmospheric 

damping 5. far outweighed 5 and was increasing | far more > rapidly. 
uz Structural and Atmospheric . Damping.— —It appears desirable to separate the 

atmospheric damping fro from the structural damping i in the formula for the co com- 

positive damping. Such modification of Eq. 35 would be 

(0.001 + 0.06 2) + 50% 

im which the 6.-term at the end oft the e expression may | be separately f formulated 
7 

If the amplifying ratio 6 is determined from oscillating model experiments 
asa a net logarithms i increment, without separation | of active aerodynamic and 

paseive atmospheric effects, it will automatically include a reduction by ba; 

such case, the 6,-term in Eq. 149 would be redundant. 
Expressions for the atmospheric damping ba may be formulated | from. 

retical considerations and then modified in numerical ‘parameters by experi- 

Fa er. Starting with the elementary formula for air resistance to to steady motion not 

~ a flat plate, the resulting e expression for energy loss AW ina cycle of oscillation 

‘yields the following formula for atmospheric damping on a flat floor of 

Avcordingly, this contribution to 6, would vary directly with the e amplitude. 
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relation given for the simple case by Eq. 1500 is modified 
by py the accelerated motion of the oscillating ‘section, and is augmented by the 

H-form of the cross section and by the side friction of the relative vertical = 

flow on the vertical faces of the girders. ‘The writer’s experiments (see Eqs. 

io 148) indicate a substantial increase in the numerical coefficient of Eq. 150a, 
together with a a reduction i in the e exponent 0 of the amplitude for th the > component 7 

due to direct pressure on horizontal areas, but with an exponent of unity | or 
higher for the component due to air friction on vertical areas. Provisionally, 

ampli- 
pa simple @ and convenient formula to cover the mean effect of all contribu- 

was | tions to atmospheric damping, an indicated ¢ expression is 

ith for greater refinement, or for special cases such as partly open Eq. 

os i may be modified by dividing it into two components as suggested by Eqs. 146. 

se ction For torsional oscillations, the same derivation as by 

P or, with b?/r? = 8, one half of the value for vertical oscillations. A probable 7 
section 
spheric concentration of the air pressure toward the corners of the oscillating section © 
~*~" § would increase this ratio; and the cable and side friction contributions would 

" t ad tend to make the ratio equal to unity. With the augmented coefficient sug: 

ping gested by the writer’s experiments, and pending further test results, the indi- ; 
1e com- 
~ B cated composite formula for damping in torsional oscillations is 

ulated or two thirds of the value in vertical oscillations. 
ailure to s separate the passive decrement 5a, OF 5, 5a), from the 

iments active e aerodynamic factor 5 in tests” on oscillating models impairs t the con- 
ric and sistency, clarity, and generality of the results. 

y Structural: Damping by Diagonal Stays.— —For the augmentation of struc-— 
tural damping contributed | by diagonal stays, the fundamental energy relations: 

‘Tation in which d4¢ is the hysteresis damping mei the material of the stays, and — 

neal , @ 4K is the augmentation of K contributed by the stays (see Eqs. 65 and 66). 
elas For wire rope (“bridge cable’) 1 use bu = 0. 025, and for wire 1 Tope 9e strand ("bridge =| 

£ For the Bridge, by Eq. the single system of inclined stays 

assumed in Example 6 would have increased 6, from 0.002 to 0.041, and the 

system would have increased 5, to 0.080, a fortyfold increase. pov 
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a) For the Deer Isle Bridge, by. Eq. 152, the initial installation of a few in- 

_clined cable stays of wire rope, adding AK = 102 to the rigidity, increased §, 

_ The relationship expressed i in Eq. 152 is basic. It may be in general 

at both ends, , is or a friction 
at one end and is kept taut by counterweighting or by connection to. another 

‘stay of equal and opposite change of length, the resulting contribution of 

friction « damping, expressed as a logarithmic decrement, 

f 

in which F is the constant friction force developed by the friction device. — Note, 

by Eq. 154, that the effectiveness of any friction damping device diminishes 

i increase of K,l, and The last i is significant ; apparently friction damp- 

ing is the only type of ' damping that diminishes as the amplitude increases. 

‘Tt is infinite — at zero amplitude. — It prevents amplification until a certain 

‘minimum amplitude i is initiated. 9. 
For: the Tacoma span, with n n= % by Eq. 154, a ete’ 45° ‘floor stay or 

- cable stay between the tower and the quarter point of the span, with a friction 

clamp developing a friction force of 2 ,000 Ibi in the stay, w would contribute a 

positive damping of 0. 016/am. This value Ww would be multiplied by the 

The effectiveness of friction brakes installed at the ends of the main span 
7 may be similarly y determined. 7 For n= . 6, 10, --- - (vertical oscillations, with | 

center § stays and no side-span participation) the positive ait contributed 

such brakes at = two ends of the s span would be by 

The effectiveness is greatly reduced ‘in the the higher modes, since varies in- 

K and n. The effectiveness also diminishes as the amplitude | 
increases. The of i in Eq. 155 is diminished by the percentage of side- 

For n = 1, 3, 5,--- ., Eq. 155 ‘may be us used upon ‘substituting | the span 
camber for | the cable sag f. In these modes, end friction brakes are ineffec- 

if the camber i is small. 

For the installation on the Bronx-Whitestone Bridge, for n = 1 and m = |, 
Eq. 155 yields 6; = 0.069/a (neglecting the increase in K by floor stays, which 
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For the modes n = 4, 8, 12, ---, the end friction brakes a are of ‘Zero effec- 

WwW ith histion brakes installed at the two ends of the span, the longitu idinal 7 as 

=e to be resisted by center stays is augmented by 2 F. 

Graphic Determination Limiting 

—The relations between the 
logarithmic amplification and damping 

factors and the resulting limiting am- 

plitudes are represented graphically in 

« of 6, the logarithmic in- 
erement, starts at the initial value of bo 

at zero amplitude. — By Eq. 38, it is a 

parabola, $ intersecting the amplitede 

axis at the theoretical limiting ampli- 

tude, dom. The reduction of 6 with am- 

plitude i is due to the curvature of the lift 

(or torque) graph. By the same assumed 

“correlation, straight lift (or torque) 

graph would yield a constant 6, anda 

graph | “curving away 

= 

tion and Damping Factors - 

bo 

rithmic Increments and Decrements) 

(Loga 

from the a-axis w ould yield a varying i increasing with amplitude. ait, 
The graph of 6,, r representing structural plus atmospheric damping, records 

the i increase with amplitude, as given by Eq. 35 or Eq. J 149. The intersection 

of ‘the ascending 6 ) graph with the descending é-graph at at point C determines | 

If friction damping is provided, the ordinates 6,, varying inversely with 

amplitude, are added to the ordinates 5. to give the graph of total positive 

damping, 8, This new graph ¢ cuts the 6- graph at ‘points, A and B, 

yielding the minimum and maximum limiting amplitudes (for amplification), 

and Although is large a at small amplitudes (infinite at zero amplitude), 

‘ea reduction in the r: range of instability (from a a, to ar. and from zero. 

to ) ani) may be relatively small. aa me 

an curves obtained for the writer el Prof. ‘Harold A Thomas, M. Am. Soc. . 

, C.E,, are presented i in Fig. 28. A wind stream of variable but controlled and — 

: measured velocity was applied to the section models which were free to oscillate 

5 vertically. _ The frequency of oscillation was controlled by varying the elastic. 

“restraint. The amplitudes w vere measured onan automatically recorded graph 
a of the oscillations, and are plotted (as corresponding amplitudes i in the proto- 

types) for various velocity ratios, V/(N b). For comparison, two different 

sections were used—the Tacoma section with d/b = 0.205, and the Deer Isle. 

— Section: with d/b = = =0. 276. _ The. dimensional difference was so slight that, to 

the unaided eye, the two models _ However, the marked 
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ay As enlined by: oni writer’s analysis, the Deer Isle section, with d/b > 0.24, ing, 

is vertically unstable i in the high-velocity range. The maximum amplitudes writ 

ts low 

| 

Amplitude, 

| 

isa 

In the case of the | Tacoma section model, with d/b < 0.24, the vertical 

oscillations detected in the high-velocity range Tepresent a secondary effect, 

little more than a “tremor. “it - The maximum amplitudes i in the model, ' even 

velocities 3 corresponding t to hurricanes, amounted to only 1/16 in. 1€ 

j riction Damping.—Fig. 29 records 
torsional amplitude response curve, 

- obtained for the writer by Professor 

‘Thomas, using a small oscillating 
ifs 
“model of the Tacoma section. ‘The 

experimenters found, for each value. 

V/(N;b) in the unstable range, 

two limiting» amplitudes, a ‘mini- 

mum and a maximum, The lower er 

amplitudes represent an unstable 

steady state, with | stability” below 

the and amplification | above. 
: upper amplitudes represent 

all 

bounding « curve represents aerody- Fie. 29. Torque 

of This novel response curve is explained by the relatively high friction damp- < 

ing é if unintentionaily introduced by the use of a center pivot at each end of the 

oscillating section model. The dotted line shows the theoretical response 
curve calculated by the writer’s without considering friction damp- 
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ing, a and the dashed 1ed line shows tl the theoretical Tesponse curve calculated by the 

writer’s formulas with friction « damping ‘included, assuming g constant friction 

and using estimated values of the damping constants. The agreement anh 

the calculated and observed curves, allowing for the unknown variable elements, 
is further confirmation of the writer’s theory and formulas. aot nit ott 

“Fig. 29 clearly illustrates the substantial effect of friction damping at 

low amplitudes and the relatively ——o effect of friction dampin ng at high 

Aerodynamic Damping to Relative Velocities — A frictionless pendulum 

swinging in still air is brought to rest by simple atmospheric damping (62), 

produced by the velocity (v) of the | pendulum. «ol steady w ind (V) in the line of | 

swing will bring the pendulum more quickly to rest; this additional damping is — 

Se effect of relative velocities. The pressure opposing the swing into the wind | 

is augmented in proportion to (V + v)?, and the pressure aiding the return 

swing is reduced in proportion to (V — v)?. Whenever there is energy with- 

drawal, the addition of velocities augments the resisting pressure; whenever 

“there i is energy input, the subtraction of velocities reduces the e effective pres- 

Sure. ‘Hence, this contribution of damping is is always positive. 

upon V, it is denoted subsequently | by dav. 

In the pendulum analogy, the net energy input in a edi, on unit of normal 

= of namic damping is, is, in effect, an addition to 5a but depends 

= FC cf 5 (V8 + 2V odt.. 

e three terms in this expression, divided d by 2 W, yield, respectiv ely,,6, Say : 

and (in this. case, a pendulum, under longitudinal Ww j= 

inw hich V . the mean ‘effective lift « cabbiinikeih of V at any relative instant, is 

The integration of the first term of Eq. 1566, divided by 2 W, the 

te 
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sign) as it varies over the range | a+ Aa. If this: of the lift 

_ graph traversed during a cycle is is approximately straight and lies entirely above | 

or below the | axis, (C1) may be taken simply as the ordinate at the specified 

angle of attack a a. However, if the involved range of the lift. graph. crosses the 

horizontal axis, so that (C1)’ changes sign during the cycle, the value to be 

(used i in 1592 is given, w on the1 mean effective va value— 

a Tule, use either Eq. or ‘Eq. 159¢, Ww whichever the higher value 

- of dav. At angles of attack corresponding to large ordinates of the lift graph, 

Eq. 159a governs; at angles of attack corresponding to small intercepts (Cz)’, 
the effect of + Aa becomes important and Eq. 159c governs. 
Since dav is always positive, it is most. conveniently ‘grouped with the ‘posi- | 

tive damping contributions (6, and 6.), instead of being incorporated in the 

the Tacoma section, in the critical range vertical oseillations, 

v increases with increasing V ed. in the more — case (Eq. 

159), with a, but. diminishes with increasing N. This helps to 
_ explain limiting amplitudes, as well as the cutting off of a ciewiilleld mode with 

_ increasing wind velocity. Most: important, how ever, dav supplies a most wel- 

additional safety factor—a contribution of positive damping that is 
‘Most effective when it is most needed, namely, at high wind velocities, : at high - 

amplitudes, and in the lower modes. | i is the only positive. damping (other 

a) 
cy 

a 

— 
- 

Ap STEINM 

hich: the aerodynamic pressure constafi” Ly may be easily 
w 

’, K, and V and, hence, m 

whic 6. is independent of N, K, and V and, of thisdamping 

150a.) Note that 6, is in stillair. The increase 
letermined by testing a sec _ determine : 

mping due to mping aue im — 

es (1594) — 
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‘in which 6, is the angular amplitude at midecgment.. In Eq. -160c, either the 

“ordinate Cr or the slope term is used, whichever is larger. As a rule, the i e in- 

volved range of the torque graph crosses the horizontal axis; hence, in ‘in most. 

vertical convenient expressions for may be Ww 

If either of these fractions or vertical stability is assured. 

Eq. 16la determines critical and stable angles of attack, by the ordinates 

(C,)’ of the lift graph. Eq. 161b determines a limitation of emapliindes at any 

If either of these fractions equals or ‘exceeds unity, torsional stability i is assured. 

' Eq. 162a determines critical and stable angles of attack, by the ordinates Cr 
7 of the torque graph. Eq. 1626 determines limitations of amplitude On. These 

limitations of torsional amplitude : are virtually independent: of wind velocity 

and of mode i in the high- velocity range. ‘° (Structural and 1 atmospheric damping 
tad curvature e of, the lift and torque | graphs will contribute further restriction — 

*y By , Eq. . 161a, the Tacoma section (using the California Institute of Tech- 
| ‘nology lift graph) had maximum vertical instability at ame 0° and —10°, and 

was: vertically ‘stable at all angles of attack ¢ exceeding a= + 9° and —12°, 7 

| amplitudes of 1.6 ft 
= for all modes "without considering other ‘damping effects. 

Correction of Torque Graph for Center of Rotation. —In the static torque 
— graph { for a section, the torques represented by Cr are obtained or plotted for 

a an assumed center of rotation. For. any specified raising , of the center of rota- 

tion | by an@mount z, the ordinates of the modified torque —— are e given a 
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c Raising the center of rotation thus depresses the torque graph 1 relative to the sult 

any application in which the torque-graph ordinates ai are re used to de- 

termine the “magnitude and distribution of the vertical pressures (or vertical 

velocity - components), the torque due to the horizontal drag forces (represented 

by C should first be eliminated by subtraction. For this purpose, the as- 

7 ‘sumed center of rotation should be lowered to the level of the center | of pressure — 

of the drag forces. With this shift of centers denoted by the ordinates of 

torque graph “corrected for drag” are given by Eq. 163. 

Significant Characteristics « of Static Lift ( Graphs a and “Torque Graphs. —There 

affect the stability or instability of a slope, (2) curvature, and 

a) A positive slope yields a “stable section” ; : that j is, one that will be es- 

“sentially stable in the high- velocity r range. A “negative slope yields an “un- — 

stable section” ; that i is, one that i is potentially u ‘unstable i in the high-velocity 

Tange. Both antes ee: (alternate) r ranges of potential instability in the low od 

velocity range. Reducing the the e slope 2 reduces the potential instability. Chang- 

on ing the angle of attack to a point of reduced slope reduces the } potential in- 

stability. - When the amplitudes correspond to traversal of the lift graph or 

the torque graph into regions of diminished or reversed slope, the intensity of 

amplification (5) diminishes with i th increasing g amplitude anda limiting amplitude , 

_ (2) The curvature of the lift graph or torque graph (represented by s/? 

r s,/1?) affects or determines the limiting amplitudes by determining the reduc- 

tion of mean effective slope with increasing amplitude. | Curvature toward the 

horizontal axis has a tempering or limiting effect. Curvature re away from the 

horizontal axis increases instability (6) with increasing amplitude. A ‘graph 

of zero initial slope curving away f from 1 the horizontal axis represents ‘stability 

aa certain initial amplitudes : are imposed ; the smaller the curvature is, » the 

greater are’ the critical initial amplitudes required to start amplification. 
a (3) The ordinate, (C'x)’ or (Cr)’, of the lift or torque graph at any angle of 

attack a determines the significant positive damping contribution day. If the é 

“ordinate i is sufficiently large, , the resulting value of day will exceed 6 (or 5 — 6,), 

Br It should be. noted that the three parameters—slope, curvature, and ordi-- 

-—nates—are to be - measured at the abscissa a, representing the angle of attack, 

) 

— 

and that, for any material am plitude, the corresponding range of the graph is 

to be considered, and the mean effective value of each parameter over that. 

Confirmation by Critical Angles of Attack. —Professor ‘Farquhargon, in his 

discussion, mentions a section that was aerodynamically stable in horizontal = 

wind but, unlike all sections previously tested, Tevealed pronounced torsional — 

. Those re- 

— 

Win. 
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sults are explained and duplicated in Fig. 30. The slope, curvature, and -ordi- 

nates of the static wind-tunnel graph supply t the keys for Fig. 30. a see 

Because the section was vertically unsymmetrical, the torque ‘graph was 

depressed. vertically and displaced horizontally by substantial amounts. 

after correction for the moments of the drag forces about the elevated center of — 

‘rotation used in the wind tunnel, the reduced negative ordinates : are suffi- 

ciently large to produce stability, _— at flat angles of attack. 

+0. 12-— 

1 

tit 
08 

— 

NTT 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE CURVE 
|  |(For Varying Angles of Attack) 

see 

Fia. 30.—CoNFIRMATION OF THEORY BY Ampuitupe Response CuRvEs 

_ The torque graph, corrected for the drag moments by Eq. 163, is s plotted - 

in Fig. 30(a). if The ordinates (Cr) of this modified graph are used in caleu- ve 
lating 5, av (by Eq. 160c), and the alopes 8, of the original torque graph a are used © 

in 5 (by Eq 160a). ‘The resulting values of (5 — dy) are plotted 
Fig. 30(b). These ordinates, representing instability, are zero or negligible 

in the middle > range (a = from to+1 on account of of the depressed torque 

graph 3 yielding high values of dy. . The localized steep p slope of the graph at 

a so 9° produces maximum instability at that angle of attack; and the zero ~ 
‘intercept of the (corrected) torque graph produces a second (lower) peak o of 

— 

— 

i 0.04 Flattened by Aw A 

‘| | 

— 

— 
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instability “aes + 9°. This latter peak I 

bay produced by the amplitude (see Eq. 160c) for f 

maximum amplitudes, ealculs ated by the writer’ 8 formulas: from the 

values of (5 bay are plotted i in Fig. 30(c), and in the same curves are plotted shiel 

7 the actual | limiting amplitudes obtained a and recorded in the Seattle | model tests. fF poi 

4 The agreement, remarkable as it is, may be brought. even closer to identity by | bee 

minor adjustments of the assumed constants. ont 
SS _ The extreme right-hand branches of the graphs i in Figs. . 30(b) and 30(c) a are. aan 

: found, in the computations, to be highly sensitive to minor variations in the ie 

slope of the corresponding portion of the torque graph, and may become a 

horizontal, ascending, or wavering with such slope variations. This explains 

Ww hy that portion of the amplitude response curve obtained in 1 the model tests th 

7 varied i in range and i in form w with various modifications of the s section, as with ht 

the application of streamlining, ‘‘spoilers,’”’ special railings, open curbs, ete. 7 
Method of Predicting Critical Velocities —An essential constant in predicting 

the aerodynamic behavior of any given section at any given wind velocity is the = 
critical velocity ratio V,/(N b), constituting the line of demarcation between : 

stability and potential instability. = It has different values for vertical and for 7 hy torsional oscillations , and it varies s with the section ee by “ 

A A general | expression for 8 may be written in simple form. 

pz COs dz 

9 * dz 

ode 4 

in which x is measured across the v width b of the section, and pz is the corre- 

sponding intensity of aerodynamic p pressure. the law variation of Dz 
"were know n, all unknowns of the aerodynamic behavior of the section would be 

given By Gane integration 1. The. denominator ¢ of Eq. 164a is the static lift 

force . L’, and that of Eq. 164b is the static ic torque T. The numerator ' deter- 

mines tmdennia stability o or instability, in both sign and intensity. - Any” 

value of ¢’ (total phase difference) 1 that makes the numerator zero gives a — 

critical velocity ra ratio (V/(N 6) = 2 
“ah _ The law of variation of p, across an H-section, at different angles of attack, — 

may be determined experimentally. (See G. Eiffel’s classic a * on 

% “*La Resistance de by G. Eiffel, Dunod and Pinat, Paris, 1910; see also Resistance of the 
Air ead Aviation cae Conducted at Champ-de-Mars Laboratory,” by G. Eiffel, 2d Ed., cm 7 
lated C. . Hunsaker, Houghton, Co., Boston and New York, 1913. 
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In the case of a an H. “section, there i is & region | of suction or negative pressure : 

for some distance (approximately. 2 d) behind the windward girder.® An 

upward angle of attack produces a positive (upw ard) pressure beyond ‘this: 

shielded range. T he fraction j of the width, representing the effective division 

point, may be expressed as a function of the depth ratio d/b. ‘The resultant: 

pressures het herein considered also include the contributions (positive or negative) — 

ll 

o 

on the rever: erse face of the horizontal ‘member. 7 

ai 

Values 

Stable Sections Unstable Sections —————— 

OF Fie. 31.—CriticaL VELocITY RaTIOs FOR | 

‘Rox preliminary exploration of t the ranges of stability and instability, =~ 

law of variation of De} may be applied. One of the simplest assump- 

tions, yielding reasonably consistent results, is | . ‘uniform pressure pz, positive 

~ bey ond the shielded fraction n of the width and “negative (downward) in the 

_ Substitution of this simple p,-relation in the denominators 0 of Eqs. 164 yields . 
~ values of L’ and T that follow the general v: variation of the known slopes of the 
‘static lift and torque graphs for different segtion ratios. By ' this matching, an — 

4 

j 

1 

— 



haere Ty - 0. 06 06 ) 

An alternative checking know wn test even more closely, is I 

_ The dividing lines betw een stable and unstable sections are j= 0 50 in lift at 
and j= 0 in torsion, ., corresponding to d/b = 0. 238 and d/b = 06, “respec-— of. 

tively, by Eq. 1650.0 
Substitution same relations in the numerators . 164 

for varying section 

This chart informatively presents 

the contrasting response of ‘“‘stable” and 

“unstable” sections. It clearly shows 

| V, is an upper limit of instability 

"4 in stable sections and a lower limit of F 

instability in unstable | sections. : Be- 
é 

tween the two limits is a narrow neutral 
3 band of minimum vertical instability 

at all wind velocities. corresponding 
, chart for torsional instability i is similarly 

Critic 

Although predicated on a simplify- 

ing asumption, this preliminary illustra- 
tion | “of a rational method of predict- 

3 ing critical velocities yields results: that 

9010 015 020. 025 030 observations. Fig. 32 shows how the 05 
Section Ratio, 4 of V,/(N:}) in torsion, given by 

Fic. 32, Ratios FOR Tor- 7 P t ag es 
For DirFERENT SECTION x identically with experimental results ob- 

Ratios; Comparison or Tuzory WiTH tained by Theodor von ron Kérmén, M. Am. 
RECORDED OBSERVATIONS 

Soe. C. E. ‘Mr. von Karman’ results, 

Batted on b/d instead a d/b, would fall almost exactly « on a straight line 

“ni thu Mthin bites Affe: 

7 In other words, the critical velocities in torsion vary almost exactly inversely 
with d. _ This surprising relation, obtained in 1 section model tests, is directly 

coh. a the e opposite of ‘all predictions by the vortex theory ; the w writer’ s theory supplies 

the e explanation and the predict foundation. vol 

| 

— 

— 
Plotted in Vig. thereby chart — i, ate plotted in Fig. 31, thereby chart. 

© Observed (Von Karman 1942) 

— (Eqs. 164b and 
— 
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Me ethod of Predicting I Instability | (8) at Various Wind Velocities. ——By y applying 
Eqs. 164 for B, with the same simplified law of variation of p, | as was assumed — 

for Fig. 31, graphs are obtained showing the variation of 6 with V/(N b) for 
different section ratios. The graph for vertical instability i is é-wapmel in Fig. 33. 

‘The unstable » sections (with d/b>0. 24) 

Section Ratios d/b (PLOTTED FoR = 0.50. "FoR Orner VALUES, 

optimum bodtion ratio (d/b ~ 0.24) has the lowest v value of maximum 8. 
the section ratio is made progressively smaller, the critical range of V/ (N b) 
shrinks in width but becomes steeper, reaching a maximum 6 at d/b = 0.17. 

_ At still lower values of d/b, the height of the instability graph progressively _ : 

diminishes, approaching a second optimum ‘ratio at d/b = 0 (a flat plate). — + 

Ovitieal Velocities for Dominance Torsional Instability —For any given 

ratio, if the for vertical and are super- 

nal 

— 

| — 

a) 

— 

D- 

— 
— 
: 

— 

— 

section of the two graphs gives the critical veloci | 
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instability dominant. This is ‘illustrated in Fig. 34 for two section 

(using N; ~ 1 or ‘the Tacoma section 0.20), torsional in- 

per hr. or Deer Isle section (a/b = 0. 27), instability does n 

dominant until V/(N:.b) 9.7, corresponding to Vs ~ 31 miles per hr 

for the the bridge without stays and to V = 63 63 miles per hr with 

The intersecting lift and torque instability graphs plotted for the T: sbi: 

section by the theoretical formula in Fi ig. 34 are almost identical with the corre- 

sponding intersecting graphs of amplitude Tesponse obtained large-scale 

The Tacoma Bridge had potential torsional instability at 15. miles p per hr, 

but to torsional oscillations were prevented the overstressed midspan stays 

of. 

8 4 5 67. 
0. of = 

-| 

‘Fie. 34.- ELOCITIES FOR THE DoMINANCE OF TorstonaL INSTABILITY (BY Eas. 164) 

failed. This happened to. oceur a wind of 42 miles per hr. ‘The 

tie, 35, 

Peart from Eq. 164b, charting the values of 6i ‘in poner in the high-velocity 

range, gives, and explains, results that are almost identical with results ¢ > 

tained experimentally in oscillating model tests. The 6-contours i 

for torsionally “ ‘unstable” sections show steady : slopes of unlimited a, 

All these graphs (Figs. 31 to ) 35) are presented to illustrate governing rela- 

wie but are subject to quantitative modification by perfected analysis ad 

‘more adequate test data. The, graphs introduce and exemplify a method of 7 

“analysis and prediction, but require further check an and adjustment before they 

Critical Velocities as A i fected Width of Section.— —From the elementary 

prope 
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| 
n |}proportional to the width b of the section. The true relation is not so o simple; 

in fact, at critical high’ velocities, the relation i is reversed. Oe Nl 

The gener al formula for potential instability in the high-velocity range emay 

™ written (see Eqs. 44, 45, 59 and Figs. 26 and 33): em 1 the 

p “es * 

ww or 

cient times s' OF 84. Note that 

Nb = 0.904 VK. (168) 
‘From these relations, the critical a is is given n by 

in which V »/(N b) isa constant (independent of width) fora given section ratio. 
Ford, = 0, Eq. 169 yields V. = Vp». The first term in the parenthesis ¢ contains 

wh hereas the second term contains the ‘reciprocal. . For bridges | of equal 

b/u, the width factor B is proportional to the width b. _ Hence, by Eq. 169, for 

a 4 given v value of K, critical velocity i increases directly ‘not Ww vith — width 7 

co 

or w 

> 

aad 
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ma | in which B = b?/w (hereinafter termed 

¢ — - Unstable Sections —————_-— att 
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WwW vith the square root. of the width at zero positive damping (Ve = Vp), and 

inv aversely with | the square root of the width at high suttinn destin, 7 In} 

other w ords, Vpis is proportional to V 'B, but ut (Ve — V Vp) i is proportional to 1/ vB. 

At values: of V. greater than 2 V » thes second relation dominates. D Design 

conditions to secure stability will usually require such a high value of (V. — val y >) 

Therefore, in the critical high-velocity range governing design, other factors 

being equal, a wider bridge will have lower critical velocities. as. 4 

value « of the width factor B as the prototype. Erroneous conclusions as to 

critical velocities in t torsion were reached in the tests for the official investi- 
gation of the Tacoma failure because all the models had lower values of B than 

prototype, and consequently yielded higher’ critical velocities. Asa al 
result, the investigators mistakenly concluded that the critical velocity was 25 

miles per hr, whereas correction for B makes the critical velocity 15 miles} per hr. 

I Eq. +169 checks and 1 explains the relation recorded empirically it in Eqs. 57. 
Actually, V>/(N: 1b) should be a constant for a given ‘section, independent of B. 

_ 9 A true value of V,/(N: 6) of "approximately 2.9 for the Tacoma section, with a 

‘residual p positive damping (in the models) of 5, ~ 0.018, , would 3 yield the values 

of V./(N.6) ranging from 3.3 to 5.1 actually observed for the models with 
different values of B. Hence, Eqs. 57 do not define the true V , at zero damping 

but a . higher Ve at a residual positive damping that was overlooked by the 

: _ investigators. More recent tests on models of the he Tacoma section yield values 

of from 2.6 to 2.8 for 6) in 1 torsion. Other | cross sections yield different 

values of V »/(Ne +0), ranging from 0.7 5 toi infinity. These results are shown both 

by the writer’s ‘theory and by experiment. 

_ The conclusion that V>/(Neb) i is a constant for a given section but varies 
for different sections (see Fig. 32) supersedes Eqs. 57 and 61, and Kq. 169 

supersedes Eqs. 62 and 64 and the related discussion. 
_ Eq. 169, valid for both vertical and torsional oscillations, retains an impor- 

tant point—namely, that the steepness of the 6- graph is | proportional to the 

width f factor B. This affects critical velocities, amplitudes, rates of amplifica- 
tion, and required values of K and of structural damping. ‘By making com- 

a parisons at small | values of Os , and, hence, at small values of Ve .— Vy» (as Mr. 
- Balog has done in his discussion), the effect of the ‘Telative steepness of the 

a is largely lost. At high values of 6, (or of V — V,) the effect of the 
width factor B becomes - more marked, especially i in respect to amplitudes and 

te M easures of I nstability F Related to Struetural Proportions. —Three different 

measures ¢ of aerodynamic instability are: (1) Rate of amplification, (2) critical 

led velocity, and (3) maximum amplitude. _ Simplified formulas reveal the 

. variation of these r measures of instability with governing structural factors. ot 
4 _-- The width factor B = b/w, ‘representing in more practical form the non- 

density-mass ratio p b?/(2 m), appears | as a factor i in 
aerodynamic damping, both positive and negative. 

_ By Eggs. 1, 21, 29, and 51, a simplified formula for the rate of amplification is ¥ 

For aerodynamic similitude i in model tests, the model must | _— the same q 
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Similar sections at high wind velocities have like vs of k. for 

with similar cross sections or equivalent section | ratios, at equal high wind 

(1) Rai Rate of Amplification i is proportional to VB/K 

“velocity is defined by applying the condition 
= 6,) at zero amplitude. Hence, Eq. 1 

in n which 5, is the positive damping at zero amplitude. | _ Accordingly, i in the high- 

velocity range, for bridges with similar cross sustiode or equivalent section 
ratios, with equal structural damping at zero amplitude: 

(2) Critical are proportional t to VK /B. 

Let F(a) be the damping fu function of amplitude; that i tis, 

thet 

‘fae constant, , the atmospheric damping, the hysteresis damping, and the 
friction damping. The hysteresis damping may also be covered by the second 

term. If all the terms with the exception of the second term are zero or rela- _ 
| _ tively negligible, F(a) is proportional to a. — In general, F(a) must increase with — 

£ amplitude; otherwise (except for curvature of the static lift and torque graphs), a 
there would be no limitation of amplitudes. By Eq. 170a, th the maximum ampli- 

tude, defined si ‘the : steady-state condition, 5 = 6,, is given in terms of F (a) by 

=kV \ 

“high velocities: 

"Bach of the foregoing governing relations of proportionality (conclusions 7 
to 3) contains the s stiffness ratio K/B (or its reciprocal). - The three measures 

may be. be consolidated to read: 

in which, for vertical oscillations, Fats 
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Disc ugstons: 

(1), (3) Safety against aerodynamic instability i is 

proportional to ov K B. 

factory results because Bis s fairly oneua: at poole 0. 4 to 0. 6 for ‘most 

bridges. . For wide bridges of normal or reduced weight per square foot, how- 

ever, the value of B may be aieeiieaiee adding 41% to the instability as 

_ For bridges of equal weight per square foot, B i B is proportional to »b. Under 

that | limitation, K /b represents K/B and becomes an equivalent “measure of 

stability (compare with Table 2) 
_ Although actually the square root of the “stability factor’ ’ K/B appears in | 

_ a. the proportionality relations, the desired objective is accomplished by specifying 
-— &@ minimum value of K/B. On the statistical basis of the known behavior of 

structures, the indicated minimum specification i 

W 
& 

The formula value of K for n = 2is in be used, since the mode n= _ will rarely 

give a value materially low er. _ The values of K and w are for half widths. Ps 

present: 

ABLE 16 —Bnruvces Listep IN DESCEND- ington Bridge ‘with K/B = 344 

ORDER oF Factor, ,K/B no bridges with ‘greater 
than 300 have ever, as far 

known, shown any traces of aero- 
dynamic instability. All bridges" 

35 with K/B less than 300 have 
4 evidenced aerodynamic i instabil- 

Mid-Hudson in "varying degree roughly 

corresponding to the inverse 
Triborough 
Waldo-Hancock 

9 order of the -values. 
19 

“i 

SIO ashington 

15.5 and Grand Mére “bridges (the 
18 a latter with higher 6,) or betw een 
12 Bronx-Whitestone and Deer 

Isle bridges (the latter with 
negative 8 are explained by 

and in the aerodynamic characteristics of the cross sections. Eq. 178 

cannot cover such differences; nor can any other generalized rule. 
A more scientific — taking into account variations in s’ , 8, and 

Thousand Islands. . 

Bronx-Whitestone .. . 
WOAND 

VE/B > 

a 

— 

— 

— | 
— 

— 
— 

| > 
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able Suspension bridges in 1e€ order oO neir Tactors A / D, 
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+. assure a critical velocity (zero ) amplitude) above any specifies 

» 

| ecg Criteria for Aerodynamic Stability. —To aid in in quickly checking the aero- 

mamic of a proposed bridge design, three alternate criteria, of pro- 

mar 
& — That Have Sh own Aer odyn amic 

to 16 for Key to Symbols. 

. 

36. —CHarT or K/B ror Various SuSPENSION BRIDGES 

inoresing scientific accuracy, are and as 

The first criterion. a, recorded in Es Eq. 173 and in ‘Table 16 a 16 and 

Fig. 36 is of ‘simplified ‘rational form on a statistical base. ae may be simply 

‘The stiffness ratio K/B shall exceed 300. 

_ 2. The second criterion is derived from the more snthitie governing andl 

ae recorded i in Eq. 174. Since the structural damping is essentially propor- 

- tional to R, Eq. 174 yields the conclusion that the structural constant R VK/B, 

termed the constant, determines the 

mor 

an of that agrees with the known stabaity 

c of the different bridges: more consistently than any of the preceding criteria. 

' - The bridges a at the bottom of the list have been the most unstable. ef All bridges | 

_ with a value of R VK/B less than 5 have been subject to a to aerodynamic oscilla 7 
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tions. Al All bridges with this constant greater than 5 are in the aerodynamically 

stable classification. This relation yields the second criterion. shou 

The aerodynamic ‘stability constant RV K/B shall « exceed 5. 

8, For ‘rations the of potential 

% ‘instability with the form and proportions of the cross section must be con- 

sidered. For different section ratios d/o, ‘curves of potential, torsional and 

TABLE 17 —APPLICATION OF Crrrenta FOR AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 

Effectiv e 

| | Bato 
Re- 

quired | mated Col. 6 
Col. 5 

Williamsburg. . 
Manhattan. . 
Wabash Riv er. 
Philadelphia. . 
Maumee River 
‘Grand Mére. 
Mid-Hudson... 
‘Transbay 
‘Mount Hope. . 
“Waldo- Hancock.. 
-Triborough.. 

torn 

won uo 

Nd SOON 

> 

Vv ancouver. 
Thousand 
_ Islands. . 

= 

ad 

_-vertical instability, at an assumed wind velocity of 100 miles hr, are 

plotted i in Fig. 37, using the computed maximum values of 6 VK/B as ait = 

fie ~ For assured stability, the structural damping 6, must equal or exceed 

oa the maximum 6. _ Consequently these curves also give the required values of 
VK/B 7B. comparison with the known behavior of these structures, the 

indicated values of bs are e 0. 25 for girder bridges and 0. 

‘the different bridges are given | in Table alongside the required values. 

ratio, recorded i in the final column, is the “factor of verted against —— 

figure gives : a , rough idea of the wind velocity at which marked 

been subject to oscillations ; and, as far as known, all bridges" 

oa for which this ratio is greater than 1 unity have been aerodynamically stable. 
= = The same test is applied graphically i in Fig. 37, with differentiated horizontal 

as and vertical scales for ‘girder and | truss bridges, also using the higher ratio of 

tees 6,:R for truss bridges. All bridges. plotted below the stability graph are in 
: cy. oe the unstable category, and those above the graph ar won ‘in the: stable classification. 
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— stability is represented by the ordinate of the plotted point divided 

by the ordinate of the 17 37 

. 

_ Fig. 37 also shows a be instead of 

the curved. — This horizontal line would yield an apparently correct. 

‘Vertical 

0 
005 O10 015 0.20. 025 

0.10 £0.20 030 040 050 

Fra. 37. —Crrrerion FoR AERODYNAMIC STABILITY (Requirep R K/B FOR A Critican 

. dividing line for + the structures listed, but would give misleading results for any a 

bridge designs that. might. fall between the: horizontal line and the curved 
graph. The curved graph i is composite, representing the criterion for torsional - 

"stability i in the principal range of section ratios and the ‘superimposed higher 

’ criterion for vertical stability for sections with effective d/b exceeding 0.25. 
4 This steeper ‘segment of the graph explains the high instability recorded for 

the Deer Isle Bridge (before the ; present stays were installed). — If the i 

3 ratio had been 0.25 instead of 0. 276, the instability _ would have oe greatly 
reduced, an shown in Fig. 37, and the required i increase in R ° B would - 
have been only 4. 8 instead of 12.0. 

zs For bridges of very low R, the comparison can be improved by taking into | 
account, the value of 6, at R = 0, ae a formula of the form pps, ue en 

ad 
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which it represents) shall exceed the required value for the section, as. q 

tabulated or as plotted in a graph for different section ratios, 
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bs = 0.010 + 0.50 (1766) 

Lor bridges of high R, the first term of Eqs. 176 is relatively 
hegligible. These values of 5, represent the positive damping at zero 
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ort very 81 small amplitude, and are > high | because they include the damping due to 

friction a at joints, connections, and bearings. cuit: 

The scientific itifie validity of this criterion is not dependent upon the empirically 

‘assumed values of the ratio, 6,:R. If the indicated ratio is too high, the cri- 

terion represents a critical velocity proportionately lower than 100 miles p per hr. 

_ The bridge engineer thus has his choice of three criter ia, the first being: the 
simplest and the last being the most scientific and the most baccurate. 

Criteria proposed by others have been based on incorrect or incomplete 

‘hia. Mr. Balog t uses the ratio between the two terms of Eq. 6, represented 

by his parameter 73 and by the writer’s stiffness factor S (see Eqs. 139), the 

‘relation between the two being 3 = 1/S2.. x Stripped of the obscuring n mathe- 

matics, all that Mr. Balog states in his criterion, Eq. 122, is that S for any 

poo shall not be less ¢ than S for the Golden Gate Bridge; this is equivalent 
7 to stating that R shall not be less than 0.055. - Such a a criterion is inadequate, 

" _ both in in magnitude and i in scope. | From this criterion Mr. Balog derives two 

“criteria, Eqs. 124a and 124d, the three being mutually inconsistent. Eq. 124a 

states that, for aerodynamic s stability, the value of I/H for any bridge s shall | 

“yg equal the value of J/H for ° the Golden Gate Bridge; and Kq. 1246 states that 
T/? of any bridge shall equal I//? of the Golden Gate Bridge. i Both these 

criteria, as shown n by Table 15 and Fig. 23, and as stated by Mr. Balog, yield 
some obviously misleading results. The reason becomes clear when the two 

criteria are further translated: Eq. "1240 specifies the value ¢ of RP and Eq. 1245 

sang the value of K R 2, using the > Golden Gate Bridge. as the standard in 

spurious given t to spans, perfectly stable bridges of 

shorter span are made to appear unstable by the same criterion. Sy 

oe Required Stiffening of Suspension Bridges Substituting the reduced ex- 

pressions for K and R as given by Eq. 6, using n= 2, the second criterion 

(R VK/B K/B > 5) for aerodynamic stability very closely to 

in which li is per half width. The dead ‘wad’ Ww the re rad 

tion by cancelation. Eq 177 shows that augmentation of rigidity by reduc- 

ing cable sag f (as was done for ‘economy in the Tacoma Bridge), actually 

reduces safety against. aerodynamic instability. 177 will “give the s: same 

_ ‘Telative results as the second criterion : and defines ‘the i identical dividing line J 

between aerodynamically stable and unstable suspension bridges. 

at is an answer to the that has challenged bridge 

- dynamically stable in the normally required range of wind ‘velocities. a 
_ only suspension bridges that have manifested aerodynamic instability. are those 

that have been proportioned below this requirement. a. 

Any bridge design that not satisfy tl this criterion. by the 
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product E I of the stiffening girders or trusses requires either equivalent stiff en- 
ing (K and R) by oth other ‘means, or special design of cross section to minimize, 

eliminate, or reverse “any aerodynamic instability. Long-span suspension 

bridges will Tequire considerably deeper stiffening girders « or " trusses than those 

of the recent past, unless » the designs receive special study for aerodynamic 

_ The foregoing may be summarized i in a simple practical : specification: ae 

 @ The stiffening nitiains of a suspension bridge shall be proportioned to 

yield a value E I of not less than b /4/(120 Vf); otherwis ise, the 1e design s shall 

+ 

receive special investigation for aerodynamic stability. 

Required Depth of Stiffening Girders.— —In normal designs by the deflection ~ 

theory, for highway loading, the foregoing criterion (Eq. 177) is very closely 

aa other Ww inti the required depth ratio d/l ranges from 1/ 120 in very short | 

4,000 ft. "Matched against the and third criteria and Eq. 177, 

i Eq. 178 yields the same dividing line br between stable and unstable bridges a 
‘ an excellent correlation of ratios and orders of listing (compare Fig. 2) . Thus, 

an even simpler, practical f form of the desired specification i is available: hot 

it (b) In highway suspension bridges, the depth of stiffening girders or 
trusses shall be not less than + (l/1, 000)? otherwise, the design shall 

receive special investigation for aerodynamic stability. 

In self-anchored suspension bridges (R= = 1.00), and in other suspension ~ 

bridges proportioned by the elastic theory, a ‘shallow er —_ ratio will yield the : 

Methods of Securing Aerodynamic Stability. —The writer ‘has repeatedly 

demonstrated by model tests that, under appropriate ‘conditions, aerodyna mamic 

> stability: m may be secured or r materially improved by opening lateral areas. 

‘He has explained an and confirmed this conclusion by supplementary tests and by 

analysis. has never suggested that complete stability will be guaranteed 
in all cases and under all conditions. ‘The correct answer lies | in scientific — 

| investigation, not in rejection | on the basis of prejudiced conclusions (or frag- 

‘The proposal of a open n sidewalks must not be confused: w with the epinenii of | 
an open roadway. For the open roadway, the writer’s model tests yielded 

‘The faet (cited b by M Mr. Balog) that the Bronx- -Whitestone Bridge during 

erection, before concreting but with the floor forms in place, showed high ver-— 
_ tical instability even with the | sidewalk spaces open confirms the writer’s ob- 

_ servations and conclusions. — _ With the low K and the high B due to small dead >: 
load, and with the low \iihaiitiedil and friction damping due to the absence of 

me concrete floor, a bridge at, at that stage may have abnormally ‘high aerodynamic 
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. “Ff instability, or heennaite high amplitude response, which even the open side- 

Whether or not outside sidewalk brackets will contribute a stabilizing effect 
depends upon the proportions of the section and the category | of instability. | 

Theoretical considerations indicate a beneficial effect. under some conditions. 

Wi jithout properly planned experiments, no categorical ¢ conclusion is justified. on 

“4 4 The effectiveness of longitudinal and of transverse stays | should be obvious, 

as 3 some of the e discussers h have noted. — The late John A. Roebling, M. . Am. Soe. 

C. E., , used floor stays : and cable stays a century ago, and | that was one reason : 

why his bridges stood up while bridges built by his contemporaries were blown | 
down by thewind. 

ad In referring to conventional suspension bridge cross sections as H-sections, 
the writer \ uses the term in its broadest sense, so as to include flat plates, ¢ deck 

7 sections, and through ‘sections, with « either solid web or open-truss stiffening 

girders. — After t! the basic relations are established f for the symmetrical H-section, 
: secondary corrections are easily determined (by experiment or analysis) for the 

” effects of shifting the horizontal member to different heights, including the top 

and bottom positions, as well as for the effects of floor openings and of outside 
brackets. eo Thus, all these variations are brought into an organized relation- 

_ ship, instead of being left a disconnected | haphazard mystery. - The less com- — 

mon double-deck sections, and new v forms like the > suggested tandem H-sec- te 

Summary and Conclusions —The > studies by this pa paper lead lead to 

ai af 1. The potential aerodynamic stability or instability of sections of various 
a a for all modes of oscillation throughout the range of wind velocities 

- _ 2. The coefficient of rigidity K, measuring the resistance to | oscillation and 

determining the frequency of oscillation in any mode, ¢ an be easily and ac- 

“3 curately calculated for any existing | or proposed structure of known dimensions. aq 
¥ 

3. Rigidity and structural damning to resist in- 

* a 4. Rigidity and structural damping to resist potential torsional instability 

may be augmented in precalculated amounts by: (a) Using transverse jog 

stays; (d) installing 9 double system of lateral bracing; (i increasing the tor- 
_ sional stiffness of the towers; (d) raising the points of suspender connection 

"relative to the center of secaaiiae of the section; and | (e) low ering the center of 

"gravity of the section (for example, by the use of through construction). — "at 

Positive damping, ‘opposing or nullifying potential aerodynamic in of 

‘stability, includes hysteresis damping, friction damping (structural or artificial), 

passive atmospheric damping, : and positive aerodynamic damping due to 

relative velocities. Subject to determination or confirmation | of the basic 

-. "coefficients, all t these factors can be formulated and | predictively computed. i, 
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. If the total positive damping is known, the critical wind velocities at 

Ww am aerodynamic instability may appear can be precalculated—as can the 
potential amplitude response at any specified higher velocity. 

The basic information for predetermining potential aerodynami¢ in- 

_ stability, both in sign and in intensity, is supplied by the static lift graphs | and 

n torque graphs. These graphs are known or can be predicted f for conveetioal — 

sections and, for ‘unusual sections, can be easily § secured by ‘simple wind-tunnel 

_ 

the ratio in the case of solid and from the equivalent section 

oof For zero or minimum vertical instability, the optimum | section ratios : are 

from d/b = 0.22 to d/b = 0.24. Deeper sections are potentially "unstable 
against vertical oscillations inte high-velocity. (catastrophic) range. 

ratios of 0. 12 to 0.17 are the most unstable at low wind velocities. As 
tion ratio of d/b = = 0 is a second optimum. 

10. zero or Thinimum torsional instability, section ratios 

are from d/b = = 0 to = =0. 06. deeper sections are ‘ “unstable” ‘sections; 

‘ that is, they are potentially unstable i in the high-velocity (catastrophic) range. 

~ Section ratios of from 0.10 to 0.15 are the most unstable. (in torsion) in the high- 

range. The « critical | velocity” initiating the high-velocity ‘Tange in- 

creases toward infinity as the section ratio is reduced. vl 
i oF ‘ll. For any given section ratio (more easily for “stable” sections), vertical 

and torsional 1 stability up to any specified wind velocity ez can be assured by — 

providing required values of ‘rigidity, or positive damping, or both. These 

required values are easily precalculated. 

12. Potential _vertical instability may be minimised or climinated by 

a (avoiding section ratios of from 0.12 to 0. 17); (b) the. optimum section ratios < : 

from 0. 22 to 0.24 (or, as a ‘second choice, ratios close to ‘gero); - (c) — 

Barn. static lift graphs of very flat or zero ) slope ; @d) sections yielding lift — 

graphs of small slope and large ordinates throughout a specified r; range of angles — 

| of attack; (e) open sidewalks; (f) outside brackets; and (g) streamlining (but 

only when the resulting equivalent section ratio is consistent with the foregoing © 

Potential torsional | instability may be ‘minimized or eliminated by 

Using: (a) Section ratios s equal to or less than 0. 10; ) section ratios as close to - 

: TO as possible ; (c) sections yielding static pantie’ graphs of © very flat or zero 

= (d) sections yielding static torque graphs of small slope and large. ordi- 7 

nge 
- angles of attack; (e) open sidewalks; (f) outside brackets; (g) streamlining, = ~ 

when the resulting equivalent section ratio or the resulting torque graph is is 
| 

consistent with the foregoing recommendations; and (h) multiple girder sections 
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‘Discussions 

_ lose more in atmospheric damping than is is gained i in reduced aerodynamic i in- 

-Friction damping varies inversely. with amplitude. It i is helpful in 

_ 16. _ Aerodynamic instability is is not. explained « as the result, of narrow width. 7 

For equal section ratios and equal Ww weight per sq square foot, a wider bridge has 

higher | rates of amplification and higher amplitudes, both v vertical and angular, | : simpl 

and 1 requires a higher coefficient of rigidity K ora higher structural damping, - 

eS For bridges of equal or equivalent section ratios, potential aerodynamic a: 

“instability i is inversely ° ‘proportional to VK/B, in which B is the width factor y ‘a 

_ » Ss At any given wind velocity in a range that is unstable for one or more indie: 

- ‘modes of oscillation, the mode (vertical or torsional) yielding the highest rate 

of amplification (net ne negative damping) at that wind velocity v will tend to pre- A 

vail. The potential succession of modes with changing wind velocity may thus" Pi 
this s 

be precalculated if desired, but i is unimportant. — For purposes of design, the aritie 

highest precalculated value of negative damping t up to a specified wind 

locity (see charts) should be matched against the potential mode of lowest K 

aaa. 19. For assured aerodynamic stability (zero amplification) of a “stable” 
- section at all wind velocities, a structural damping 5, should be provided equal 

- to the maximum negative: damping precalculated or charted for the section in : | 

20. For assured aerodynamic stability (zero amplification) of an “unstable” 7 

7 cctlian up to any specified wind velocity, a @ minimum required value of f the 

: = 5,V K/B should be provided as as precaleulated o or charted for the sec- 

te 21. Increase i in dead load, without reducing the depth and section of the 

‘ pre -onely or trusses, will produce a ‘small or negligible improvement in aero- 
= dynamic stability, which may be outweighed by the resulting reduction in 

- atmospheric damping. if advantage is taken of the increased dead load to. 
‘= reduce the girder section (by the deflection theory), the coefficient of rigidity K- 

oy will remain unchanged and the: aerodynamic stability v will be materially reduced. . 

= use of a lighter floor construction, with the necessary corresponding increase — 

in the girder section, will actually improve aerodynamic stability by a sub- 

stantial and easily calculable an amount ti 

; al 22. To aid in checking the aerodynamic stability ofa proposed bridge design 
quickly, three. alternate cyiteria of progressively i increasing scientific accuracy 
are developed : (a) The stiffness ratio K/B shall exceed 300; (b) the aerodynamic ~ 

; stability constant R VK/B K/B shall exceed 5; - and (ce) the aerodynamic stability 

‘tonstant R VK/B 3 shall exceed the required value for the section, as tabulated 

or as plotted i in a graph for different section ratios. . Bridge designs with ex-_ 

; ceptionally favorable or unfavorable > sections or r relative magnitudes of struc- 

tural and atmospheric damping r eq quire or warrant individual analyses of 
potential ins 
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by 23. The required | ‘stiffening of a suspension bridge to assure 

The system | shall to ‘yield I not less than 
b 14/(120 vf); otherwi ise, the design shall receive special investigation for 

24. The criteria in — 22 and 23 are finally reduced to ‘an even a 

- The depth of stiffening girders ¢ or trusses shall be not less than 1/120 
(1/1,000)?; otherwise, the design sha shall receive special investigation for 

aerodynamic. stability. 

25. Specific gaps and inadequacies in in available experimental data have been 
| indicated as guides for test programs to confirm, amplify, or modify the present 

indicated conclusions and to bring the practical solution of the proble 

finality, 
Ack —In undertaking and completing the task represented by 

perenne: as he has been heartened by the rare instances of encouragement. and 

cooperation. — To all who ho have. contributed, either knowingly or unknowingly, | 

including the many anonymous reviewers whe recorded their comments, the 

writer takes this opportunity of acknowledging his indebtedness. = 8 __ 
a _ The writer owes a special debt of gratitude to Carl H. Gronquist, M. Am. 

Cc. ho, during many arduous months of generous collaboration, con-— 

tributed Suggestions, checked derivations of and numerical 
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UNDER DIRECT. BENDING 

Discussion 

__Lron Assoc. M. Soc. .C. E. equilibrium of a wedge is 

usually considered 1 only in in the case of forces applied at the apex. _ The general 

tae ab To is ‘more general loading condi- 

Te an problem has been ana- 

lyzed by Michell?® for 

the case of a plane element 

limited to two radii — to two 

The problem is too gen- 
eal in scope pe to be examined 

herein. It involves an anal- 
ysis of the influence of the 

— loading ‘distribution on the 

stress distribution. This influ- 
ence is disregarded in the con- 
ventional analysis of straight 

beams. ‘For ‘such an anal- 
ysis, the stress | distribution is } assumed to be a function only of the resultant 

centroid of the section at. which 

* "iene —This | paper by Robert B. B. Moorman was published in June, 1944, Proceedings. Discussion 
on this paper has appeared in Proceedings, as follows: October, 1944, by Phil M. Ferguson, and Stanley u 
Benscoter; rene 1945, by George Winter; and March, 1945, by ‘Walter H. Wheeler. , 

Received by the Secretary March 1, 
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April, 1945 ON WEDGE-SHAPED MEMBERS 

the stresses are computed. For the same reasons as those given for straight 

beams, these effects will herein, , and the’ problem will be limited to. 

the case of a couple applied to the apex. form of the corresponding stress 
- function has been established by Mr. Michell?® and reported by S. Timoshenko. 22 

For the case of a pure couple, the necessary terms of the stress function are: 

‘BESKIN- 

The corresponding stress components are: eer 

is prev that the shear is ; equal to zero along the two faces (@=+ - a), the 

constant a ’, is defined as a function of d’, and the expression for the shear 

The moment the ‘about is equal t to the applied couple M, per 

Me 
Thus, 2 M/K; K sin 2a — 2acos2a; and Eqs. 50 become: 

> 7: af 

53b) 

he _M (eos 2 os 2 a) ae 

In polar coordinates the strains and deformations are: 

 2“"Theory of Elasticity,” by Ss. Timoshenko, Ist Ed., McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York 

Ibid., Eqs. 45, 46, 47, and 48, pp. 62-63. 
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 BESKIN ON WEDGE-SHAPED MEMBERS Discussions 

“Su stitution of Eqs. 53 in Eqs. 54 leads to the follow ‘ing expressions for the 

u= 

oy 

20 — cos 2¢ 
The component of the displacement parallel to the center line i is 7 

“Ue =u cos sin K e082 6 6+2+(1 —v) cos 2 a]. 

in which the radius r has been replaced by the coordinate x x along the center 

oi Since there i ‘is a acting, deformation that adds its effect to that. of ‘the 
deformation due to normal stresses, it is useful to examine each deformation 

This can be done by = — 1, which defines a fictitious 

The \e corresponding deformation i is 

Eck 20 (1 + cos 2 a). 
4 

Numerical values of uo, u’o, and Uo — u’, are given i in Table 2 for a wedge with af 

an angle a = 30°. Three points 
¢ TABLE 2.— —CoMPARISON oF Linear De- | dividing the half depth in equal 

FORMATION Wirth DEFORM: MATION | CAUSED | 

NorMAL STRESS AND SHEAR 
elements are selected, thus per- 

‘mitting a direct comparison with 

a linear deformation. These Te- 
-Shear— | Total— | Linear sults show definitely the limita- 

(uo — u's) 4 | tions of the method suggested by 

For many practical purposes, 
’ however, it is probable that the 

. _____ errors introduced by the hypoth- 

esis of plane sections are not 

excessive, and are well w within th the range of the e other countless approximations 
of conventional stress analysis. q In the case of the illustrative « example pre- 

4 sented by the author, the linear distribution would lead to fiber stresses at the 
edge that would be greater than the actual fiber aan the difference being 

approximately 10%. 
di _ The writer feels that errors of 10% are acceptable ond would not impair the 

safety of a structure, even if they were e not on the - conservative side. In addi- 

tion, it must be noted that no better method is hich makes the 
othesis of linear distribution im nperative. he 
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ECONOMICAL CANAL CROSS SECTIONS 

L L. ad ‘Assoc. C. _E. 1%—Much interesting 
 — information on the. application of the analytical approach for determining the 

“ best canal cross section has been presented in the discussions. _ The writer — 
“dl was pleased that the competent designing engineers who submitted discussions 

18 — §=6Mr. Hinds’ " suggestion that the stress i in the material be used as a relative | 

v index of stability is an important improvement over the steepness index. : 

yy) Messrs. Posey and Hinds both question the use of a friction force proportional — 

e to the normal force instead of a constant. Resistance to slumping will depend } 
th on the mix, the reinforcing steel, the earth s surface, and the time and vibration | 

ts | unde” the cover forms. 7 ‘The friction dev ‘eloped at the surface of contact w would 

al probably be close to Coulomb friction, but the other factors appear to be 

independent of the normal force. studies of this typ pe can be e applied 

th -quantitativ ely to a particular canal, full- “scale tests should be performed on 

e- § strips of canal lining to determine ‘ the formula more accurately and to to ascertain — 

the expected paving machine speed for a given steepness index. 

by Mr. Endersby has discussed an interesting application of of the study to 

7 “flexible” linings. The cross section below the w water line. his 
es, discussion conforms ¢ closely the cross sections in the: paper which proved 

he “economical. Certain. safety features, such as resistance to hydrostatic uplift. 

h- and mild earth pressures, are inherent in | the curved section. or u! 

ot Gea ‘Mr. McConaughy’ s analysis shows that the ‘cost i is not greatly different for 

of the. sections listed. However, all these sections have been carefully 
re- "selected. 7 As an example, the lining of a trapezoidal se section with side e slopes: of -_ 

he lon and | a steepness index of 1.50 would cost much more than the sections in a - 

ng paper. general, a “‘most economical”’ solution involves the selection 

a 5 “of a design that is near the minimum cost. In this manner, other factors too 

di- Nore.—This paper by Victor L. Streeter, . Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E., was published in May, 1944, 
roceedings. Discussion on this paper has appeared in Proceedings, as 3 nthe September, 1944, by V A. 

Endersby; October, 1944, by Julian Hinds; and November, 1944, by D. C. McConaughy, and C. J. Posey. 

-_ Supervisor of Fluid Mechanics, Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Ill. a 

Received by the Secretary February 23, 1945. 
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—¢ complicated for Gaile may *: computed by the designing engineer without 

aterially raising the cost t due t to economic factors. 
‘This analytical study ¢: can certainly be no more accurate than the Manning 

formula upon which it is based, as stated by | Professor Posey. _ Additional data 
‘Tageading the extension of the Manning formula to unusual sections: will i im- 

_ prove any analytical studies on open-channel economy. hay 

_ _The writer feels that analytical methods should be applied to engineering 

structures in such a way that all factors may be expressed in mathematical 

form. Thus, such factors would no longer depend upon engineering judgment, 
a ms and the designing en engineer eer would be able to concentrate on less explicit factors. 
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DISCUSSIONS 

4 ae STABILITY AND STIFFNESS” OF CELLULAR 

By SAVILE PACKSHAW, AND MARTIN W. LAUTZ 

Saving Packsnaw,” M. Am. Soc. C. _E. 10e__The design of cellular coffer- 

dams i is treated as a problem in s soil mechanics it in this paper, and the author has 
= an analysis of the forces and stresses acting ¢ on the dam. As 2 a result, 

‘certainties remain 1 the has indicated the within which 

os Among the sn neglected aspects is the investigation of stability 
with respect to shear along a plane through the center of the dam. — The author 

shows that the horizontal earth pressure within the fill near the > center of the 

dam must be considerably greater than the active Rankine pressure. Other- 

Wise there would be e no explanation for the stability of cellular dé dams that t have 

been built from time to time, and for the fact that the corresponding factor of 

— then decreases with increasing values of ¢—the opposite of what one— 
— visualise. Bie the other hand, the pressure in 1 the vicinity of the i inner 

“the active Rankine pressure, as confirmed by the author’ 
that, with sand or gravel filling, an empirical pressure coefficient of 0.4 should 

ba The variation in the state of stress within the filling is even more marked _ 
in double- -wall cofferdams than in cellular cofferdams, as the sheet piling ine 

the sormer § is ‘subjected ‘mainly to bending stresses and to horizontal — 

tions. Although there i isa good deal of difference between the two types, a a 
brief description of the methods commonly employed i in the design of double- 

wall dams 1 may be useful for purposes of comparison. The basic principles can 

be summarized. by stating that the inner and outer walls of the dam are treated 
= 

_ Nore.—This paper by Karl Terzaghi was published in September, 1944, Proceedings. Discussion on 
this paper has appeared in Proceedings, as follows: December, 1944, by G. G. Greulich, and Raymond P. 
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of 
itself ‘mainly into evaluating: the the pr ances pres 

Ww hich the two walls must withstand or from w hich they derive their stability. line 
a In this. : type of dam the two longitudinal walls of sheet piling are driven|) The 
« ~ along straight lines and not in a series of circular | ares, and are connected|) free 

together by one or sometimes two sets of tie rods near the top. The inner wall}) A’ is 

7 thus acts as a vertical beam spanning between the tie rods at the top and the} the 
reaction from the ground at the bottom. It behaves like an ordinary sheet-|) 

pile bulkhead and must withstand the bending stresses caused by the pressure} 

of the filling . Therefore, a high section modulus is desirable. On the other 

hand, interlock strength against axial tension is of no importance. _ The same of 
criterion | applies to t the outer w all, although t the forces and pressures acting 0 onf? is as 

are more complex. The frequent cross-w which form : an essential part) and 

of a cellular cofferdam are not necessary in a double-wall dam, although occa- 

facilitate placing the filling and for convenience in construction. The cross- 

4 walls do not add much to the stability, as the deep-arch or Z-sections w hich 

are n for this type have little” “strength against tension or con- 

Peri cos 

neat alls at intervals of from 150 to. 200 ft might be provided to 

outer watt of Inne 

7 
\ \ 

OF FORCES 
FOR INNER 

45°-+S Approximately’ ‘ 

RUPTURE PLANES FOR (c) POLYGON FOR (d) COMBINED RESISTANCE 
AND RESISTANCE WEDGE A’bER © POLYGON FOR OUTER WALL 

IG. . 20.- —Earta Pr PRESSURE A AND RESISTANCE nN Dovsie-Wa ALL  CorrERDAMs 

_ pression int the plane. of the sheeting. _ The author shows that in a cellular desi 

the er cross-walls add something like 50% to the stability « of the dam. _ How ever 

this i is obtained at the expense of approximately the same amount of additions 

= ee e design of the inner wall, Fig. 20, is quite straightforward when the 

a and shape of the saturation line have been estimated in accordance , with 

the author’s suggestions (see “Part I. 
ve” 
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of Cellular Cofferdams and of Their Sheet-Pile Enclosures”). The earth 

ces |} pressure is derived from the formation of the unstable w wedge A’RB, the failure 

ity.|) line A’R being assumed to be straight even if w all friction is taken into account. 
ven The | point A’ would be at A for a dam fixed in a rock trench and at C for a w: ‘all 

ted |) freely supported by the soil; if the sheeting acts as a beam fixed in the ground 

wall § A is likely to be at about the point where the deflection line crosses the axis of 

the} the w wall, so that AA’ approximately 0. 75 AC. After -allowi ing for the 

et- | reduction i in soil density due to the subsoil water within the dam, the pressure 
sure on the inner wall can be obtained from a triangle of forces consisting of the 

ther f weight V W of the w wedge, the earth pressure P,, and the reaction Q along the plane 

of rupture. The earth pressure is equal to the active Rankine | pressure when 6 

is assumed to be zero. The error caused by neglecting wall friction is small 

and adds to the factor of safety. As a rule the width of the dam is sufficient 

to permit the formation of the complete pressure wedge. The approximate 

tig, 
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(Net Active Pressure Line 

Fro. 21. —Parssvre anp Resistance DIAGRAMS: emia — 

distribution of pressure and the resistance for a dam on cohesionless lh are 

shown in Fig. 7. although the sharp changes in | pressure or resistance, _ of 

course, are hy pothetical. _ The diagram as drawn does not indicate the probable 

redistribution of pressure on a flexible wall, leading to a reduction of bending © 

moment in n the sheeting. = The design of the sheet piling and the determination 

of the tie-rod load T follow the usual practice and call for no comment. Teer 

NALL a The outer wall must withstand an inward pressure | due to the difference i in- 
a water levels outside and inside the dam and is also 30 subjected to the tie-rod 7 7 

F load T imposed on ‘it by thei inner w all. _ To balance these forces earth 1 resistance © ee j 

dam is developed by the soil mass A’ DER, Fig. 20. magnitude and distribution 

ever.f) Of this resistance are obtained from the assumption that the unstable soil wedge — a 
ionafe A’RB does not affect the resistance, except for the effect of the force Q,' which 

is similar to that of a ‘super-load : applied to the plane of rupture A’R. ‘This 

also, that there i is a between the ‘soil i in the 

a. 
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pility F} “ere would have to be an intermediate zone of soil at rest. ————————— 



Discussions 

It has been : shown | (36) that for any point such as point a or point b on | a divide the area A’DER into a series of w edges radiating f from point A’. Then 

‘te outer wall the le least resistance will be developed by failure along a plane - begi 

coinciding nearly enough w ith aA’ or bA’. It is permissible, , therefore, to secti 

The 

cof 

‘the equilibrium of the first wedge, aA’ RE, is governed by its weight Wi, the 

- foree Q from n the pressure wedge, the reaction on Qi along aA’ acting at an angle o 

from the normal to aA’, and the reaction or or earth resistance soc R1 one a. 

each. For ‘ay four wedges: have been n. 

The potential resistance line, which shows the resistance that the soil can 

_ develop at various depths, is indicated in ‘Fig. 21. es It can be drawn by taking 

the resistance that can be derived from, say, an element ab of the wall and 

it the of the element, Aho. This gives ‘the average resistance base 

of the failure line with the “outer when dam rather 

“narrow. — Itis usually found that, with the normal width of dam equal to about 

- /3 H or 3/4 H, there is little resistance developed in the top quarter of the w all. _ 
jan that it increases rapidly and as a rule only a portion needs to be called The 

into action. The least pressure on the sheeting, how ever, is the active earth ‘Tesi 

pressure of the filling, with due allowance for the reduction i in weight due to is of 

_ the buoyancy of the soil below the internal water level. This may be partly sion 

balanced, or even more than balanced, » by the inward Ww ater pressure caused by 

the difference in water levels inside and outside the dam; but, if the net diagram the 
obtained in this manner is taken as the basis | for the design | of the wall, it will F tial 

be found that the reaction at the upper support—that i is, the tie-rod lenih—dheue the 

not exactly correspond to the pull T from the inner wall. _ Most probably the i 

reaction at the outer wall will be smaller than 7, so that the effect of the and 
excess tie-rod load will be to draw the wall in toward the filling and thu: § tal 
mobilize some of the potential resistance until the n necessary increase in pressure - 

behind the wall has been obtained. — > For design purposes the extra pressure ares bee: 

would correspond roughly to that shown by the  close- -hatched area in Fig. 21. mos 

It would tend to concentrate as much as possible i in the vicinity of the tie Tods ir 

nd one or two trials n may have to be made before satisfactory agreement with exa 

the tie-rod load T is obtained. The fundamental conditions of equilibrium— eas’ 
that the algebraic sums of forces and of moments must be equal to zero—are 

taken into account by the usual methods of bulkhead design. 
a The development of ¢ cellular cofferdams i in the United States can be e ascribed 

"partly to the production of. straight-w eb sections of steel sheet ‘piling with 

; high interlock strength. On the other hand, these sections have a relativ ely 

p a ) Numerals i in parentheses, thus: (36), refer to: corresponding items in the Bibliography (see. Appen xl 
of the paper), and at the end of discussion in this i issue, od af 9 j 
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as ‘ 7 provided the sheet piling is held by the soil and therefore is able to resist uplift. F wall 

_A polygon of forces can be drawn to determine P. 71, therefore, and the con- 
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AUTZ ON CELLULAR COFFERDAMS) 

low moment of r resistance to bending. In Europe the emphasis since the 

beginning of the century has been mainly on the production of. deep-arch ; 

‘sections with -strength-to- weight ratio and a high section modulus. 

These encouraged the development of double- -W all dams but precluded the " 

construction of cellular dams ow ing to their very low interlock strength. 
A comparison of the technical and | economic merits of cellular and double-wall — 

cofferdams seems to be outside the e scope of this s discussion. It might be sug- a 
gested, however, that, since Z-sections and other types with a high strength 

modulus have now been available in the United States for some time, double- 

Ww wall dams may find occasional application in the future. 

Martin W. Lavtz," Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E 1910, the subject 

of this” paper began to interest engineers. Since that time many ceellular 

-eofferdams and bulkhead walls have been constructed. . The proportions s of a 
few of them were based on experience only; but most of the cofferdams: were 

subjected to design analysis. Resistance against overturning, ‘sliding « on 

base, and tension in the interlocks were > determined, and ‘in later years the 
- shearing g resistance of the confined earth was recognized : as a most important 

“factor. The added stz ability afforded the cross-walls, including. the re- 
- sistance of the sheet- pile interlocks against sliding, was also stressed ; in in fact, 

consideration | was given to increasing this resistance by w elding. 

paper has outlined an approach to the subject of cellular 

The author’s ‘exposition. of methods for or determining the vertical shear, shearing _ ee 

rome in the earth ‘fill, and wea basa resistance of the piling interlocks 

“2 In caged to the dhenting resistance of th the fill on a central vertical plane, 

tially beyond the active Rankine pressure | by the horizontal load imposed on 
"the outside of the structure. : How much external load is exerted on this plane 7 

is problematical—perhaps as much as 50%. _ This theory m merits discussion 

and may account for the high ‘resistance against shear present in actual i in- 

stallations mentioned by the author, 

following three examples of cellular ar sheet-pile structures are presented 

because they have features that are somewhat different from those found i in 

_ Example Cellul an 
example of a permanent odie type sheet-pile wilt constructed in 1941 at an : 

eastern shipyard. the selection of this type of 

_ The location of the left- left-hand face of the dock was determined by plant | 

layout considerations. Buildings on the right- -hand side were on adjacent 

property ‘and could not be disturbed by the dock-wall construction. ae 

only ¢ a strip of ground not more than 48 ft wide could be used for the Proposed 

"Sales Engr., Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, 
‘ee Received by the Secretary January 27, 1945, 

“the writer believes that the normal pressure on the plane is increased substan-_ + 7 
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‘construction. . A platform type of nes vharf with a sheet-pile wall along 
the inner edge was eliminated by the fact that brace piles could not be driven 

where desired due to interference from the adjacent buildings which were about 
30 ft high. | A straight- w all b bulkhead, consisting of a row of sheet piles at the 

left-hand face tied back to an n anchorage, was also rejected because it would 

have been necessary to place the anchorage at least 60 ft back of the sheet 

piling—well into the adjacent property under the adjoining buildings, 

.. cellular type sheet-pile structure did not have any of the foregoing dis- 

advantages, and its cost compared favorably with the two other designs con- 

sidered. A disturbing factor, how wever, was the unstable character of the earth 

«lown to about 24 ft below w vater level as is indicated on the test boring record 

‘shown in Fig. 22(c), 1 Ww hich - was typical of others made within the area to be 

occupied by the proposed structure. 7 Dredging this poor material and replac- 

ing it by sand f fill w ould have cost a prohibitive amount because of the necessity 

of maintaining the adjacent buildings. The dock wall was built as shown in 

Fig. 22(), leaving the > original pos in place and driving the sheet piling 

well into the firm underlying strata. The average width of the cells as built 

hes was about 39 ft as compared with a height above dredged werepeae of about 35 ft 

= 

er were on a concrete platform on ‘steel. 

H- -piles d driven to practical refusal at about El El. +50. ‘There w Was no ¢ connection. 

_betwe een this structure and the sheet The sheet- cross-w vals, which 

r allow the reinforced concrete bonne to extend through without contact w vith 

the s sheet piling. Its was considered undesirable for any vertical loads to be 

carried by the sheet piling, 
An 1 indication of stability of ‘the soil below ‘EL 

15,000 ft-lb) were required to obtain penetration of ‘the sheet to the 

‘elevations shown in section A-A, Fig. 22(b). (The numbers i in 1 the 1 right- hand 

column of Fig. 22(c) indicate the number of blows required to drive a sample 

: ‘Pipe 1 a 140-1 Ib weight w ith a drop of 303 in. in.) 5 

Fig. Sueer-Pire Dock WALL at AN EASTERN SHIPYARD 

“that time a slight outw ard movement of the on the wai rater side was noted. 

This resulted from the unbalanced earth load, Ww hich caused -take- -up in the 

piling interlocks. After: 3.5 years of of service, ‘there were no visual signs of 

further movement. The crane rails « on the pit wall have maintained aline- 

To summarize—this structure owes its stability to: (a) Al large ratio between 

w idth and height; (b) the penetration of sheet piling into firm material; ‘and () : _ 

an an unyielding base. These conditions have increased the safety factor suffi- 

7 ciently to overcome the weakness inherent in the unstable soil | confined within 7 

Example 2. Cellular Cofferdam, Hastings, Minn- —The cellular type coffer- 

dam m shown i in Fig. . 23 was used in the construction . a lock and dam in the 
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Mississippi River in 1929. formed part of the enclosure around | 

an area of 775 ft by 220 ft and consisted of eighty-six circular cells, each having 
a diameter of 12 ft 4 in. f connected in the usual manner ar by: short piling walls, 

‘The cells were filled with sand dredged out in making the excavation for the 

proposed structure. _ The section of the cofferdam in Fig. 23 is interesting be- 

cause it shows the average | width to be less than half the height and yet this 

i. oe of the stability of this wall could be that it acted in par 

sheet piling v was driven. ‘This. favorable factor ‘hes not received sufficient 
attention in design analyses, aw may be worthy of further consideration in 

—$ 

775'X220' 
& 

rt Mean Water Level 

grits 

ve Hard Blue Clay 

"x 5 ht Web Sheet Piling 

ny “Fis. 23.—Maxiuum M SEcTION or Crrcutar CELL Correrpam; U. GoveRNMENT Lock 
anp D ,M 

eases W here the sl sheet piling penetrates the base 

Example 3. Cellular Cofferdam for Intake ‘System, Detroit, Mich —The 
= tbat tian shown in Fig. 24 was built in 1929 to enable the construction of two 
Shafts and an intake structure in the Detroit River near Detroit. The ground 
material was plastic clay of the same general character as that found in the 

Detroit area—decidedly not an ideal kind of ground material on which to build 

f ‘The lower part of. the soil enclosed within the cell walls was clay in its 
‘a original position, with clay fill above (see Fig. 24(d)). ‘The i inner sheet piling 

: was longer than the outer walls and diaphragms to provide 1 resistance against 
he settlement at the toe, penetration below the general excavation level being 

almost ¢ equal to the height of the cofferdam. The average width, if taken a & 

90% of 30.58 ft, would be about 27.5 ft, or 89% of 31 ft—the height of the dam.) 3 
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“LAUTZ ON CELLULAR COFFERDAMS 

“might occur and that a additional stability should be provided. 

tieback system shown 1 in Fig. 24(a) | w as installed to afford a a “greater factor « of 

“unnecessary. pling used was a -in. section, f 

now obsolete, having a minimum ultimate interlock strength of 9,500 lb per in. 

No excessive movement of the cells occurred after inside excavation salt 

unwatering were completed. _ This result probably w would not have been ob. | 

und Ankerwinden,” by 
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N S. McNown, F. W. EDWARDS, AND W. M. LANSFORD’ | 

| 

JOHN 8S. McN own,'® Jun. AM. | Soc. Cc. E.5*—There are two g general methods 

of approach. toa design problem « of the type outlined in this paper—the use of 

model studies and the application of a fundamental analysis | or ‘comprehensive 

research study. — Only the “first method can be applied i n the absence of a 

general treatment, but this method possesses the disadvantages both of of being 

more expensive and of furnishing results that may be of little use in ‘related 

studies. In other words, the lock manifold study presented by the authors i is 

an excellent example of specific model testing, but will not greatly reduce the 

Ww work n necessary for the design of a dissimilar lock port except in so far as it 

“completely defines 1 the experimental procedure to be follow wed. It i is eee 

nate, therefore, that the experimental w work could ‘not have poe extended t 

include an investigation of the theory presented. _ The. continued absence of a ve ce 
basic study i is engin because such a basic study : would have many applica- 

attempt has been made herein describe the general of the 

problem and to present a specific analysis of the flow conditions at a point of 

discharge or intake. Consideration has been given to the dimensional 

- aspects of the problem. and to the réle of the e energy and 1 momentum equations. . 
| The analysis represents in part an extension of that given by the authors under 

the heading, | ‘Theoretical Considerations,’ and in part an alternate approach 
to a general solution. | - Parallel dev elopments have been carried out based on 

the momentum and energy principles. 7 These are compared and combined in 

an attempt to obtain as much information from the analysis as possible. ae 

a: _ Experiments have indicated that the effective area in a lateral may be con- 

‘siderably less than the total area of the lateral for large conduit velocities, and ; 

also that the lateral velocity i is dependent ‘upon the piezometric head within the - 

conduit rather than ‘upon the total head. _ Thus, the variation of the he lg) a 

-_ Nors.—This paper by Edward Soucek and E. W. Zelnick was published in October, 1944, Proceedings. 
Discussion on this paper -_ a 5 in Proceedings, as follows: March, 1945, by J. Pietrkowski. tx a. i 
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= M@NOWN ON LOCK MANIFOLD EXPERIMENTS Discussions 

from successive openings depends upon (a) the ‘magnitudes of the velocities, «ire 

and (b) the magnitude of the friction head betwe een openings as compared to * 

increase in piezometric h head at the openings. _ As a result, the character- sve 

istics of multiple lateral flow from a conduit ¥ vary markedly as the relative size Te 
sp spacing of the lateral openings are changed. 

an For a conduit with closely spaced, relatively small openings, the velocity A 

7 ‘a friction heads in the conduit are negligible, and the pressure along the Pipe al 
por the discharge through the various openings are practically constant. For Bos 
somewhat larger openings the velocity head becomes significant, but for we w 

spacing the pressure recovery at the openings more ‘than | compensates for fric- 
tion loss in the conduit. Consequently, the pressure and lateral discharge eC 

; increase in the direction of flow, as in the lock manifold. — _ The friction head and 

pressure re recovery may compensate for some intermediate condition of outlet, 

_ spacing and relative diameters, and the pressure and discharge | may again be 
relatively constant:for a few adjacent openings. As the Spacing is further 
r= increased, pipe friction becomes predominant, and the | pressure and lateral 

discharge then decrease in the direction of flow. 
- _ Throughout the entire range, | the flow conditions in the vicinity « of the 

2 opening and those between the « openings make up two independent parts of the 

problem. — The pipe friction on the one hand and the pressure recovery and 
~~ : efflux on the other are 2 essentially unrelated unless by 2 an effect of close s spacing 

the openings. Thus, it should be possible to obtain a systematic  Tepresenta- 

tion of the flow at the openings over the entire range of discharge without 

an “regard to friction losses i in the conduit. As the authors have ‘shown, tests on a 

single opening can. then be applied toa ‘multiple system, once the component 

4 parts of the problem have been separated. 

=| 

- re A single tube in the side of a circular pipe is 5 perhaps t the simplest case of . 
a conduit with lateral discharge, and an analysis of this case should indicate the E 

basic relationships involved in the general problem. — ‘These relationships might ' 0 

~ then be e adjusted to describe additional effects ‘such 2 as changes i in geometrical s 

and close spacing of the openings. ° 
— Although the orifice or port in the side ofa 

> D 3k fined, the uncertainty regarding the condi- 

2g ( in the direction of the jet complicates 

off cod a 
Ap! pho conduit discussed by the authors is some- 

what simpler because the jet is uncon- 

Ber sites lis 
=p, application. of the momentum equation 

the extent of an additional variable. 
Fra. ll For A SINGLE ng 
aed The variables involved in the sim- 
On 

ple case, indicated in Fig. ar e the 
pressures and velocities at the three points in question, the diameters of 

the pipe and opening, ‘and the density of the liquid. Before investigating the 

: _ proper grouping of these terms, it should be noted that t the three pressures can 
‘Teplaced by two pr pressure differences—say, and 7 pi — ps—since the 

absolute ‘magnitude of the pressures has no effect on the flow. . Thus, 

number of variables is reduced by one. The nomenclature may - also be sim- 

‘plified semetaieed ss representing these two pressure d differences as Ap and Ap’, 
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respectively. the two diameters and fluid density have been established, 
z of the flow variables can be determined arbitrarily; that is, if the two 

velocities, and V2, are established by manipulation of the controls, the 

remaining variables, 3, Ap, and Ap’, are also determined. Thus, five of the 

meal eight variables are independent, whereas the remaining three are dependent. 

ity , Although practical considerations limit the dependent variables to the pressure. 

ipe and velocity terms, any three of these may be ‘selected. Functionally, three 

or = equations are indicated, each expressing one of the dependent — 

variables in terms of the five independent variables. _ Arbitrarily selecting 

ric- 7 Vi and V2 as independent v variables, ‘the dimensionless form of one such set of 

her 
ral and 

Eq. 4a daasstes the flow within the pipe, Eq. 4b iilaai to the equation of con- 

4 tinuity, and Eq. 4c expresses the pressure drop experienced by the water as it 
- passes into the lateral tube. This particular set of functional relationships was 
selected because Eq. 4a has the form of Eq. 2. _ ‘The independent dimensionless _ 

tatio in Eq. 4i is related to the ratio rein Eq. the simple 

hike 

Relationships of the type indicated can be obtained by the application . 
ote either the momentum or the jenetgy cage between sections 1 and 2 2. Boy: a = 

1 

in 1 which F F is the vedidual force exerted. on the water in this region. 6b 

le. ‘differs from Eq. 2 only in that F has been used rather than ka. A tomperioon “ _ 
of f the two yields the relationship, a 

can — which is in agreement with | the authors’ description 0 of f the ratio | he. _ should — 

the aq be noted that the effect of the velocity distribution on the names at the 
2 downstream section may be appreciable, and the neglect of herd fact implies 

3 

4 

— 
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and 

ing ing — 
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ent 
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Ap, We unbalance pressures. Also of interest 1s the fact that Hq. 4a indicates 



MCNOWN ON MANIFOLD EXPERIMENTS 

thus bearing out the authors’ assumption that ka was either 

can constant or a function of P. for the particular geometrical form studied. bi Set 
between sections 1 and 2 may take the form, 

- case of zero 
head loss, ka has the value 
of 0.5 Pa. At the other 

extreme, ka = 0, and the 
10 corresponding maximum 

value of the head loss is 
te ( V 2)? 

significantly — 
to 

abrupt enlargement. 

WwW ith these two limits as 

guides, it: appears logical 

ka/Pa = constant 

0.5) for the (= 

 constant)- -curves in Fig. 1 

This set of curves, defined 4 

byt the formula, 

(Pay! a (10) “a 

0.2 makes up part of the fam- 

Y | ‘ily of curves in Fig. 12, 

| in the remainder of which | is 

Discharge Loss \ | obtained from the analy sis 

As thet upper limit for 

0.5 Pa and, as ‘Pa varies 

Fie. 12. —THEORETICAL CuRVES FOR DiIscHARGE AND INTAKE 
MANIFOLDS: ¢ = = CoNsTANT ceed 0. 5 an increase in 
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MANIFOLD EXPERIMENTS» 

energy in of flow w vould be indicated—obviously an impossible 

situation. ‘The authors’ “mention « of the case = 1.0, therefore, has 

pr actical significance. | 7 It follows that an unbalanced force exists for all eases 

of lateral discharge. The authors’ subsequent statement regarding the in- 
of Bernoulli’ equation needs clarification. For a discharge port 

‘it is possible to > write an « energy equation along a a streamline or tube which may a 

either continue along the conduit or pass out through the port, and each of 7 

the resulting equations has the essential characteristics of Bernoulli’ s theorem. _ 

For the intake port, the 1e energy relationship 1 may w r well be more complicated. 

; ‘The authors’ remarks concerning the Bernoulli theorem and a “modified energy 

equation” might be construed to refute the existence of Eq. 6, which to the 
writer is an unmodified energy ‘equation, or Bernoulli’ 8 equation. with a head- 

loss s term. It is is hoped that the dieing Ginenalien will amplify » the brief state- 

The vs alue of the energy approach lies in the n and in nterpreta- 

tion of the limiting curves for P plotted against ——;> as in Figs. 1 and 12. a 

The Enger-Levy data coincide almost exactly with => 6 for diva, dag 0, or for 

ha: = = Pa/2, and the substitution of Pa for kg in Eq. < 0. 5) i is equivalent 

to assigning a ‘a value to o the friction head term as 

20) 
A comparison of f the c curves with the e experimental | data in Fig. 1 

shows good agreement not only w ith the Enger- Levy curve at the upper limit, 

but w with ‘three | of the | curves from the Oakey series as W -. writer is 

“the: series above th the upper t theoretical limit of = 0. 5. 

‘curves presented by the e authors ar are not defined over a wide aaa range - 

compare w the (= constant) -curves, it is notew orthy that they tend 

fall between the aforementioned limits. — 

more easily for a udal condition i in which the tubes are extended into the ion, 

as shown in Fig. 13 . If the ; tubes were 

and carefully stream- 

lined to prevent eddy formation at the 
mstream side, the friction losses 

_ might well be negligible, and the unbal- 

anced force. Fw vould be the force exerted 

a given tube. In this special case, MANIFOLD FOR Zeno Loss" 
the origin of the force is more easily 

visualized than the case of a flush entrance. the flush entrance, 

unbalanced foree 1 must result from local pr essure effects i in the region | of the 

- tube—that i is, s, nonuniform pressure distribution on either side of the opening, 

probably ‘caused by sed by eddy for formations. 
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ON LOCK MANIFOLD EXPERIMENTS | Discussions 

‘This i is expected to differ that for a tube with a flush 

since, even if the flow within the pipe for the latter case occurs with negligible 

a head heat the efflux could not be expected to do so. The effect of a high velocity 

in the pipe is to decrease the rate of lateral discharge because of larger | losses 

and reduced effective area rather than to flow the 

deriv ation and in the have a marked The values 

of k; and P; are > implicitly different from those of ka and Pa; ; that i is: 

Wit With the these lo the momentum intake flow is 

2” 

 eorresponding to Eq. 3, and the energy is is 

2 

With the proper r substitutions, Eqs. 15 reduce to > the intake counterpart of 
Eg. 10, and, for the ‘special case of | zero head loss, ey = 0.5 Pi, just as” 

ka = = 0.5 P for outflow under the ideal condition. The upper limit for inflow wee aid 

‘is given by ki = 1.0, , which pial a maximum value for the head loss of 
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to ‘represent both discharge and ‘inflow conditions on 

plot, as shown in Fig. 12. The curves for inflow are a part of the same family : 
2) of constant)- ~curves which characterize the discharge manifold 1. The 

Be family i is bounded by the practical limits of ke = 0 and ki = 1.0, these values ; 

representing conditions of maximum loss for the two ‘different cases. 

| curve for zero head loss (c = 0.5) is the same for both types of flow, as indeed 7 

ty | it must be for the ideal |eondition. With a a redefinition of the principal : vari- 

ables, both types of flow could be represented by a single relationship. © How- 

e | ever, the foregoing analysis and the curves of Fig. 12 have been based, it in so far 

possible, « on the terminology presented by the authors. 

The agreement of the curves c= 0. 5 with experimental data fo for discharging _ 

nd flow has already been discussed. _ The curves ¢ = = 0.5 are similar to those pre- 
“sented by the authors for the various inflow manifolds, although the agreement 
between individual curves is only f fair. Iti is to be expected that the system of _ 

_ “curves in Fig. 12 is only « one step toward a complete solution of the general _ 

problem af lateral flow. uncertainties remain, and doubt- 

=, 

“experimental work will required before the problem i is adequately. 
this discussion the effect of nonuniform. velocity distribution 

has been neglected although it has been stated that the unbalanced force term 
“may inelude this effect if appreciable. The distribution immediately « down- 

stream from a tube is certain to be irregular, but this irregularity is probably 7 

‘Telatively unimportant unless the spacing of the outlet tubes i is quite small. 7 

q ‘However, the ‘upstream. velocity ‘distribution may a affect the flow in a q quite | 

different and significant manner. The lateral discharge undot ubtedly comes” 

from a region of the pipe in which the velocity is below average, on oer 

for. relatively small values of the lateral discharge. 7 Hence, the subtraction of 

this quantity of ¥ water possessing | below-average kinetic energy increases. a 

average kinetic energy of the > quantity continuing in the pipe. _ In this way it 

is possible to explain the tendency of several of the cu curves, aside from the 

Oakey A-curve, to exceed slightly the eal limit of zero head loss for small 

Although the foregoing re remarks Se: for the most part applied to the flow 
within the pipe o or r manifold, the lateral discharge is is of pamnery importance in ; 

from the value of V2/V1 by the equation of continuity, 

3 

for inflow. ver, the functional Eq. between ween the — 
difference Ap’ = and the independent variables « can be dented 
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only by The method used by the authors is one of several that 
might be followed. Although Ap’ and V3 do not occur in any one of the three : = 

relationships in in Eqs. 4, the complete | determination of the form of ‘Eq. Ab of C 

permits the use of Eq. in 1 combination ¥ with Eq. 4c so that a a simple discharge wou 

7 equation such as that proposed by the authors could be utilized. It should be -~iperr 

- Frm however, that, for an orifice or port, Eq. Wa i is complicated by a “limi 
contraction whisk’ is likely to be a function of D;/D as w ell as of P. 

The variation of the coefficient with the velocity and diameter ratios and the - 

outlet spacing must be determined by 
snk In conclusion, it is hoped that these remarks will serve to clarify the 

a" _ analytical background of “maultiple lateral flow, and | at the same time will be of 

a - specific assistance i in an experimental investigation of a any phase of the » problem. 

_ ‘The effectiveness of dimensional analysis has been demonstrated through the 

of the number of independent, equations which can be w ritten 

and the e functional | form | of each. The ‘seeming contradiction between the 

momentum: and energy equations | hon been examined in some detail, and an 

explanation presented. ah this analysis, as in investigations of the sudden 

expansion of a pipe ye line, the Borda re-entrant tube, and the hydraulic - jump, 

— the simultaneous application of these two basic equations yields more informa- 

tion than would either equation used alone. _ The question as to which equation 
; is. applicable to a given problem is of no signific ance. In some cases, one is 

more easily applied t than the other, more useful; are 

W. Epwarps,”* M. Am. Soc E. a effort to 

‘deve lop | f a method for designing lock manifolds are presented ‘in this paper. 
‘The authors have prepared an excellent summary of the investigation and 

analysis | and have called attention to the limitations of the procedure. | " These 

limitations, how ever, do not detract from the study because the results justify 

Although: refinement was not necessary for the specific purpose of. 

“the experiments: described in the paper, _ further studies based on the ern 

ethod should yield valuable results for other fields as w well as for lock design. 

. 

factors further investigation: on 

tive to the definition for head) i is not 

lock manifolds, but it does ‘show that the definition for head on the port is not 

ve precise. A ~ Although it does not appear logical to add the full velocity head to 

- the pre pressure head to obtain the total head on the port, it ‘might be more accurate. 

‘* to add all or part « of the pressure ris rise to the h head (as defined) for the discharging 4 
‘port. Using the same reasoning, x, all or part of the pressure drop Ww ould need 

} to be subtracted from the head for an intake port. A trial plotting of discharge 

‘ az coefficients against Pa was prepared on this basis, but no significant change in 

‘design results was indicated, 
rie 16 Associate Prof., Dept. | of Civ. Eng., The College, St State e College, Pa, 

ie Received by the | the Secretary February 27, (1945, 
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ON LOCK MANIFOLD EXP 

should . The e tests gave a a slight indivetion that curves 

Ca versus Pz might be drawn for each head. However, many more tests 

would have been required to define such curves. . An average curve which 
"permitted simplification, while keeping the error for lock design within narrow 

Drilled and 

= 4.48" 

i 

BOTTOM VIEW 2 TOP VIEW 

Piezometer 
15 Grid Bars 

05a" radius\y owe 

SECTION 
—Ports VIII 4 AND 

rounded ‘entrance probably on preter" factors, of 

curvature on the upstream edge of the port, s shape of the port cross section, 

length of the ] port, and ratio of port a area to conduit area. The authors present — 

the test points f for Port VII as being representative of the agreement betw een 

curves and observation points for Ports I to VI, inclusive. | However, the test 7 

points for Ports I to ITI, inclusive square- med por an. show less scatter 

than do those for Port. Vil. In general, the curve for a square- -cornered ‘port. 

and the portion of the curve on the left of the discontinuity point for a round- 

cornered port are similar. ‘This fact supports the belief that eddies along the | 

‘upstream edge of the port entrance cause the Cincontinuity, 0 eddies always | 

exist in the entrance of a -square- ~cornered port. 

It should be emphasized that the experiments described i in the paper were — 

“made before the lock hydraulic system was designed and before the complete 

system was tested by hydraulic models. This study not. only furnished : 

method of designing the manifold systems for the Third Locks, but also greatly 
the revisions required on the large, more expensive models of the 
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EDWARDS ON LOCK MANIFOLD EXPERIMENTS © 

is the s belief that many useless model tests are 
because of i1 of inadequate preliminary studies and analyses. on) An 

2 ‘The equipment described in the | paper was used to test several types of 

| ports before the final design was determined. In addition, tests of connections 

D. _ between the main in tunnels i in the lock walls. and the laterals in the lock *k floor were 
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_| INTAKE PRESSURE DROP | 

re 

a ‘The test port developed for the e design of the Third Locks. (see Fig. 14) has 

cpt special characteristics. © The port throat is long and narrow. The long 

_ dimension is perpendicular to the direction of flow in the conduit. The shape 

caused the flow to emerge. from the | port ve ery” nearly at right angles to the 

direction of flow in the conduit. The port was designed so that a grid could © 
be used at the outlet to prevent objects from entering the hydraulic system. 

_ The long dimension of the port is flared from the throat to the lock floor, - The 
“flare serves two purposes; ab odd to 
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_ (a) It increases the area of the port so that the grid obstructs the. flow as. i 

Tittle as possible, and makes the operation of the hydraulic system 

eval “weal practicable either with or without the grids i in place; and — 

le (6) It , spreads the flow along the he length o of the lock. — 

mo The characteristic curves for this special port, | with and without grid, are 7 

hiies in Figs. 15 and 16. Curves for r discharge tests only are shown. It es 

“interesting to note that the Panama tests furnished the basis for the : adoption - 
of a similar port, without grid, the MacArthur Sault Sainte 

M. M. Am. Soc. C p that i difficult to 

analyze, ‘not god as applied to canal locks but also as — to | piping systems 

- In 1932-1933 the writer made a study of two’ manifold orifices in the side ¥ 

of a 3-in. brass pipe. The : arrangement of the pipe and orifices is shown in 

Fig. 17 17. Both orifices had the same diameter for each series of tests. Four 

1 

3,02" Inside Diameter- 

: wre 2am 18"! =. rm Pipe 
Tow 

1G. 17.—SkeTcH OF APPARATUS 

up- 

_statie head of approximately 60 ft the upstream valve in the 

The quantity of water discharged from each orifice and from the pipe was de- | 

teri mined by simultaneous weighing operations. — ‘The maximum velocity 

tained i in the pipe preceding the upstream > orifice was about 16.25 ft per sec. a 

q By adjusting the two valves i in Fig. 17, it was easy to obtain several widely — 

different velocities in the y pipe while michelle te constant head on the orifice. 

an approach pipe shorter than the one in Fig. 
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——} was used. The shorter pipe caused the upstream 

—— _— pipe, , shown i in ‘Fig. 17, which was was longer 

valve to affect the flow from the orifice - The 

upstream that no disturbance from the valve was 

‘noticed at the orifice. hv 
While the data presented by the authors seem 

to be in agreement with results obtained by the ah U 
use of Eq. 2, ‘the data herein presented by | the 

wI riter are of such values that other means of ana- 

lyzing and | presenting the data had to be used. ce | 

‘The’ ‘rise in the hydraulic gradient, AZ, ‘could 

not be used as sa criterion of the orifice flow i in the 

analysis < of these tests | because of the very small | 

value of AZ. The results of some ‘of these tests. 
are shown graphically in Fig. 18 by a relation be- 

> & 

— 

» 

netic energy in the: pipe: Zy 1s the potential energy | 

in the pipe at a point preceding the orifice; Q; 

quantity discharged from the orifice; and 

the quantity in 1 the pipe | preceding 

tial energy | has m the manifold 

Correction for Transactions: In ‘October, 1944, 

Proceedings, page 1271, to the caption of Fig. 9, 

add the “(Solid Lines 

Orifices 

Orifices ;" 
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ETY F CIVIL” ENGINEERS 

unded 

IN STREAM ‘SYSTEM. DEVELOPMENT 

CLARENCE S. JARVIS JOHN R. CHARLES 

ray 

8. Janvis,*) M. Am. ©. Ww and practical addi- 

‘the literature on the subject of ground-w ater. storage is 

presented in ‘this paper. The author’s contribution clarifying the. basic 

concepts. and translating them into familiar, readily understandable terms 

should benefit a wide circle of readers who must have aw vaited such a simple and» : 

The comprehensive title Ww “en to invite consideration of the entire 

field of ground-water storage anc and utilization, v without. regard for a any ‘specified 

limitations, either geographical or functional. . View ed broadly, projects 

involving domestic stock Ww atering, industrial water supply, _ municipal water 

supply, and irrigation. are all dependent on ground- -water storage. In addi- 

tion, ground-water storage is important in a still broader field, governing in inte- 

grated stream flow in the intervals betwe een storms—namely, the maintenance 

govern and Ww withdraw al of water 

from any and all basins, whether the immediate | purpose is to maintain irriga- 

tion in the semiarid regions of the Southwest, or to provide municipal supplies 

along the Atlantic seaboard. _ The wide range of behavior reflects the variety — 

”~ ‘The | familiar example of depressed ground-water surface, due to overdraft 
by pumping | for irrigation in the Santa Clara V alley of California , has much — - 

‘common with the “water su] supply situation of the Amboys. in New . Jersey. 

Rapid industrial expansion | in Perth: Amboy South Amboy in 1917 

‘during succeeding years sorely overtaxed the supplies pumped from Ww ells ‘ear 

‘Runyon, N. J. m adjacent to the Raritan Bay and estuary. These \ wells were F 

therefore to salinity intrusions. The installation of a ‘pumping 

= OTE. 1—This | paper by Harold Conkling was published in January, 1945, Procesdings. Disoussion-o on 
this paper has appeared in Proceedings, as follows: March, 1945, by Raymond A. Hil a ——- sae 

_ 4Senior Civ. Engr., Intelligence Div., Office, Chf. of Engrs., ‘Washington, D.C. 
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| JARVIS -WATER ‘STORAGE 

far enough up the estuary to avoid salt water insured the delivery of a Dountiful 
water supply via ° -wood-stave pipe to the Runyon area for the purpose of Te. 

plenishing the depleted ground- -water reservoir. TI hus, the threatened con- 

tamination by: sea water following excessive down was thwarted 

Somewhat similar experiences attending overdraft of water supply wells” 

- have been noted from New England ar and Long Island to Florida and to the west. 

The remedy most often applied is a reduced pumping demand to permit 
7 oad replenishment. . What pa part of the total volume s supplied i in this ‘manner 

_ along the Atlantic and Gulf Coast regions: has been diverted for such irrigation 

‘purposes as lawns, a a large variety of domestic gardens, choice orchards (oc- 

Supplementary I Irrigation | in Humid legislative directive 
: required examination of the | principal r river systems of the United States : Ww with a 

view to formulating a coordinated plan for each system that would best serve 

the public interest. with due consideration of the fourfold uses—navigation, 

power r development, flood control, and irrigation. ‘Some of the early reports: 

~ disposed of the last-named with some such statement as the following: “Thas- 

much as the normal precipitation is well distributed 1 throughout the year a and 

‘ ample in amount for the maturing of standard crops, irrigation is not required. “a 
ns e, municipal and industrial water supplies were ordinarily 

"substituted for irrigation in humid ‘regions. Then came the years of drought 

the early 1930's, causing w to crops, or their total loss. 
Wells an and springs that had never failed became dry, 
ar} was s the writer’s privilege to > tour the outstanding agricultural regions from — 
New Y ork to the tidewater areas of Maryland and Virginia during the final - 
days of the 1 two successive years: of pronounced rainfall deficiency, and 

(1981. 4 The devastation in some of the most fertile and usually, productive 

‘farming: areas” was quite reminiscent of scenes the writer had viewed in the 

semiarid and desert regions of the West when the water supplies, control struc- 

‘tures, or distributing systems failed. 7 One outstanding differ ence was noted: 

‘Here and there a. field had grown and matured standard crops ofa at least medium 
“quality and ‘tonnage, in the midst of the widespread blight and ruin. These 

exceptional erops had been planted early enough to establish strong root 

systems b before the period of f drought and accompanyi ing intensified summer heat 

had seared the more tender sprouts of later - plantings. | The declining water 
table and associated capillary fringe had evidently been followed to the in- 

creased depth by t the strongly established root systems of the early plantings ; 

hereas crops on adjoining fields gradually Wi ilted beyond ‘Tecovery. 

aks During the week or or more between preliminary wilting | and utter ruin of the 

standard crops, many | farmers missed golden opportunities to save their crops 

by hastily installed irr rigation systems. — With fresh- water supplies a fraction 

of a mile from the choicest fields, and \ Ww ith portable > pumps to elevate the v water 

thon natural stream channels or from existing wells, lines of pipe or flume, or 

_ even backfurrow ed ditches, w ould readily have conveyed a generous ivigation 

___ 46 Numerals in parentheses, thus: (42), refer to corresponding items i in the Bibliography (see Nnotts 
of the paper), and at the end of discussion in this issue. 
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supply to the most accessible and the choicest areas to insure bounteous crops | 
Te- instead of total failures. The drenching rains that followed the months of 

~—_ drought, representing nearly the year’s accumulated deficiency at some stations, : G 

were w eeks too late to restore e the wilting crops, some of which had been to totally y. oom 
sls lost by neglect of irrigation resources W within reach. 

st. | Yo Opinions contributed by the “writer and others familiar with the hydrology 
nit § of the eastern 1 states—which recognized the inviting field for supplemental : ‘4 
ner irrigation not only during s severe drought periods, but also during minor short- _ 4 

ion @ ages such as may be expected w ithin one month or more of the growing season, 7 = 1 i 

oc. during years of normal annual precipitation—have gradually gained recogni- 3 

tion and standing. The same inertia against the practical need for irrigation — 

in humid Tegions a as that quoted previously hi has operated against tl the i he ineorpora-— 
ha @ tion of - progressive views (42). Likewise, opinions in rural ‘communities were 

‘ve @ so disinterested that the farmers were not alert, or prepared with the necessary 7 : 
| equipment, when n severe drought conditions demanded prompt and effective a 

measures es to sat save : and insure > gTOW ing crops. ¥ Many s similar situations have been 

met, through ingenious adaptation and utilization of equipment already at hand, — 

when the arid Tegions suffered interruption. 4 For 

& 

or nery, thus supplying some of the 

valuable growths (often including the orchards, vineyards, and selected field 

or garden crops) from ground- water reservoirs or sometimes from surface 

The several tens of thousands of acres along the Atlantic Coast devoted to 
market gardening, seed culture, 2 and floriculture, together with the ‘smaller, 

more numerous tracts that have been equipped by individual farmers to supply 

stand-by service during the inevitable months « of subnormal ra rainfall, have 

apparently p: proved the benefits of irrigation in humid r regions / beyond challenge. a 

The provision of sprinkling systems for lawns and shrubs in public park systems — 

in nall metropolitan weep of the U: ante States, and the customary res restrictions a 

United States. 

W Washington, D. ¢. , the p meticulous attention to the stately trees and to the 

“park system, by copious watering to prevent ‘midsummer. is both 

_ Considering specialized agricultural, ho horiticultural, and floricultural pro- 
jects, which ch demand irrigation. facilities, , even in humid ‘regions, , to meet the 
inequalities es of rainfall distribution and to maintain optimum soil- mnidames con- 

ditions throughout the growing season, it must be admitted frankly that i irriga- 

‘tion is almost as requisite for special crops in the eastern states as it is for 

general purposes in the southwestern 1 region. ‘Undoubtedly, with 

Inelities for utilizing ground-water resources, both the quantity and the quali 

of orchards, gardens, and field products may be iy 
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awakened and stimulated. Practices and devices for field. 
surface 1 runoff, or for practically eliminating surface runoff on both farm and ment 

“em woodland, have p progressed to the extent that engineers recognize such pro- Jf plen' 

cedures as both effective and profitable. ‘Under the complete program as § thet 

prescribed for retaining : and utilizing the rain where it falls, rising water tables prov 

and augmented base flow in drainage channels have vesdined | in hundreds of . I 
localities. Whether the increased opportunity for ‘infiltration is caused by grail 

an terracing, contour plowing, check- basin development, grass | sod or other vegetal | and 

4 cover, diversion into | open cuts, sand or gravel pits, or abandoned « quarry sites, fj sup] 

volumes of wa ater, many times greater than the capacities of the foregoing, anin 
may be successively detained and g gradually conducted to the underground beer 

storage, 
3 _ Man’s 's progress i in the solution of ground-water problems and in the thorough § muc 

all “utilization of w ater resources has been evident mainly i in the field of recharging sing 

‘or replenishment. location, tapping, and conveyance dependable pur 
; ‘streams from infiltration galleries seem ti to date back to the reigns of Darius and wou 

Cyrus 0 of Persia in the sixth century, B. C., or to an earlier period (43) suri 

Quest for Ground Water—Somewhere between a horizontal plane 
= the su surface of talus or alluvial slopes flanking a river valley, the surface of mal 

saturation or the ground- water table is ordinarily located. In many ‘instances, 

ei | sit approaches the | position of the bisector of the angle of in slope; or, in rare the 

cases, it inclines in a -Teverse direction as if infiltration from the river channel anc 
: "were diverted outside the basin. Some of the great_ springs from limestone 

74 formations in Texas presumably are supplied in this manner, with no regard siv 

for surface topography. The remoteness of these ‘springs from intake areas cre 

s to insure against filtration and sedimentation along ist 

ales underground ¢ courses seem to remove organic material, although hardness on 

- may iner ease “progressively thr ough contact with readily soluble minerals on 

along the the system of solution channels at varying depths underground. hen nal 

ma 1ay one one hope to see patterns ; of underground channels delineated on ‘maps: aut tio 

show the surface drainage. channels superimposed, using distinctive sy co 

or colors: for the separate systems? When such maps are available, 

may have a logical explanation for the disparity i in runoff yields of apparently th 

_ similar tributaries, with nearly equal drainage areas and observed rainfall sic 
‘Subdrainage systems may subtract the underflow | from one basin and additto § an 

the base discharge of a a neighboring tributary. in 

In the nearly desert r regions of the Southwest or or any other semiarid re; region, | Ta 
what would an isolated traveler seek as an indicator of dependable ground- “of 

water supply? Some species of ‘cactus might afford enough sap moisture to 

sew the first. edge of. thirst ; ; but ‘a zone of saturation would not likely be pl 

_ found within range of cactus roots. i Better indicators would be rabbit brush, a 

grease wood, or, best of all, tufts of willow ‘growth, Likewise, some lush and 

_ prominent ‘patches « of bunch grass, reeds, rushes, or even s salt grass might be OD 

a few feet of the water table 

Structural geologic, as well as geomorphic, features furnish just as tl 

‘positive and simple in indicators of ground- water er occurrence to 1 to specialists i in that 



ae sat eee indicators on every recent invasion and battle front i in locating - 

plentiful supplies of potable water! enrichment be both the graphical and 

F ‘or ages, open Ww ells. and trench ¢ cuts leading to water tables even in the fine- a 

grained alluvium of such valleys a and deltas as those of the Nile River in Egypt 

and the Ganges River i in India have served as dependable : sources of irigation 

supply. . Whether 1 the w ater, is elevated to the field surface by human labor, | 

animal power, Ww windmill, or ‘other mechanical devices, the expense must have 

been justified by resulting crop yields « or the practice would not! have spread and 

survived. Strange as it may appear at first sight, such irrigation may bring — 

‘much richer returns in fair ly humid regions than in distinetly arid ones. ys 

single application of water to a depth of from 3 ‘in. to 6 in. may y suffice for the © 

purpose of supplemental irrigation, w hereas five times such depths ordinarily 

would be beng for the growth and maturing of ‘standard ¢ crops - in desert 

mand and season of grow th, or even the 

year. . Eventually there must be a reckoning, a a balancing c of accounts ; € either 
the pumping demand must be regulated or the intake increased by some positive 7 

and dependable means. Testes 

a _ What portion of the cost entailed in steep mountain terracing, with succes- _ 

sive units spilling into the next terrace down the ‘slope, is represented by i in- 

creased base flow from springs and seeps? U Likewise, what portion | of this cost 

i repaid by stabilized earth mantles, stream beds, and adjacent. alluvial plains” 

on which the increased base flow is utilized? Surely the parallel retaining walls 

on slopes an n investment: of than the value of the 

Unmistakable evidences of nail Ww all barriers and earth terraces to insure - 

the detention of rainfall for the immediate benefit of growing crops and = 

‘on to ground-water storage shave been identified both in northern Africa 

and in Palestine. he | more ambitious and comprehensive terracing, still used 

inf favored regions oriental countries, the East Indies, and 

‘Tanean a areas, seems to have been equaled by similar works on the Andean slopes 

of Peru, Bolivia, 1, and neighboring South American countries centuries ago Came 

For miles beyond st some of the oases in desert regions the water table i is within 

practicable limits for mechanical | pumping, although it” may be beyond 

= of native vegetation. — . This fact m may account for the dependable water — 

supply it in the central area constituting the actual verdant oasis ; the insulating — 

blanket, of desert earth conserves the underground storage for a a series 0 of years 

to provide a acme ad for the limited and favored area in and about — 

‘The monumental of Asia Minor, with helical ‘strairways: or inclined 
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‘sources ‘of water for the replenishment of rawhide base yon jars for 

a centuries; the variations between wet and dry. -eycles, | if such have « occurred, 

_ were registered volumetrically in the outlet springs and seeps | wherever the 

"descending water table outeropped. The failure of such springs is s merely a 

-. signal that the time has come for replenishing the underground storage by 

conserving the usual wastage fer ow 

a i * ithin the Colorado ) River basin in in | the Southwest, ‘the precipitous is faces of of 

ing, within the sa saturated strata ‘outcropping at the base, account for the su, 

asses supply shattered stone, placed within a of the river. Itisa a 

de ebatable question 1 whether the steady - pressure from within the sedimentary 

ledge masses, due to ground water, is more or less potent than the attrition and 

= ‘osion ca caused by the turbulent river in carving t the canyon sections (of cour se, 

- reserving the actual transportation along the ¢ channel to stream flow—both 

cwaterand wind) 
Although the ordinary problems | of ground-w: -water occurrence may ‘be es- 

* sentially simple and ‘understandable, those associated with faults and other deep- 

‘seated crustal disturbances may long ¢ await explanation. Note, for example: 

The occurrence of ‘distinctly ferrous, and other mineral of 

from Paradise Valley: and (b) 
: “the hot sulfur | springs a iti the | trace of the Wasatch Fault in Utah, emerging 

only a a few miles from a cold spr spring in a lava bed, where ice forms enka remains 

every | day in the year until harvested by visitors in need of such a commodity. | 

‘The escape of air under pressure from subterranean caverns, attended by rapid | 

expansion at the — vent within a a naturally ly roofed rock basin, accounts for 

Other questions pertain to the development of caverns in 

. limestone formations, with s successive chapters distinetly punctuated by y changes 

in the rate or in the manner of channel enlargement, or or by alternate solution and 

deposition | of calcareous : material—as if token payments were an essential part 

of the plan. Every travertine deposit ‘around thermal springs ‘surely repre- 

‘sents material transported from | underground « caverns or solution channels i in 

the making. _ Also, the successive horizons i in great caverns such as the sana 

“represent partial pation ps in 1 kind for ‘materials | previously removed by “ie a 

tion p processes es to be precipitated later in pools whieh ei either cooled or chmak is in 

volume to the saturation 

— sciences such as ecology (dealing with the in of pov ak 

organisms to their surrou in and the restricted and 
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April, 1945 JARVIS ON GROUND-WATER STORAGE 

| There, on the naked, shattered outcroppings of highly soluble, laminated lime- 

stone, practically all vestiges of soil : are in in the interstices and crevices of ledge 

rock, ‘and the 1 ‘mean annual rainfall of some 13 in. is subject to extreme varia- 

tions of 10 in. above or below the mean. . Nevertheless, the familiar prickly 

pear of the desert is apparently at its | best, yielding heavy fruitage i in ‘Spite of 

a dearth of both soil and moisture and the remote depths to. ground-water 

tables. In the same location, the native American black walnut, normally 

dependent « on access to abundant ground water, _ has s degenerated to the form 

af a bush or shrub. . It bears perfectly formed walnuts, septum divisions and — 
all, which retain the characteristic flavor but have pygmy dimensions, , compar- 

able with those of service berries and wild 1 currants. 
Perhaps: the conservation habits of the most distinctive desert ; vegetation 

may i indicate at once the more positive replenishment, and more nearly com- 7 

plete utilization, of ground- water storage. The stomata seem to be ever ready — 

to receive the slightest trickle of moisture from the smooth, wax-like surfaces of _ 

desert foliage, and ‘storage | is maintained with minimum losses for weeks or 

even months between show ers, As i is well known, the changes made by _ 

on the land surface, ¥ whether by deforestation, overgrazing, or exposing culti-- 
vated soil to ruinous erosion through \ wasteful practices, have all tended toward | _ 

accelerated runoff through fouling or sealing the porous soil structure. — ‘The 

counterpart and inevitable result of such accelerated runoff is decreased infiltra- 
tion opportunity, as well as capacity, thus sete underground nd storage of its - 

Ground-W ater Conservation —Wasteful practices with regard ‘to ground- 

water resources are best illustrated by r reference to artesian areas. _ While en 

gaged in assembling basic 1 material for an official report (44), the w writer noted <_ 

definite reluctance on the part of landowners to” turn off artesian wells” for 

periods of nonuse. Mes he = seemed to be well founded, from the view- — 

served u upon resumption of flow nea a well that had been idle. _ The item that 

was almost universally disregarded was the inertia of the water colunas. Some 
time i is required f for available pressure to start the entire column within a deep — 

well and to accelerate motion until 2 a steady normal discharge approaches the — 

Artesian wells were left uncapped and to waste the underground 

storage : and incidentally to waterlog the adjacent farm or pasture areas, in spite _ 

of the earnest pleas of advisers for agricultural college extension courses and 7 

other officials. Three decades were required before the Utah State Legislature 

enacted the necessary regulatory laws to correct the > situation for coming years, Yl 

after most of the | pressures and the artesian reservoirs had become seriously 

the great artesian basin in Australia | declined 40% i in the 30-yr 

‘period, from 1909 to 1939, despite the fourfold i increase in the number of wells— 

: with | capacities of from 563 million gal to 340 million gal daily, o or from 870 cu ft 7 

per see to 525 cu ft per sec (45). _ What opportunities await the diversion of 
‘the surplus waters that escape to to the ‘sea, a unused except for oc-— 
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CHARLES ON GROUND- \UND-WATER STORAGE Discussions 

easional power developments, to the depleted aquifers of the i ¥ 

One of the deterrents against — diversion of storm runoff into porous 

“underground formations, as gravel, sand, or checked and laminated 

- sedimentary ledges, pees open cuts, , pits, and well shafts ma may be the fear of surfs 

pollution. . The replenishment of dwindling underground storage ‘must be 

_ weighed against possible contamination. — No one is likely to claim that flood si 

4 runoff from ordinary ls land surfaces could escape the e pollution w hich i is ; generally ae 

associated with pathogenic bacteria. It is yet to be determined | under what 

conditions and at what distances from a well site the diversion of surface > runoff : por 

directly into an aquifer would be safe. | 

Recently i it was s required to test the sate yield of an underground storage rs 

Bnd with a view to increasing the output through new wells included in the _— 

municipality’ plans fo for the coming season. The test imposed was to prop 

a. release t the ‘accumulated storage from one of the city’ s large elevated tanks, occu 

_ directly into s some of the existing wells. - Since this added volume did not Rees 
change the elevation of the water table pe erceptibly, it was concluded that the § 7  ; 
underground reservoir was extensive and capable of supplying the increased EE into 

demand. his was later demonstrated. More of these practical, ‘under- lowe 
stan dable, e, and direct ap pproaches to hydrologic and ground- -water problems : are vi m 

oC ~ Conelusion. —The author has contributed much to the formulation and loss 

simplification of the fundamental concepts: of ground-v -water occurrence, safe Writ 

yield, depletion with overdraft, and Teplenishment by either the necessary § wate 

reduction of output or a corresponding increase of input. ‘Finally, he nota 

stressed the importance of long- -range planning to insure utmost beneficial use, and 

as well as security against serious shortage | of supply. Increased recognition | 4 

awaits \ wisely planned developments an | research in tl in this field. field was 

Joun R. Assoc. M Am. Soc. C. ~The author has restricted 

= consideration to the unconsolidated sand and g gravel deposits of the ‘ “mountain 7 

and valley’’ ground- water province and to the Tertiary and Quaternary 

alluviums i in the ( Great ‘Plains ar area, under near the major streams. How- 

ever, the. fundamental concepts 2 are equally applicable to o unconsolidated sands” x 

and gravels” wherev yer these occur. r. The writer will attempt to illustrate how bo 

the fundamental equation can be applied to most ground-water ‘supplies 0 ob- 

tained from unconsolidated deposits. The discussion is restricted to a con- 

sideration of unconsolidated deposits, which constitute the s sources of a large 
— 

proportion of all ground-w water supplies i1 in| the United States. a 
as has not been generally appreciated | (see heading, “Summary”) t that 

Engr., Layne-New York Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, 

5a Received by the Secretary February 26,1945. 
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"CHARLES ON GROUND- WATER STORAGE 8B 

water moves ; from a above the surface to below the surface and vice versa. 
_ Whether above or below, it follows the same physical laws at all times.” _ 

if the author has done | nothing more than to help establish the fact that 
surface water may not be wholly disconnected from the ground water, his 

contribution has been immense. If the author has illustrated how under- — 

ground reservoirs can be » used for storage in the same manner as surface reser-_ 
-yoirs, his contribution will have been still greater. 
— Lo ow vering the ground- water table ‘may be a only evidence of better develop- — 

ment and use of the ground-w -water unit. oe lowering of the water table 

would be serious only when the level ap 1 the practical limit on the 
basis of pumping cost, or in areas w here there might be danger of encroaching - 

salt water from the sea or from a connate salt water body. 

_ Howe ever, there has been a recently evidenced tendency to indulge in 
propaganda concerning the low ering of the w ater table, w herever this may 

occur, and whether or not it is merely evidence of better development and use. } 

Recent articles i in nonscientific publications } indicate this lack of understanding. 

To) pump water from a w ell, the water level must be lowered to produce a flow. : 

into the well; to use the underground storage reservoir, the water level must be 

lowered in dry periods, as w ould be done with any other kind of f reservoir, 

The author has shown that the loss from. large surface reservoirs in some 
areas may be 50% to 60% of available supply, lost in evaporation, whereas the 

loss from evaporation for underground - reservoirs may be practically nil. 

water tables during the present drought in that area. However, the most 

notable water failures w ere the surface water supplies for the cities of Columbus | 

and Lima, Ohio. 

- The author states (see heading, “Safe Yield: Determination of Safe Yield’’) ia 

> “In many cases the supply is also modified by this [the elevation of the 
Ww ater table] because the natural water table may be so high as to preclude ~ 

percolation from parts of the streams. When pumping is begun the > 
| new and additional draft causes the water table to lower and natural out- 

flow decreases. At the same time the lowered water table may induce a : 
_ greater supply because of greater percolation opportunity. In other words, 
x any reservoir, when half full, can and will impound more of the water that 
reaches it thin it could if it were three fourths full or entirely full. Also, 
g discharge through the uncontrolled outlets of a reservoir or over the spillway 
_ decreases as the water level in the reservoir deer — 

@ CF. Tolman’ (8a) has stated the: same fundamental principle: + 

er ,5 must not be coneluded that a considerable lowering of the water | 
table is serious or detrimental to the water supply. , Just as a surface 

reservoir must be drawn down in order to catch and preserve flood flow, 
so the subsurface-reservoir level (water table) must be lowered sufficiently 

seepage increases the area of influent seepage (absorptive area) and in turn ~ 
: prevent loss by effluent seepage. A decrease in the area of effluent 

_ increases the rate of ground-water recharge. A depleted reservoir at the — 
7 end of the dry season or cycle of dry years is necessary if the water is to be | 

salvaged i in the following wet season or cycle” a i 

Writers have used Ohio as an : alarming illustration of the result of lowering _ 
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is s probable that the water of the 
the» west can be fully developed without utilizing some part of the storage 

~ possibilities of the unconsolidated alluvium * — 

e writer would simply a add that: this ‘statement is true e of any st any stream sy system 
containing -alluviums—east or west, north or south. Furthermore, develop- 

ment and use of any ground-water reservoir will require | the lowering of ‘the 

Be induce additional percolation or surface inflow, to increase available 

ground water, or to use the ground-w ater ‘Teservoir, the water table must be 

lowered. "he possibilities of ground-water storage utilization are immense, 

- These reservoirs can be used to catch and preserve flood flow; _ also in many 
stream systems they might be developed for flood control. 

= The tendency among some engineers, hydrologists, and members of federal 

_ government bureaus has has been to consider ground water similar to other ‘under. 
"ground natural resources such | as oil : and ¢ gas, which are not ‘constantly re re- 

plenished. — On this basis, any lowering of the water table has been considered 

a sign of ‘depletion and and loss, when it may be only an indication of normal useful 

Where replenishment from rainfall is admitted, ground water has often been 

“ considered a stream from some far-off source, completely separated from the 

‘surface water. Attempts have been to ‘predict ‘ ‘safe yield” from the 

in which: Q is. the “s ‘safe yield”; P is” the coefficient of permeability f for the 

formation; . I is the hydraulic gradient; . and A is the cross-sectional area of the 

formation ‘under consideration, 
‘The explanatory text indicates s carefully | how the coefiicient of -permeabil 

may be determined, but stipulates that the existing hydraulic gradient of the 

ground water be used in making the calculations of safe yield. This concept 

a obviously i in error ‘since it does not consider water source. Assuming the 
source to be infinite, , it. can readily be seen that, in doubling the hydraulic 

gradient by pumping ‘to lower the w water table, the “safe yield” can similarly be be 

Conversely, the “‘safe yield” determined under the existing hydraulic 

8 galiont will be only that quantity | of water that is presently flowing through 

formation. The amount of increased percolation or surface e inflow 

obtained by lowe ering 1g the water table is ; completely « disregarded. 

> - Safe yield has been defined by - E. Meinzer as “* * * the practical rate of 

Ww withdrawing water | for human use.” The writer | prefers this definition to the 

‘used by the author (see heading, “Safe Yield: Definitions”). The W word 

“practical” includes the three items of the author’s definition, and eliminates 

“the use of 1 the words, “permissible « cost” and “undesirable quality.’ Pay 
Safe yield” is s such an empirical term that the writer suggests | s the u use of 

just plain ‘ ‘yield”’ with all the reservations that engineers may ca care to make, 
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April, CHARLES” ON _GROUND- -WATER ‘STORAGE 

fully outlined in the text. Obviously, it is “safe” to induce additional percola- 

tion and surface inflow by lowering water | tables, in most cases, but even these 

might be subject to various opinions. 7 “Safe” yield indicates the engineer a 

opinion of what is safe and what may not be safe, based « on his. know ledge and 

asl Fairly | exhaustive tests I have k been made on the filtering 1g qualities of of uncon- 

solidated sands and gravels. + Itis s generally accepted that properly ‘aie 

wells more than 200 ft from a source of pollution will produce potable water. 
Therefore, except for the danger of waters with a high dissolved solids content _ 
and the method of well construction, full development and use of the ground- 

water reservoirs should not change the quality of the water, and should not be 7 
detrimental to the quality, except possibly in terms of water tem- 

Dev of water supplies drawing on ground w water near Meadville, 

Pa., has demonstrated the fallacy of -foretelling | the yield of such areas, by 

formulas involving a permeability coefficient (Eq. 1) 

The formula method of determining permeability has been applied i in the 

Meadville district— 

on the wells northwest of the city. A pumping test requiring two cbewrvetion 
holes at different distances from the pumped well was made. To solve for 

permeability, : a simplified form of the equation was used as follows: ya i, 

per hoe senile prevailing conditions that are sinteanl laterally through each 

mile of water-bearing bed under investigation (measured at right angles to 

dntiun oi flow), for each foot of thickness of the bed and for each foot per 

mile of hydraulic gradient; Q is the rate of pumping in gallons per minute at 

distances Z; and L between the two observation wells and the pumped well; H is © 

the average 1 thickness of the water- bearing | bed, i in feet; and h, and h represent - 

drawdown of the two. observation holes i in feet. 
The ec coefficient of permeability was determined by Eq. 2. L K. Wenzel, 

~ Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (47), has outlined this method and Sev eral other -_ 

“methods of making permeability determinations. All these formulas seem to 

“arrive at about the same value for permeability with the “exception of the 

_Tecovery method which Mr. Wenzel indicates will require an empirical cor-_ 

“reetion. _ The margin of error may be reduced by installing additional observa- 

tion w w ells, but the method is superior to laboratory methods and in general is is SS 

However, v when the value of 14,264 for permeability i in the are area, northwest 

of Meadville had been determined—and the following data were known: 7 
‘Width of the valley, 0. 7 miles; thickness of ee bed, +53 ft; and 
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CHARLES GROUND- WATER STORAGE 

_ per day was obtained by multiplication i in Kq. 1. pi This quantity was s arbitrarily 

an safe : yield. 4 Perennial pumping has proved that the yield for this. area 

s 10 ,200 ,000. gal per day, without. exceeding the annual recharge. . Annual 

the spring ; flood season, with w water - levels returning to those noted in 1903. 

_ This recharge is a function of the stream banks and flood plains, not mathe- 

ay By a ‘similar * method, ‘it was predicted in 1942 that the first three wells 

“installed fc for the Keystone 0: Ordnance WwW orks, near Geneva, ‘Pa., , southwest of 

Meadville, would have a combined capacity of 1,000,000 gal per day, ata 

4 pumping level below the bottoms of the wells, within a period of one month. 
- How ever, constant pumping has proved that ‘the safe yield is 2 ,200, ,000 gal 

per day : at levels above the tops of the screens. Additional wniiintiion 1 from 

— was induced | by lowered water levels following pumping 

Cok Valley near Shaws, Pa., , was predicted to be 1,860,000 gal per day, and 

: the possibility « of surface | inflow for a time was over looked. Th The safe yield of 

this w ell, ona yearly p pumping basis, is actually ¢ 4,300,000 gal per er day, obviously 

“induced when the water table was lowered below the level of French Creek. 

 -In the Meadville district, induced additional percolation and. surface inflow 

by: developing well fields has increased the available ground - water by several 

z times the amount indicated to be flowing through the virgin areas. a 
Negative predictions based on formulas, w w rithout careful investigation of 

the influence of near-by tributary r seepage, | and other important factors affecting 

“yield, might lead to the abandonment of an adequate ground-water project in 

favor of less desirable and more expensive construction of dams, filtration 

plants, /and cooling g plants, w ith added sacrifice in construction time. In the 

Meadville district, in _ three instances, the Safe yield of the formations has 

a Eq. 1. In these predictions been follow ed, a 

_ ‘The v writer agrees” with the author that it would be almost impossible to 

predict safe yield for a virgin area. In the Meadville district, all the water 

_ levels were above, or equal to, stream level. ci In one case, northwest of Mead- 

“ville, annual recharge i in large. volume during 1 the spring flood season’ would 

never have occurred if the water table had not been drawn down, and “the 

gr ground-water reservoir had not been utilized. In the other two areas, it was 
_ necessary to lower the levels to permit surface inflow, and to induce additional 

~ percolation of rainfall. |For undeveloped areas, or ground- -water units, ts, esti 

mates of yield must be matters of judgment based on. long « experience | with 

= problems. _ Careful consideratior n must be given to all the complex 

factors that .make the ground-water inventory. nailw. as 
saa’ The author’s equation (see heading, ‘ “Safe Yield: The Hydraulic Equation”) 
j can be rew ritten to include most yields f from unconsolidated deposits, expressed 

a in terms of the yield that; may be used for consumptive use, or for — 

Discussions 

4 recharge i in this area restores the ground water removed from § storage ¢ during 
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CHARLES ON GROUND- STORAGE 

(either i in runoff below the unit, n discharge after industrial | or municipal 

( Percolation « of precipitation on the ‘surface or outerop 

‘Surface inflow 1 minus surface outflow 
an? 

in minus underflow out 

colation or other water spread | 

“eo. 

can 
increase yield in any of the following ways: 

bid in . Drawing down a water table which is at or near ‘the surface 
"possible percolation of precipitation which otherwise would flow a 
tunoff, and may enlarge the catchment area. 

ae ‘Lower ering the w ater level in the ground will obviously | dicienn or itil. 

"surface 0 outflow ; surface i inflow may be increased by low wering the water level 

which would ohare! ise preclude that “possibility, and may y enlarge. the area of 

” 3 3. Reducing the w: water level w will obviously « decrease or s stop underflow from 

¢ areas not drained at the former level and - may produce additional underflow _ 

ar * ‘Lowered water level may make possible eer of water spread on 

the surface or into wells, 1 Ww hich was impossible at former levels. 

ae 5. The water levels must be lowered to make possible, or to increase, the 

ation use of the formations as an underground reservoir. 

te ar e author has outlined two direct methods for etermining ‘ ‘safe yield” . 

ofa ground- water unit which has been highly developed, and concerning w hich 

le to there is a wealth of data. ' The writer believes that, under the conditions out- 7 

water lined by the author (which are very determinations 
may be fairly e 

In the area under consideration, percolation, of precipitation on the surface _ 

is is believed to be negligible; the w water table is far below the surface, undertow 

in or out is considered negligible, and the saad weead is the surface inflow _ 

drawbacks t to making the safe yield determinations in this area were carefully 

outlined by the author. was continuous from 1921 to 1939, inclusive, 

ata . practically constant rate. pe The water table dropped a a total of about 36 ft _ 

in 18 years; the quantity of water pumped to, to cause this drop was determined; 

and the | specific yield of the formation was called 9. 5%. However, and as 

the author states, the amount of underflow, in or out, might change w ith the 
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576 ON GROUND-WATER STORAGE Discussions 

‘ changed elevation of the water table. Similarly, the writer believes that at 

some point in the mountains, the water table will meet the surface of the ground 
_ or the igneous rocks; so that, with the changed water table, surface inflow may 

have been inerensed during the 18-yr period, by the lowered water table. — In 

other w words, lowering may not indicate an overdraft, but only a development 

«| 
ey _ Although the same number of acres have been irrigated by surface > water 

q septa by ground-water ‘pumping, for the 18-yr period, the author has 

not made clear whether the amount of ground-water pumping has been con- 

- mm: To use the direct method (Case II, under the heading, “Direct Methods of 

Safe Yield Determination”), it should be understood that the draft on the 
od supply, , whether surface or underground, must be measured carefully. it ‘is 
— often most difficult to measure outward underflow, or the changes produced by 

erase 4 , supply to the unit may become v variable because of the he chang by year, is used, 

nd decreases surface outflow or r outward underflow. 
ie The author has also made some observations on the determination of 
“specific yield,” a concept that usually has been expressed i | in percentages. 
The author shows specific yield as a percentage obtained by subtracting per 

of specific 1 retention from percentage of porosity. suggests 

the definition of specific yield in 1 terms of gallons per cubic foot. ional 

7 _ Considerable confusion has originated from calling “‘yield” | a Percentage. 
One engineer ‘estimated yield for a ground-water unit as follows: aa 7 

Then he arrived at the conclusion that the y yield of of the area would be 6 in. 

_ per yr over the basin. © In other words, 10% per yr of the percolation would be 

lost in specific retention. — A formation that could retain 10% of the percola- 
tion per year would soon have the water built up in blocks above the ground 

? a In areas subject to the encroachment of salt water, dissolved pen content 
— | the water produced should be carefully noted, and some measure of local 

control” instituted to this serious detriment: to the ground-water 
7 supplies. In all other areas, lowering the water table may produce | additional 

_ water which was formerly lost j in runoff. _ Therefore, until lowering approaches 
the practical li limit imposed by the cost of pumping and the use of water, control — 
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unique in some of its features. f Possibly i in 1 time some method—other than the 
practical limit of pumping costs—may be developed for the 

tow hich the water should be drawn down. 

‘amount of water-table lowering may 

= water. With all the facts carefully recorded, over a period of a year  « 

r two it could be ‘demonstrated, to the ‘satisfaction of all concerned, that 

further Ie lowering the water table would not produce any additional water, and 

that some measure of cooperation | or control was necessary to increase the 

supply ¢ available. © - Such measures will be beneficial and will lead to cooperation ; 

and wise control of the quantity y of water used. _ : 

| Such control could be best directed by a state water authority, for any — 

affected ground- -water area. action should be based 

study over a sufficient period of time to have the effect. of average rainfall. 

This will insure the maximum practical use without excessive lowering of the 

water table, and the employment of every feasible method to — the 

_ total ground- water supply, 
- a Of most serious consequence would be federal control by a pn that. 

‘. ‘might autocratically apply some of ‘the theories that —_- been proved fa fallacious 

in the determination of probable ground-water yield. Such negative type of | 

control, with the bureaucratic power to regulations, might lead to a 

in Each state should make available for its citizens, immediately, a depart- _ 

_ ment on ground w ater to study those areas in n which there may be danger of Rs 

local ground-water shor 
through authorized water sutherition, over those areas that require “control. 

Only i in this manner will centralized bureaueratic power be « avoided, and a 
development of of the ground waters of of the United to full 

has added much knowledge to. this relatively new and little 

‘The author has demonstrated the difficulty of 

values correctly, the need for exercising extreme care in the general engineering 

approach to the pro oblem of full ground-water utilization, and the necessity of ' 

insuring eventual control. 
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EVAPORATION FROM A F FREE WATER SURFACE © 

‘Harry F. BLANEY y,° M. Am. Soc. C. on evaporation, 

scribed i in this paper, are opportune since they afford engineers, physicists, and 

drologists another opportunity to discuss the long-standing controversy as to 

oN which i is the best device for measuring evaporation from a free water surface. 

When estimating evaporation from lakes or reservoirs, engineers” usually 

cannot wait years or even months for r the results of experiments. \ _ Thus, they 

use the best data available. — ” Engineers will continue to use evaporation | pan 
-Tecords and empirical formulas until the time w when research workers can demon- 

; “strate e the 5 practicability of ‘estimating evaporation from large bodies of water 

by the energy balance, by the vapor-pressure gradient, or by other methods 

discussed by t the author uthor. When long- period evaporation pan | records are not 

. “available, then, | from nec necessity, the « engineer may base his estimates c on n climato- 

The author has mentioned some of the many formulas developed for de- 

termining evaporation from. meteorological observations. For the most part, 

such formulas are based on § short- rt-period observations and require data ‘that 

‘are not v usually available in. localities. In such instances, these for- 

| “mulas ; are of little practical u e tor engineers in estimating average annual lake | 

- Several years ago, in connection with water supply and irrigation investiga- 
tions made by the Division of Irrigation, Soil Conservation Service, the writer 

was confronted with the problem of determining, within a limited time, prob- = 
able past and future eva evaporation and evapo- )-transpiration losses in valley areas — 

“along the Pecos River in New Mexico and Texas (51).° Formulas were | de- 
PR: 

veloped for this purpose. — Long- period records 0 of evaporation, temperature, 

z Note.—This paper by G. H. Hickox was published in October, 1944, Proceedings. - Discussion on this 
paper has appeared in Proceedings, as follows: February, 1945, by Carl Rohwer; and Mase, 1945, by C. W. 

Senior Irrig. Engr., Div. of Irrig., SCS, U. S. Dept. of Agricuitare, Les Angeles, Calif. 

%> Numerals in parentheses, thus: (51), refer to corresponding items i in the e Bibliography (see Appendix I 
f the paper), and at«the end of discussion in this issue. = 
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a bie were available for a few ¢ sections of the Pecos River basin and 

- adjacent watersheds. These data, together with the records published by the 

"Texas Agricultural Experiment Station (52) in College Station were used to. 

an formula for computing annual ‘evaporation from a lake 

-betw een n temperature, humidity, and evaporation was found by plotting average | 

‘annual observed data for some fifteen stations having records varying from 14. 

(27) 

in which Ey, lake in = annual mean tempera- 

ture, in degrees Fahrenheit; and - zt = annual average percentage of relative 

as 4 Eq. 27 has proved ‘useful in _ estimating evaporation losses es from 

water: surfaces in the Lower Pecos River basin, California coastal valleys, and 

other | areas within the limits of the temperature, humidity, and evaporation 
pan records from which the formula w was: evolved. a For example, using the 

_ average mean annual temperature and humidity for a 10-yr period (1932 to 

— 1941), the evaporation from a lake surface in San Francisco, Calif. vis ‘computed 

41. 2 in., and the evaporation for San Diego, Calif, computed as 45. in. 

These « estimates compare favorably with estimates made from nearest Weather 

Bureau Standard Class pan evaporation Tecords— at Alvarado and Chula 

‘Vista, Calif. , respectively, when the appropriate conversion coefficient is used. 

ae The writer agrees with the author that the annual conversion coefficient fora 

Weather Bureau Standard Class A pan of 0.70, adopted by the Sub-C ‘Committee 
on Evaporation | of the Special Committee on Irrigation Hydraulics. of the So- 

ciety, is not applicable to all areas. Experiments (43) by A. A. A . Young, _ Assoc. 
Mz. Am. Soe. C. E., indicate that the coefficient for Southern California is 0.77. 
The writer is inclined to believe that 0.75 would be a better average annual 
value for areas where pan records are available for the entire year, 
par There are many types of pans and evaporimeters used in the United States 

to measure evaporation. There is a great need for standardization, particu-- 

~ larly in Southern California where at least six ‘ types of pans—Weather Bureau 

Standard Class, A, Colorado land, Los Angeles Flood Control District, 

@ “Suggestions for Further Study”’) “3. A study of the relationships betw een 

the existing data and those obtained from the new standard pan with the 

purpose of correlating: all records as far as possible.” pay This is an excellent 

_ proposal and it is hoped that | detailed ‘specifications f for or such a station will be 
submitted by the author in the. closing discussion. 4 

a _ Artur A. Young,’ Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.7*—Theoretical and practical 
Sf aspects of evaporation from pans, and the relation of this evaporation to evapo- 

7 ration from lakes and reservoirs, are presented in this paper. - The results are 

‘TIrrig. Engr., Div. of Irrig., SCS, U. 8S. Dept. of Agriculture, Pomona, tine 

Received by the Secretary February 23, 1945. 
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_ particularly valuable to » the student of evaporation and are ire of practical use 

to those men who determine evaporation losses from water in ‘storage. The 

- following considerations, usually not considered i in evaporation measurements, z 

“4 will add to the general knowledge of the subject and should result i in a better 

evaluation | of evaporation rates. 

—_ Effect of Rim Height. —For most evaporation | studies, pan exposure and 

limitations of water surface variations have been standardized in the interest’ 

of comparable r results although such precautions are not always followed. . | Any 

departure from a standard method of data will be Teflected in the 

sults. 
of evaporation is affected by each changing Poser | The immediate effect will, 

roa small but the ultimate total effect may be considerable. _ Investigations 

generally have n neglected to determine, quantitatively, evaporation totals as as 

affected by changes i in the level of water surfaces. 
— ‘In the attempt to show the: effect of rim tiie on on evaporation, the author 

has been handicapped by P lack of data directly related to evaporation pans. se 

The data ‘compiled by R. W. Revell, Jun. Am. Soe. C. E. (31), fora 

| 

Bureau Standard Class A pan were limited to a change in water surface only 
from 2 in. to 3 in. below the rim—the standard variation between replenish- 

ments of this pan. This study shows an increase in evaporation with increased — 

rim height. ‘Further, information would be desirable for other levels since vil 

“carelessness of observers often permits greater variations. 
aay The study of evaporation from a saturated cylinder having a collar on the - 

leading edge (15) showed increased evaporation with an ine increase in the height 7 

of the collar. ‘The collar on cylinder m may be compared win the leading 7 

‘must also occur at the rim on the opposite side after + the: wind has passed over 

the e water surface. Whatever the effect of turbulence, jt would seem to be 7 

_ greater within the boundary of the water surface in a pan than within a cylinder - 

with a single collar. _ These examples show an increase in ‘evaporation due to. 

greater rim heights. . The following example s shows the opposite effect beep suuy| 

__In 1935 the writer made some tests to determine the effect of rim height on 

evaporation for the Division of Irrigation, Soil Conservation Service, at the 

Fullerton station near Los Angeles, Calif., using three pans, each 2 ft in n di- 

ameter er by 10 in, deep, set’ about in. above the ground | surface. Measure- 

ments were made ‘continuously for five ve months under ou outdoor conditions, thus 7 
providing data for average tempers ature, wind, and humidity. The results 7 

are shown in Table 6. ee levels in each pan were as follows: _ he. ae 

‘Depth of water surface Depth of water. 

obtained only the time of observation in mid- 
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- ‘morning, and no maximum, minimum, or mean W ater temperatures are avail- 

able. Wind movement | was recorded a , few inches above the top of the pans. 

a Least evaporation occurred from the pan 1 having the greatest rim height, 

and most evaporation occurred from the pan having the least rim height. 

(TABLE 6.—Errecr or Rim HEIGHT ON EVAPORATION From Pans, 

Paw No.2 | Pan No. 3 

Evapo- 
ration 
(in.) 

ture> (de- 

August...) 7.72 
6.08 

October. 5. 42 

_ December. 

To ta le. 
1.00 

Ev. apo- 
Water er 

tempera- 
ture> (de-— 
grees F ) 

| 
6.78 

05 

Ratio, 

Col. 4 

Ww at er 

ture? (de- 
grees F) 

Ratio, 

00 

= 

~ 

Depth of water surface below the rim. Spot of water made only at the time 
_ values are shown 

These data are contrary to findings reported by the author (15) (31), but the 

variations possibly are to different conditions under vhich the 

s depth to increased ‘ome of the water was 

greater was s afforded by the sides of the pan, and there 

should have been greater moisture content in the air at the water ‘surface. 

Each of these conditions tends to reduce the evaporation. — Under ‘such = 

- fluences, water temperatures increase, and, between the 4-in. . and 8-i In. ‘Tim, / 

there was an average monthly Mone 5.2° F, w which was insufficient to. 

overcome the decrease i in evaporation caused by other factors. 8 6 
_ a The Division of Irrigation also has records of a 2-ft ground pan, 3 ft | deep, 

in which, for several years, the index point for the water surface was 1 in, . 

higher than that for the ground. “2 However, the index point later was lowered to a 

- ground level, thus increasing the rim height above the water surface from 2 in. - 

* 3 in. | During the first period evaporation f from the ground pan exceeded 
q that from an adjacent Weather Bureau u pan by 3.90 in. annually, and the con 

efficient for conversion of evaporation from the e ground pan to evaporation — 

_ from Weather r Bureau pan wa as 0.94. For the second period, | loss from both 

pans was Practically the same, and the correspon iding coefficient was 1.01. 
‘The decrease in evaporation in the ground pan was due to increased rim height” 

well as to lowering the water to ground surface e level. Practically, water 

in a ground pan should not stand above the ground level as, in so nang. &* it has 

less protection than when the water volume i is entirely below ground. = - 
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Effect of Pan Color.—The effect of the color of evaporation p: pans depends 

aves the reflective and absorptive capacities | of the color to light and heat. 

Dark pans absorb more heat than galvanized pans and their evaporation rate is. " 

greater. Ww hite pa pans, or r those painted v with aluminum paint, absorb less wal 

“Several tests made by writer for the Division of show 

effect of color on evaporation | pans. = Evaporation for one year from a pan 7 

painted inside, below the water surface, with flat black paint was: 99.2% of 

posure. Fora similar pan, completely painted inside and outside with the ™ 

same kind of paint, evaporation w vas 5% greater than that from the e untreated 

pan. 
he w vater had no 0 effect on but, with ‘the entire 

Further tests were made at the Fullerton station, using new pans, 2 ft 

in diameter by 10 in. deep, set just above the ground : surface to allow ventilation _ 

below. Depth of water varied from 7 in. to 8 in. A check pan retained its: 

initial ovuitiad surface; the other pans were painted inside and outside with | 

automobile enamel in various colors, with the exception that one pan was — 

coated with aluminum paint and another was made of The tests were 

pans lost s some of their initial brightness although n not t sufficiently to change the 

rate of evaporation 1 materially Results of the test are shown in Table 7. The 7 

TABLE oF OF FROM PAINTED PANS WITH THaT 

FROM A GALVANIZED IRon 

Month | White | Orange | | | 
i | enamel | paint enamel | enamel 

March. . 68 2. 3.27 3.91 
5.54 

7.20 

1 

1 
6. 

67.18 
0.93 

(3.91 
February . 66 | 3.09 | 3. gar 3.83 

| 
3 

on 

| 

| PLE 

88) 

| Se) ou 

<) 

difference i in relative evaporation of 0. 83 for 1 the pan painted w ‘ith white enamel 

(see last line of Table 7) and a value of 0.96 for the pan with white, lead- base 
paint, computed from Table 4, may be due to the kind of paint applied. En- 

amel, with its smooth surface, | seems to have lower heat-absorptive qualities, 7 
which would account for § ‘some difference | in evaporation. n. It is not claimed | 
that the ree evaporation values as recorded for enamel paint will hold for : 

brands; but these values’ show, in general, that different colors affect 
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kinds of pans s at different times, but with different brands of shemale paint, 

_ Teduction i in evaporation varied from 2% to 9%. This result agrees with the 
findings of Carl Rohwer, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (16), that different brands give 

different results. — _ Evaporation pans should not be painted, as coloration always 

a affects the rate of evaporation. This point is recognized by most operators 

buta a few instances have appeared i in the literature. on evaporation where black 
or copper pans have been used. More often, pans are painted with one of 

~ brands of aluminum paint to prevent dineoloration or rusting z of the gal- 

e, and, if similar 

on ah 
a ‘Scpeninion; from Screened Pans.—At the Fullerton station and elsewhere in 

Southern California, efforts have been made to obtain a pan that would have an 
annual loss sufficiently close to reservoir evaporation so that a reduction coefh- 

cient would be unnecessary. This result was obtained by using a ‘a ground pan 

shaded by a 0. 25- in. mesh galvanized i iron screen suspended horizontally mid- 

way between the top of the pan and the water surface. - The 1e pan was 2 ft in 

diameter by 3 ft deep, set 33 in. in the ground. _ The mean 1 annual coefficient for | 
eleven pan-years was 8 0. 98 within ranges varying from 0. 95 tol 00 at the serve 

of the Division of Irrigation. - The method used in screening the water st 

| is shown in Fig. 15. it 
. _ Temperatures of water i in the screened pan are more uniform than those i iD 

- most other pans, holding: u p well during the night and maintaining a reasonably — 
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Monthly coefficients are variables. Comparison of evaporation from a screened 

pan with that from a 12-ft pan at the Fullerton staticn resulted in high coeffi- 7 = 
cients during the early part of the year; but, when compared with evaporation 

| from: Lake Elsinore, coefficients were highest during the fall months. The 

screened pan teen ind a limited use in Texas where the same coefficients appear 

Coefficients. — ‘Coefficients for the conversion of evaporation 
“from a pan to equivalent evaporation from a lake or a reservoir, as discussed — 

* the paper, refer to the Weather Bureau pan for which an annual ahade. 

by the late R. B. ‘Sleight, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (54), and by Mr. Rohwe - 

(16). E Both these me men concluded that t evaporation from a a lake or a Teservoir — 

was substantially the same as that from either a ground pan, 12 ft in diameter, 
to a shallow 1 reservoir, 85 ft in diameter. . The coe coefficient of 0.70 is applicable 7 ; 

to the general climatic region of Colorado where evaporation is limited to a 

part of the year because of freezing weather, but does not apply exactly to the e 

F lower altitudes of the Southwest where evaporation occurs throughout the year. 

_ Monthly coefficients vary according to temperature; they are higher than 

the annual mean in ‘summer and lower i in winter. _ Usually, the annual coeffi- 7 

cient is used in estimating reservoir - evaporation. At times, however, monthly 

coefficients wou ould be convenient f for use reservoir -operators—particularly i in 

estimating evaporation losses for snow survey forecasts (in cases where the 

eax season) and for reservoirs that contain w water r only during : a part of the y year. 

__ Evaporation | experiments by the Division of Irrigation in Southern Cali- 

fornia indicate an average annual coefficient of 0.77 for the W eather Bureau pan, 
based 0 on on evaporation from a 12-ft diameter pan, 36 in. 1. deep. - ~The coefficients 

_ were ¢ consistent from year t to year, varying only from 0. 76 to ( 0. 78, and the aver-— 7 

age may be used safely for similar climates in southwestern states. _ a 
re ‘The value of 0.77 also has been obtained by a similar study in which mea- ; 

sured evaporation from a Weather Bureau pan was compared with computed - 

ev vaporation | from Lake Elsinore, which has an area of 5,500 acres and is some 

30 miles from the Fullerton station. | The maximum depth of the lake was 

- about 30 ft, but large areas were less than 10 ft deep. In this respect, the - 
lake was more like a large evaporation pan n than a deep re: reservoir. . Inflow to . 

the lake was from the San Jacinto River, which i is subject to brief floods and to 

long- s-continued pe periods of no flow. Since 1917 there has been little or no out- 

- flow from the lake because of a deficiency i in water supply. | The only change 

in w ater levels has been caused by loss through evaporation § since the lake bedi is 

~ composed of silt through which seepage does not occur in sufficient. quantities 
to o change the values of computed evaporation. 

The Lake Elsinore study was for a 3-yr period which a 

i istic pan was | placed immediately above the shore line, and lake evaporation 

a as computed from inflow, rainfall on the lake surface, and change in water — 
levels. Because of small “uncertainties in computed evaporation, there w ere” 

slightly greater differences i in annual coefficients—from 0.76 to 0. 80—than at 
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during the 0 day, and maul of t the heat gained in the daytime is lost at night. 

‘Temperatures of large volumes of water are more uniform; : they change little 

daily and their seasonal changes are slow. A part of the heat received by the 
reservoirs in spring and summer used i in ‘creating evaporation, and another 

0a considerable depth. in ‘the 

10 

. 

Ja 

her 

a - year heat storage becomes available for evaporation during cooler months when a 

pan evaporation i is approaching « a minimum. During spring and summer, pan 

at evaporation may | exceed lake or reservoir evaporation ; but, because of heat 
oe 

in n storage, evaporation from larger volumes of water in the fall | may equal or 

from the sun may be the same for pan and 1 reservoir alike; h henee, actual annual — 

reservoir - evaporation ‘should be substantially the same ey that computed by 
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monthly reservoir evaporation, however, differs from that 
pan by reduction coefficients. In Fig. 16, two curves are 

capacity. Both are for a Weather Bureau pan—one at the Fullerton station 

ay where coefliciente we were based on comparison Ww ith a 12- diameter 11 

ev from the Between the tw the relation is not ‘constant. 

The Fullerton coefficients rose to a maximum during the warmest months | 

because pan temperatures change according to air temperatures. The lake 

coefficients were minimum during the early part of the year when the lake 7 

was storing heat, and maximum during fall months wi hen for much of the: time : 
‘mean water. temperatures w ere greater than ‘mean air temperatures. ‘iT he 

annual ¢ coefficient is 0.7 17 for each 1 condition. — smal. 

spring and fall months, the difference in computed evaporation, ‘regardless of 

which set of coefficients is used, will be less important than i is. indicated by a 

TMT 

(2) “Standard Equipment for Evaporation Stations,” Final Rept. ‘of Sub- Sub- 
Oe Committee on Evaporation of the Special Committee on Irrigation 

Hydraulics, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 99 (1934), pp. 716-718. 
“Evaporation of Water from Saturated Surfaces,” by R. W. Powell, 

Engineering, Vol. 150, No. 3897, September 20, 1940, pp. 238-239; and 
No 0. 3899, October 4, 1940, pp. 278- 280. 

(16) ) “Evaporation from Free. ‘Water “Surfaces,” by Carl Rohwer, "Bulletin 
No. 271, U.S.D.A.,_ December, 1931. (a) p. 9. (6) pp. 34-42. 

op. 

@l) “The Effect of Freeboard on Evaporation from a Class ‘A’ Evaporation #4 

re Pan,” by R. W. Revell, unpublished | thesis for Master’s Degree, Univ. __ 
of Iowa, Iowa City, February, 1941. = 

(43) “Evaporation St Studies at Lake Elsinore, California,’ ” by. A.A. You oung, Div. 

of Irrig., SCs, US.D.A., , September, 1942 (mimeographed). 
(51) “Consumptive Water Use and Requirements,” by Harry F F. Blaney, Paul — 

ig . Ewing, Karl V. Morin, ‘Lawrence H. -Schoenleber, | and Wayne D. 

Criddle, Pt. III, Section 3, Pecos River Joint Investigation, National 
Planning Board, U.S. Government Office, , Washing- 

(83) “Evaporation and Consumptive ‘Use of Water 

m by Harry F. Blaney y and Karl V. . Morin, Transactions, An. Geophysical _ 
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DESIGN CONSTANTS FOR BEAMS WITH 

NONSYMMETRICAL ‘STRAIGHT 
it HAUNCHES 

? ‘By ROBERT O. JAMESON, tind SHERMAN, DALE H. 
AND I.B. HosiG 

O. JaMEsoN,? M. Am. Soc. C. *«—Evidently, | considerable aber: 

was involved in ies aemenetion of this paper, and the author is to be co con- 

_ gratulated for devising an ingenious method of solving a trou esome problem. atulated for d Li thod of sol trouble bl 
a A valuable addition to this ‘Paper would be the inclusion of data for calculating 

- fixed- end moments due to a concentrated load at any point on a span; however, 

‘this would be a huge task. . Such data could be presented on several charts 
showing influence lines for combinations of haunch lengths. Compre-_ 

hensive charts I have t been published, ® showing properties of beams with para 

bolic haunches whose lengths are equal to one half of the span and with various 

ratios of end depths. — _ With this exception, few data have b been published | on the 

‘subject: of structural members with haunches of unequal dimensions. Al 

"abstract pre my this ‘method has some advantages in 1 the preparation of 

tables involving unsymmetrical haunch coefficients. : Eqs. 1 to 14b, inclusive, 

have been verified. Values of stiffness and carry-over factors, as | shown in 
DAF 

Example 1, were checked by use of the fixed- point method and identical answers 

is hoped that the following. discussion, beams having 

of infinite moment of inertia, will add to the usefulness of this valuable paper. 
In the design of f rigid frames, including : flat slab bridge and building frames, 

iti is ; freque ntly necessary to calculate shape and load coefficients to satisfy the 
"assumptions that (a) the haunches at each end of a member have unequal 

lengths, and (b) the value of the moment of inertia is infinite at the haunches. 

se ‘Nora. —This paper hey August L. Ahlf was published in October, 1944, Proceedings. = 
Negotiator, Southwestern Div., Corps of Engrs., Dallas, Tex. 

Received by the Secretary February 28, 1945. 
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‘April, 1945. JAMESON ON HAUNCHED BEAMS 

effect of the is to make the ——-value equal to zero for 

the length of the haunch. — Based on n the foregoing assumptions, shape coeffi- : 
cients, similar to those in Table 2, _ be used in the design of members with — 

4 
TABLE 2.—SHAPE Cozrricrents FOR MEMBERS 

Shape 
Coefficients: 

0.500 0.499 6. 495 
0.451 | 0.405 
0. 332 0.327 
0. 367 | 0.400 

| } 

0.469 | 0.455 | 0.439. 
0.211 

123 «1.52 
| 0.579 
| 0.496 4 00 | 0.496 | 0.486 0.471 

Oa 

0.405 | 0.404 | 0.400 | 0.394 0. 
0.446 |. 0.400 | 0.356 0. 

con- 0.398 0.386 0. 
(327 0. 360 0.393 | 0.426 0. 

178 194 2. 

ng 48 0.563 | 0.648 | 0.743. 0. 
ever, . 0.667 | 0.662 | 0.648 | 0.628 | 0.602 | 0. 

para- Bp... 0.320 | 0.319 315 | 0.309 08 .300 0.280 (0.275 0. 259 
0.385 0.300 | 0.261 | 0.225 

rious | o 0.451 0. 440 | 0.427 | 0. ar 
the 0. 0. 408 0.440 | 0.472 | 0.504 

n the : 3.89 5.36 
AL &.... : 3.89 7.76_ 

0.786 | 0.894 | 1.015 
to its ‘$21 736 | 0. 745 0.701 

yn of 

isive, 

0.899 
0. | 

Tn a actual practice, of course, the table. may be made as s large as necessary. 

Referring to Figs. 5(0), and 5(c), the coefficients i in Table 2 are de- 

fined as follows: p is the area of the Mf Ey tsgram for a unit moment at the left 

> 

RS 

iz 

= 

if 
= 

0.361 | 0.3: 

0.433 | 0.467 0.500 | 0.533 0.567 off 
| 143 | 154 

191 | 242 | 3.11 | 405 | 5.36 : ee 

— 
0.240 | 0.234 | 0.225 | 0.214 | 0.200 | 0.184 

swers 0.360 | 0.316 0.236 | 0.200 | 0.166. 
0.533 0.525 0.516 0.504 | 0.489 | 0.473 | 0.456 

0.350 0.381 9.412 0.443 0.473 | 0.504 
405 5.42 6.42 | 7.76 | 9.63 12.34 16.50 

vches 43 264 | 3.71 | 536 | 7.98 | 1234 | 20.00 
— 10.538 | 0.616 | 0.701 | 0.795 "1014 
ape. 1.105 | 1.065 | 1.015 | 0.959 

equal 
a 

ches. 
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2D, oe a unit moment at the right support; v is the distance of the centroid of 

of from the right ‘support; Sy and S2 are stiffness factors when a moment is 

a at end 1 and end 2, respectively, while the opposite end of the member i is 

= fixed. —_ of the foregoing coefficients are obtained from the following 

formulas: 

— 

‘a (b) 

Moment Closing Line 6, and are relative stiffnesses, as de- 

y the author, and values of S; and Sz are: 

ee _ = coefficients for obtaining fixed-end moments and fixed-point ordinates 
are presented herein for: (a) Uniform loading across the span; and (0) a con 

centrated load placed at any point on the sp span. 
Referring to Fig. 5(d), the symbols are defined as follows: A, is _ area of 

M et 3 the Fy diagram for for an external vertical | loading of unity ona unit span when 

the values of E and I are ne to one; a is s the distance from the left support 

JAMESON ON HAUNCHED BEAMS | Discussions A: 

ee Be 7 _ support of a unit span, with E and J equal to one; wu is the distance of the cen- ee 

— 

End End2 =] . (48a) 

— 

— 
| 

— 



or cen- centroid of A.. Referring to Fig. 5(e), s and t are fixed- point ordinates 

yn. of 7 ordinates to the closing lines of the fixed-end moments for a conjugate beam. 

id of - For any type e of external vertical loading, the values of s and ¢ are obtained 

er is — Ac(l — Xo) 

ber x, 

For a uniformly distributed los load of unity on a unit 

(42) as ( (a, - _ (a)! = 

= = ay) = (a2)? _ (1 = = (a3) ( (498) 

436) | end moments for a total “uniform 

Values of s ; and ¢, for uniform loading, may be de- 

Ulrik T. Berg, Assoc. Soe. C. E. 
concentrated load on a unit span, the load coefficients 

46a) are as follows: 

[e - (a2)? — - + a 

For a load over the right: (Fig. 6(b 

wt A, X= an b) = (1 5d) 

Moments Simplified,” by Ulrik T. Polygraphic Co. of America, Inc., 
ork, N. Y 

— 

fim 

L=1 
Oo iia 

~ a 

620) 
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"SHERMAN ON HAUNCHED BEAMS. Discussions 

a load not over a haunch (Fig. 6(c))— A 

| 1 Ta- — a;)? ~ a ey ~ 

J 

A, (1 «Itt « = (1 .. 

A diagram for obtaining fixed-end moments, due 

a concentrated load on a beam with symmetrical infinite m 

of iner tia, has been published elsewhere® 

JOHN SHERMAN, —Contrary to the author’s opinion (see heading, 
“Summary” 3 considerable information i is available regarding constants for the 

aa analysis of haunched beams. As applied to the properties of haunched beams, 

red the tables prepared by Walter Ruppel, 10 Assoc. M. Am. Soe. C. E., from the 
earlier tables’ by A. Strassner contain all the information | for the 

analysis of haunched beams (haunched at one end or both ends), not only by 

the method of conjugate points but by the moment area, s slope deflection, three 

Be. moment equation, column analogy, and moment dis distribution methods. ala 
‘The Ruppel tables, being adapted from the Strassner tables (which made it 

_ possible to determine (a) the end rotation angles due to a unit couple applied at 
; each end of a haunched beam, and (6) the end rotation angles due to a lateral 

_ _ load applied to the haunched beam), may be used to determine these end rota-_ 

7 y tions. According to the principle of superposition, the end rotation angles ¢ of a 

- haunched beam should be considered as composed of two parts: (1) The rota- 
3 tion rangle due t to. a beam o of uniform moment nt of inertia, an and — the rotation angle 

the principle of superposition, te find (a) the » properties of a a beam petit dd 

A —s and (6) the properties of a nonsymmetrically haunched beam re 

Mr. Ahif also states (see heading, “Summary”) that ° “The labor required to 

- compute the area, centroid, and moment of inertia of the analogous column, 

and the area and centroid of the ——diagram has * * * * been simplifie 

- 4 in the tables.” > This statement is true for the cases presented in the paper; 

ww but, for the analysis of continuous bridges, the properties mentioned by Mr. 

**Mfodern Developments in Reinforced Concrete, Ne. 10,” Portland Cement Il, 

Estimator- Designer, Virginia Bridge Co., Roanoke, Ve. 

Received by the Secretary February 28,1945. 
10 '© Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 90 (1927), p. 152. a 

“Neure Methoden Statik der Rahmentragwerke,” by A. Strasner, 24 2d Ba, Vol. 1, 1, Ernst, st, Berlin, 
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1945 REA ON HAUNCHED BEAMS 

‘Ahlf are used only by | those w who choose to i ignore the properties | of influence 

lines. It is is possible 1 to consider the various ous 7-diagrams a as ‘superfluous and to 

construct one influence line for each reaction by loading ‘the c njugat beam 

rith tl M_ to this reaction be ng considered 

as to a system of closely spaced loads. 
_ The Ruppel tables accomplish so much more than do: the tables prepared by 

Mr. Alf that the latter may b be considered of interest only y in the very narrow 
‘Tange of the moment distribution and column analogy methods as applied to a 

‘fixed beam; and « even in this specific case the use of the Ruppel tables is more 

simple and direct. In one sense, the entire subject of haunched beams is 

primarily a matter of academic interest as the use of haunched beams is the 

exception rather than the rule. 

H. Rea,” Esq problem of straight haunched beams 

"practically b been ‘removed entirely from the realm of tedious and laboriot us 

TABLE 3.—SOLUTION oF or IN 4 
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indeterminate analysis: by this paper. To prove this conclusion © the writer i 

has undertaken to check the paper. The formulas are true expressions sof -_ 

“column a analogy. . The formulas for C and the tables c computed from them were 
‘not checked because of the enormous work involved. | . However, the column 
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REA ON HAUNCHED BEAMS 

analogy sol presented herein will enable one to predict, probable 

The following rules may prove helpful in analy zing haunched beams: (a) 

The greater the haunch, the larger will be the stiffness factor, but the smaller. 

the carry-over factor; (6) the product of the carry- -over factor away from the 

-end and the stiffness factor at the end is constant for a given beam; and (c) 

increasing the size of a haunch increases the fixed-end moment at that end. 7 

ae Table 3 presents the data necessary for a solution of Examples 1, 2, and 3. 

In computing: this : table, the beam is divided into sections 1 ft long, and all 

refer to the midpoint of the sections 

In addition to the notation of the pa paper, the letter symbols in Table 3 are 

- defined as follows: ; Xo is the he variable distance from the midspan of the beam to 

4 any given section ; 2; and a2 a2 are the distances from end 1 and end 2, respectively, 

of the beam to any given section; and M, is the simple bending moment at any 

_ Values in Table 3, when substituted in Eqs. 23 to Al, yield results that are 
- quite comparable. Thus, for Example 1: A E I, = 0.801 1L; — E I, = 0.027 L?; 

4 4 ‘BY THE CoLumN” 4 

TRIANGULAR Loan; ‘Swan END AT 1 RIANGULAR Loap; AT 

= 
=M.A)| A 20) \( =§- A 2) 

CNN an 

Woo 

= 

ONN 

NW 

OON 
ry 

00 

womotoin 

0. 
0. 
0. 

2. 
2. 

2. 
2. 
3. 

3. 
3. 
3. 

2: 
2 
2 
2 
1 

0 
Swi wis we 

47.62 | 
(0.0762) 

NO 
or ~ 

= 0.034 L; ae 0.534 is tow 0.466 L; Qu E I, = 0.046 L?; Q. El, 
= 0.045 L*; Ky L = 7.58 L = 1.891,;K 2L = 6.08 1,; ke L = = 1.52 1.5 

NL = = — 0.564; andr2 = — 0.704. 
ae Similar results for Examples | 2 and 3 are given in Table 4. 4. A comparison of 

a: author’s values with the foregoing shows close agreement. The maximum 

difference is about 2%. Other haunched beams analyzed by the writer in the 
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HOSIG ON HAUNCHED BEAMS 

naller If the two in Example 3 are raced upon the oom: at the 
n the 

TABLE ComPuTations FOR | 

EXAMPLEs 2 ‘AND 

ins rdle of h 
Notation Example 2 1 Example 3a Example 3b ‘gar t of beam 

used. This relation exists in 
| 0.0772 W L? | 0.0780 W 0.0762 WL? : 
0.0013 Ls 0.0035 Wis 0.0008 W LA Table 3 within the » of 

—0.0 
0112 We | 00872 WL 0.1348 WL _slide-rule accuracy. 

(FEM):... WL | 0.1063 WL 0.0608 Adapting this same reasoning 

to Table 1, it i is. found that the 

— sum 1 of values i in Tables 1(f) and 1(h) equals two times s the corresponding v values 

ut are in Table 1(d), and that the three values will be of different magnitude. _ There- — 

27 L?; fore, Eqs. 30, 34, and 38 should never be of equal value. The stiffness of all 
7 - members in a rigid frame, haunched or prismatic, should be expressed as either 

___ J relative stiffness or as absolute stiffness and not intermixed. In Example 1, 
N is referred to as the “absolute carry- -over moment. ” The word absolute 

appears: to be extraneous to carry-over moment and should be used only in 

‘referring to ‘ ‘stiffness factor. 

B. Hosta," Esq. first reaction to the presentation of data such 

as those a this is paper is is is the question: a: Wil ill engineers use the data in their 

work?” ‘The wr riter is s sufficiently acquainted with the labor connected with a 

‘eed beam problems to appreciate both the i immense amount of time ap- 
plied to the construction of the tables and the objectives : sought i in n presenting 

the tables. If teaching the elements involved in the calculation of beam per- 

“formance w ere as standardized as teaching trigonometry, for instance, the 

tables presented could, perhaps, be used as safely as are - trigonometric tables 7 

because similarly fundamental relations based on geometric figures are 
sented. . The tables are the best evidences that the day i is approaching Ww oe om 

such teaching will be standardized and that facility in the design of haunched- - 

4 and irregular beams will approach present facility i in trigonometric | calculations. 
Tn fact, tables will be necessary to make such facility common, as they a 

hecessary in trigonometry, and these a are the best known to the v W riter. How- 

; ever, he confesses that he would not use the tables except as a . check to a | 

0008) : problem solved by fundamental relations, but for such a h a purpose he considers 

4 the tables a very valuable addition to his “tool kit. a Lane _ 

The second reaction following the general reading of the text accompanying 7 
a E 1, the: tables is the ‘complete absence | of the wo ords, “curvature, = ’ “slope,” | and = 

52 “deflection,” and tl the rare use of the Ww words, ‘ ‘rotation”’ and “reaetion.” The 

sD fact that the author has produced the end products, “stiffness,” “arry-over 
son of factors,” and “fixed- end moments” without the use of ‘these words shows that — ; : 

the words are no longer necessary to him in his progress toward facility, and — oe 

Engr., U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo. 
Received by the Secretary March 2, 1945. 
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_HOSIG ON HAUNCHED BEAMS Discussions 

‘pele is again a preview w of the shape of things to come when teaching the 

elements becomes standardized. bs he writer believes that such a trend is 

_ wrong, g, howe ever, and that teachers must right it. An indication of the error 

resulting from the author’s view point (which would not result if the entire 
problem were considered as an interplay of slopes, rotations, ete.) is shown in 

*s second sentence under the heading, “Carry- Over Factors,” namely: “The 

induced moment is defined as the ‘ carry-over moment,’ and that proportion of 

the applied moment which is carried over is defined as ; the ‘carry-over factor. ay: 

ae The fundamental concept of the “ carry-over moment” presumes what is 

- “equivalent to a cantilever beam, the free end of which is first rotated through 

an angle | of one radian by a couple at that end. » Then the beam i is restored to 

its original level by a a force applied at the free end to eliminate the deflection 

“that followed the rotation. If the couple alone were acting, there would be 
along the entire length of the beam a uniform moment with a value equal to 
that of the couple. — The application. of the force or reaction induces ‘moments, 

- varying from ‘zero att the free end to the value of force times the ‘span length at 

the fixed end. The net moment at the fixed end is the difference between the 

“two and may well be be called the “induced moment. ree In all cases s investigated 
by the writer, however, the moment produced by the force is larger than that 

_ produced by the couple; hence, the net moment can be no part of the “applied 

“moment. ” This explains w why the carry-over moment is of opposite - to 

The writer has checked seuttened values in in ‘the tables and found no errors. 

‘The computations were made. following a procedure in which moments and 

“reactions are applied to the free end of a ‘similarly shaped and loaded cantilever 

beam to reduce the cantilever beam to a fixed or hinged beam as required. 
The derivations of the formulas for the constants were not checked by the 

writer, “however, because of the difference between his viewpoint and that of the 

author, and because available time did not permit the complete analysis of the 

a physical significance of these constants. In the case of a beam uniformly 
7 haunched from one end to the other, , the me ethod of using g the tables is not obvious, 

’ and iti is suggested that the author clarify the procedure in his closing discussion. 

iro Corrections for Transactions: In October, 1944, Proceedings, 01 on pages 1250 

and 1251, in Eqs. 33a, 33b, 37a, and 37b, multiply the last ‘quantity on the left- 

* * find Cx— —Ci + C2" to “e find C1 + Cs 
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“| 

THE EFFECT OF BLANKETS ON 

THROUGH PERVIOUS FOUNDATIONS 

ated | NDERSBY,! ‘M. Am. Soc. CLE. “-—The principle of applying a blanket 

that § of low permeability to the dam face and part of the adj jacent reservoir bottom 

advocated by the author as being preferable to the core and cutoff wall 

method bi because more of the dam remains to: resist hydrostatic pressure. 

procedure. has the additional advantage of usually being cheaper; however, it 
“has the disadvantage of of not t creating as as positive a a cutoff. Re 
An optimum combination of economy and successful operation should result 

“from blanketing the the face of the dam and connecting the blanket with a cutoff at 

the | upstream toe, », provided that this location is suitable for a cutoff. ‘The use 
of an upstream blanket would also permit the cutoff to be placed at some dis- a 

tance from the dam, if such a location were feasible or economical—as may 

‘often be the c case because of the natural slope of the bedrock. _ 7 he writer -_ 

ll Of course, the use of such combinations, as well as the use of blankets of — 

considerable area, in general, depends: on the cost of blanket construction. A 

blanket used with a cutoff | wall usually would have to be impermeable or almost. 

so. In | many cases conservation of water isimportant. = = | 
sd Mr. Bennett’s analysis, favoring a blanket section of variable thickness, 

‘also leads to economy of blanket construction where natural, partly pervious 

“materials are are being - considered. 7 Such materials at the dam usually would be 

quite thick. If the e materials w were not already i in place, the cost of placing 

them would justify « a comparison with the cost of placing positively i imperme- 

able, thin, artificial membranes. 
= 

‘Since 1935 or thereabouts, asphaltic concrete membranes have been used 

increasingly for canal, flood channel, and reservoir - linings. Asphaltic concrete 

w= oTE.—This paper by Preston T. Bennett was published in January, 1945, Proceedings. = Discussion on 
this paper has appeared in Proceedings, as follows: March, 1945, by Reginald A. Barron. 

B:. Research Engr., Shell Development Co., Emeryville, Calif§ 
Received by the Secretary 15, 1945. 
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ENDERSBY ON PERVIOUS 

cracking due to the ground settlements which oeeur under an im- 

‘permeable blanket. For this. reason, some large dams in Africa were faced 

_ several years ago w ith asphaltic layers under concrete facing, = 2 
- -_If an asphalt. plant i is near by, or if the work is important enough to justify a 

large portable plant, asphaltic concrete is quite low in cost. _ Since a 2-in. 

- blanket, properly s sealed, is sufficient for high w water heads, asphaltic concrete 

isi in close competition with hatural materials. 

However, if complete impermeability i is required, special sealing treatment. 

for the | ‘surface is necessary, ‘unless the mix itself is made impermeable. — The 

latter method requires special proportioning and close control i in construction. 7 

If sealing treatment is used, requirements for ‘aggregates are less ‘rigid than 

« those for 1 road work, the chief difference being the need for considerably more 

- Asphaltie ¢ concrete is suitable for a wide range of gradings a and compositions — ; 

of aggregates, and is free from ‘chemical interaction between binder and ag- 

un aly 
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DISCUSSIONS 

=> 

R. ‘VELZzY, M. Am. Soc. E. subject of this Symposium | is 

‘important to the designer who is faced with the problem of providing economical 

B sludge disposal. _ The authors have treated the subject from the viewpoint of 

operation | and research , and make valuable contributions in n stressing ee 

to be of no assistance. 
— Mr. Goudey ‘indicates: that raw sludge i is saniiitialiaa with the same per- 

usean of chemicals as are needed for digested sludge and Senneeate concludes 

(see heading, ‘ ‘Conclusions”’) that, for sludge concentration, digestion 
is unnecessary and wasteful.” a Digestion i is a step in sludge disposal involving _ 

a number of factors rather r than merely one method | of concentrating sludge. % 

Among - these factors are an appreciable reduction in the e quantity | of ‘solids, 

dimination of nuisance in sludge disposal, production of combustible gas, and 

other aids to sludge disposal. + The reduction in solids by digestion results in 

the use of smaller quantities of chemicals for dewatering solids from a given ~ 
quantity of raw sludge. Although digestion may be considered means of 

thickening sludge, the reverse is often tru e—the concentration of sludge, in 

* In Table 2 Mr. Keefer shows operating results at Baltimore, w which appear 

to involve some discrepancies. For example, ‘in the 1941 data, a quantity of — 

22,520 gal of sludge, 1.1% solids, is shown § going to the » thickener. _ The solids 
in the thickener effluent are negligible. Whereas the concentration of sludge _ ; 

ig somewhat less than two 0 to one, the reduction i in \ volume i is more than five t to Be ; se 

one. . Stated i in another ws way, the solids withdrawn from the thickener do not — 7 
‘balance the solids discharged into the thickener. It is well known that | in a 

‘sewage treatment it is difficult to obtain representative samples and data truly . 

, epee .—This Symposium was published in October, 1944, Proceedings. 

Asst. Engr., Greeley & Hansen, New York, 

*¢ Received by the Secretary March 6,1945. 
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SLUDGE -CONCENTRA ION Discussions oD  vseussror 

e ac Is it possible that more concentration 

4 

a2 

characteristic of the actual conditions. 

was accomplished than is is indicated | by the data? Some comments by Mr. 
Keefer might be helpful. 

er Although consideration | in the Symposium, and in some earlier work, has 
; been given to concentration of primary and digested sludges, there i is relatively 

not much to be gained in these applications. Digested sludge can be ‘suffi-- 

ciently concentrated in the bottom | of digestion tanks. As Mr. Donaldson 

i states, the « density o of primary ry sludge c can be controlled adequately by the p pump- 

ing schedule, and it is even possible to a ‘primary sludge too dense for 

: Ww ith activated sludge i in which concentration 1 is likely to be from 1% to 2% 

solids, there is room for considerable gain by concentration. Even 

results may reduce the volume to a half, or a third, of the original volume, which 

iss a real gain for ‘digestion, barging to sea, or any other process of sludge disposal. 

Of the several factors affecting concentration of activated sludge, only a few 

can be applied practically by the-designer. Mr. Rudolfs has shown that 

—— * 
< 

paction may y be affected by the character « of sludge, initial concentration, time, 

44 temperature, pressure, and the use of chemicals. _ Of these | elements, time — 

_ the use of chemicals have a direct bearing on -on design. S Initial concentration is a 

factor in design because provision may be made to concentrate waste sludge — 

- from final settling tanks or aeration tank effluent, or to use either method at 

is Data in the several papers of the Symposium show ‘that; at 1 Los . Angeles, - 
ite, and New York, satisfactory results in thickening activated sludge | Be 

have been obtained. —Itis of interest to note that experience at Los Angeles : and 
“New York indicates ‘that better concentration can be obtained by thickening 

aeration tank effluent than by thickening waste sludge. This fact ‘permits 

simpler design | and operation since the thickening tank can be built as a small 

unit of a group of final settling tanks, and an additional pumping operation « on 

_— Thes designer. at present finds a scarcity of conclusive data on sludge thicken- 

- ing. It is reasonably well established that time is a perinent |! factor, but, over” 

too long a period, sludge tends to become septic. This ‘Sendeney ean be con- 
to some extent with chlorination. Other questions on which there is 

~ little information include the type of mechanism best adapted to concentrating q 

and handling sludge, shape and size of sludge hoppers, and the degree « of con- - . 

"centration to be expected. _ It is hoped that studies will be continued by opera- ' 
¢ tors having the facilities, and that particular emphasis will be placed on n factors 

< 

that may be incorporated in design and may be useful in operation. — Atty sie 
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